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Abstract
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has been operational very successfully since
2009. Plans exist to improve the injector chain which increases the instantaneous
luminosity of the machine to 2 × 1034 /(cm2 s), twice the design value. The pixel detector of the CMS experiment (Compact Muon Solenoid), which is used for tracking
very close to the interaction point, will be upgraded at the end of 2016 in order to
maintain and improve upon the tracking and primary and secondary vertexing performance of the current detector. An important part of the upgrade is the design
and production of new detector modules. The increased luminosity has a direct
impact on the hit rate that the modules detector experience. It is important that
module performance be understood and verified for the upgrade to fulfill its purpose. Furthermore, the radiation dose that the detector experiences over its lifetime
is higher after the expected LHC upgrades. To ensure a long lifetime of the detector,
it needs to withstand the radiation damage while continuing to operate with high
sensitivity.
A simulation of the module performance is presented in this thesis that predicts
the efficiency of the upgraded detector. It identifies the mechanisms that lead to
dynamic inefficiencies and quantifies the losses. An inefficiency of about 2 % is found
in the worst case. A verification of the simulation is made through measurements
with high intensity X-rays.
X-ray tests will also be employed for the qualification of modules after production. High rate x-ray tests are introduced in this thesis that have the purpose of
testing as many of the internal states of the read out electronics of the modules
as possible. The test results are based on the module readout with random X-ray
hits, in some tests employing an internal test charge injection to determine the hit
efficiency. The high rate tests complement the qualification procedures used for
the modules of the detector currently installed in CMS that do not use external
signals. The calibration of the modules is done with monochromatic X-rays. In this
thesis, not only the established method, but also an alternative is explored that is
faster. If the calibration setup conditions are well controlled, two methods produce
a comparable result.
The performance of irradiated silicon sensors for the pixel detector upgrade is
measured in a testbeam. The sensor technology is the same as the one for the
current detector, but the irradiation dose of up to 3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 is higher than
in previous measurements with CMS pixel sensors. An efficiency above 98 % is
determined for a dose of 1.5 × 1015 neq /cm2 . For 3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 , the detection
threshold of the readout chip is limiting the efficiency, and a value of approximately
85 % is measured. With the upgraded readout chip, the detection threshold can be
lowered to achieve a higher efficiency.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Betrieb des Large Hadron Colliders (LHC) verlief sehr erfolgreich seit 2009.
Es existieren Pläne, die Vorbeschleuniger zu verbessern was zur Folge hat, dass
sich die instantane Luminosität auf 2 × 1034 /(cm2 s) erhöht, doppelt so viel als
ursprünglich geplant. Der Pixel Detektor des CMS Experiments (Compact Muon
Solenoid) befindet sich nahe am Wechselwirkungspunkt und wird für die Rekonstruktion von Spuren und der Identifikation von Vertices verwendet. Er wird Ende
2016 durch eine aufgerüstete Version ersetzt, um auch unter verbesserten Luminositätsbedingungen eine gleichbleibend hohe Leistungsfähigkeit bezüglich der Spurrekonstruktion und der Vertexidentifikation des CMS Detektors zu gewährleisten. Ein
wichtiger Teil dieses Upgrades ist das Design und die Produktion neuer DetektorModule. Die erhöhte Luminosität hat einen direkten Einfluss auf die Teilchenrate,
der die Module ausgesetzt sind. Es ist wichtig, dass deren Leistung verstanden und
verifiziert ist, damit das Upgrade seinen Zweck erfüllen kann. Des weiteren wird die
Strahlendosis, welche die Module während der Zeit aufnehmen, höher sein mit den
Upgrades des LHC. Um eine lange Lebensdauer des Detektors sicherzustellen, muss
er dem tolerant gegenüber dem Strahlenschaden sein und gleichzeitig mit hoher
Sensitivität messen.
Eine Simulation des Moduls wird in dieser Dissertation präsentiert, welche die
Effizienz des Detektor Upgrades bestimmt. Die Dissertation identifiziert die Mechanismen, die zu dynamischen Ineffizienzen führen und quantifiziert deren Verluste.
Für den schlimmsten Fall wird eine Ineffizienz von etwa 2 % festgestellt. Die Simulation wird verifiziert anhand von Messungen mit intensiver Röntgenbestrahlung.
Röntgentests werden auch für die Qualifikation der Module nach deren Produktion verwendet. Hochratentests mit Röntgenstrahlung werden in dieser Dissertation
vorgestellt, die den Zweck haben, so viele interne Zustände des Moduls wie möglich
zu testen. Die Testresultate basieren auf der Auslese der zufälligen Signale durch
die Röntgenphotonen vom Modul, wobei in einigen Tests intern eine Testladung
injiziert wird um die Effizienz zu messen. Die Hochratentests ergänzen die Qualifikationsverfahren, die für die Module des jetzigen Detektors verwendet wurden
und keine externen Signale benutzen. Die Kalibrierung der Module wird erneut
mit monochromatischen Röntgentstrahlen durchgeführt. In dieser Dissertation wird
nicht nur das bisherige Verfahren, sondern auch eine schnellere Alternativmethode präsentiert. Unter genügend guter Kontrolle des Versuchsaufbaus führen beide
Verfahren zu vergleichbaren Resultaten.
Das Verhalten von bestrahlten Siliziumsensoren für das Upgrade des Pixel Detektors wird in einem Teststrahl gemessen. Die untersuchte Sensortechnologie ist
die selbe wie diejenige, die im jetzigen Detektor verwendet wird, jedoch übersteigt
die Strahlendosis von 3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 vorgängige Messungen mit CMS Pixel Sensoren. Eine Effizienz von mehr als 98 % wird für eine Dosis von 1.5 × 1015 neq /cm2
festgestellt. Für 3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 limitiert die Detektionsschwelle des Auslesechips
die Effizienz und ein Wert von etwa 85 % wird gemessen. Mit dem Auslesechip des
Upgrade Detektors kann die Detektionsschwelle gesenkt werden um eine höhere Effizienz zu erreichen.
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During the 20th century, the term particle physics was coined and a tremendous amount of
theoretical and experimental research has been performed that resulted in the prediction
and discovery of a large number of particles, their properties and interactions. As research
continued with ever increasing measurement resolution, many of the particles were found
to be composites made from other particles. Eventually, a set of 16 particles was found
that could not be resolved further. They are considered to be elementary particles, and
are grouped into leptons, quarks and gauge bosons (see figure 1.1). Their interactions are
very successfully described by the Standard Model that was firmly established by the end
of the century. It describes the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong forces that are
mediated by the gauge bosons.
The measurements to study the features and interactions of particles are mostly performed using particle accelerators. They accelerate particles of a particular type (usually
stable ones, such as electrons or protons) to high energy and either direct the beam toward
a fixed target or another particle beam for studying the collision results. The interaction
between the particles is propagated by particle exchange. It is desirable to have inelastic
scattering with high momentum transfer because then, the wavelength of the exchanged
particle is decreased and the resolution of the target’s substructure is improved. For accelerators with two intersecting particle beams, a synchrotron is used to achieve the highest
beam energy. In a synchrotron, charged beam particles are accelerated while traveling
in a circle, gaining energy in every revolution. They are kept on a circular path using
bending magnets with the field synchronized to the particle momentum. Two beams revolving in opposite directions are brought to collision head on and focused on a beam
spot using focusing magnets to increase the chances of interaction. Luminosity is one of

Figure 1.1: The 16 elementary particles from the Standard
Model of particle physics. They are divided into leptons, quarks
and force carrying bosons. The symbols for the leptons stand for
electron, muon, tau and their corresponding neutrinos (ν). The
quarks are named up, down, charm, strange, top and bottom.
The force carriers are the photon, the gluon, and the Z and
W boson. The Higgs boson (H), the existence of which was
unproven until 2013, is not shown in this chart.
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the key figures that describe a particle accelerator. It is used to calculate the number
of collision events per unit time, Ṅ , given an interaction cross-section, σ, through the
formula Ṅ = L · σ [1]. High luminosity reduces the measurement time which is especially
important when studying rare interactions.
The accelerated particles can be either leptons or hadrons. Hadrons are composite
particles made from two or three valence quarks, a multitude of sea quarks and gluons,
collectively called partons. At high momentum transfer, single partons engage in the interaction rather than the entire hadron. The hadron momentum is distributed among the
partons according to parton distribution functions that are experimentally determined.
This has the effect that for colliding partons, the center of mass energy is not twice the
beam energy, but a probabilistic fraction of it. In addition to this, the strong interaction
between the partons leads to a large number of background events that are of no scientific
interest and have to be separated from the relevant events. For leptons, which are elementary and carry their entire momentum, the collision energy is well defined. Furthermore,
their interaction is limited to the electromagnetic and the weak force which leads to less
complex collision events than with hadrons. However, the lower mass of leptons make
them much more susceptible to synchrotron radiation which leads to significant energy
losses during acceleration. This means that hadrons can generally be accelerated to higher
energies.
While the Standard Model is very successful, it leaves many questions open. It is
completely unable to describe gravitation and can not account for the apparent abundance
of dark matter and dark energy in the universe. Furthermore, at the end of the 20th
century, the Higgs mechanism [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], a theoretical addition to the Standard Model
giving mass to particles, was not verified through experiment. The energy to produce a
Higgs boson exceeded the capabilities of the particle accelerators. For these reasons, a new
particle accelerator was built. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC, [7]) went operational in
2009 in order to find the Higgs boson and to explore the physics beyond the Standard
Model (see section 1.1). It is a synchrotron built at CERN near Geneva that accelerates
protons to an energy of up to 14 TeV. It is also designed with a high luminosity of
1034 /(cm2 s) to enable the measurements of rare events which include the production of
the Higgs boson.
At each of the four collision points along the accelerator ring, an experiment that
measures the collision products is located. The experiments use particle detectors to
measure the long lived collision products emerging from the interaction point where the
two particle beams are focused. The high luminosity of the accelerator creates a great
challenge in the design of these detectors. They have to operate at extremely high collision
rates (cf. section 1.1.4) in addition to detecting rare interactions among a vast amount
of background events. CMS, the Compact Muon Solenoid [8], is one of the four experiments (see section 1.2). It encloses the interaction point using different subdetectors that
measure the trajectory and the energy of the particles emerging from the collision. The
pixel detector is of great importance for particle track reconstruction (section 1.3). Of all
subdetectors, it is located closest to the interaction point and its measurements provide
the starting points for track finding. It also enables the distinction of overlapping events
(pile-up) by finding the individual space points from which the collision products originate
(primary vertices). Furthermore, it makes the reconstruction of detecting secondary vertices possible that occur because particles with longer lifetimes, such as B mesons, decay
10
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2 km

CMS

LHC

ALICE

SPS
PS

ATLAS

Figure 1.2: The LHC accelerator with the experiments
CMS, ATLAS, ALICE and LHCb. The proton beams are
brought to collision in all four of these locations. The
circumference of LHC is 27 km and crosses the border
between Switzerland and France. Also shown are two of
LHCb the pre-accelerators, SPS and PS. The dimensions of the
accelerators are to scale.

separated from the primary vertex. This allows such decays being identified (b-tagged)
which is important for various physics analyses to distinguish signal from background
events.
LHC and its experiments have been running very successfully since 2009. The most
important achievement is the discovery of the Higgs boson [9] that reinforced the importance of the Standard Model. To enhance the possibilities to study the physics beyond
the Standard Model, upgrades to the LHC are planned that increase its luminosity to
2 × 1034 /(cm2 s) or more. In order to maintain the excellent performance of the experiments under these conditions, some of the detector systems have to be upgraded as well.
The pixel detector of the CMS experiment is scheduled for an upgrade that will not only
match the current detector’s performance despite the higher luminosity, but even surpass
it.

1.1

Large Hadron Collider

The LHC [7] is a circular proton-proton accelerator designed to reach a centre of mass
energy of 14 TeV and an instantaneous luminosity of 1034 /(cm2 s) (see section 1.1.4). It
is located at CERN (Conseil Europeén pour la Recherche Nucléaire) in Geneva, Switzerland, in the old tunnel of LEP (Large Electron-Positron Collider) intersecting the border
to France. The two anti-cyclic proton beams are brought to collision in four locations
along the storage ring, at each of which an experiment is located. These are CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid [8]), ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS [10]), LHCb (LHC-beauty
[11]) and ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment [12]), four independently operating
experiments, that search for new physics through measurement of the collision outcome.
Figure 1.2 shows the experiments’ location along the ring of the LHC.
The LHC accepts protons from a pre-accelerator at an energy of 450 GeV. They
are injected into the ring in both directions, clockwise and anticlockwise. The beams
are kept in two separate beam pipes that are embedded in the dipole magnets though
most of the accelerator ring. The particles can be accelerated up to 7 TeV by repeatedly
passing through multiple RF (radio frequency) cavities. The circumference of the ring
is approximately 27 km, and with the particles moving almost at the speed of light, the
rotation frequency is just above 11 kHz. Focusing magnets squeeze the beams and bring
11
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them to collision at the locations of the four experiments. At the interaction points, only
few of the protons collide while the rest move on, again separately. LHC is able to sustain
collisions for up to about 20 h [13]. At the end of the lifetime, the beam is ejected from
the ring and directed into a beam dump.

1.1.1

Pre-accelerators

At the beginning, hydrogen gas is ionized and accelerated through the Linac 2 linear
accelerator. The protons reach an energy of 50 MeV in this step after which they enter
the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB). The PSB further accelerates them up to energy
of 1.4 GeV. From there, the protons are injected into the Proton Synchrotron (PS) where
their energy is increased up to 25 GeV. At the maximal energy, they are transferred to the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). It supplies protons to the LHC at an energy of 450 GeV.
Before the injection, it accumulates multiple proton bunches in its storage ring. These are
then injected successively into LHC until the fill is complete. At nominal configuration,
both beams finally contain 2808 bunches with up to 1.15 × 1011 protons per bunch. The
bunches are spaced such that collisions at the interaction points occur every 25 ns. A
different filling scheme allows operation with collisions only every 50 ns. This mode of
operation was used from 2010 to 2012.

1.1.2

Dipole magnets

The dipole magnets contain two beam pipes for the proton beams. A superconducting coil
for each beam forces the protons on their circular trajectory. Because the beams travel
in opposite directions, the magnetic field is different for the two beams. The coils are
designed to achieve magnetic field of up to 8.33 T and can be ramped up to this value in
20 min [14]. The electric current through the superconductor is 11 850 A at the maximum
magnetic field. For the coils to reach their superconducting state, they are cooled down
to 1.9 K using liquid helium.

1.1.3

RF cavities

The RF cavities are metal chambers through which the proton beams pass through with
each revolution. An electromagnetic wave with a frequency of 400 MHz is maintained in
it using an RF power generator. Protons ride this wave as they pass through. If they
are too slow, the slightly longer flight time causes them to enter the chamber at a time
when the field points forward to accelerate the proton. If the protons are too fast, the
field direction is opposite, decelerating them. With the cavities turned on and starting at
450 GeV, the protons are repeatedly accelerated until they reach a kinetic energy where
they are synchronized to the zero cross-point of the wave and experience no field. By
design, the protons end up with an energy of 7 TeV. An additional benefit of the RF
cavities is that the bunches in the beam are kept from dispersing within the ring.

12
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1.1.4

Interaction point

At the interaction point (IP), the two proton beams are focused on each other using
quadrupole magnets among other optical systems. This is done to maximize the beam
luminosity: For bunched beams with bunches of n particles and a transverse extent of
dx · dy, and collision frequency f , the luminosity (or instantaneous luminosity) is given
by
L=

n2 f
[1].
dx · dy

Focusing reduces dx and dy and thereby increases luminosity. Through Ṅ = L · σ, a
higher instantaneous luminosity leads to a higher interactions rate which is beneficial to
particle discovery. For determining the total number of interactions after a given time
interval, the integrated luminosity is used:
Z
Z
N = L · σ dt = σ · L dt
Integration is necessary because the instantaneous luminosity of LHC is not constant over
time, but decays as particles in the beam are lost due to collimation and the collisions.
The term ‘integrated luminosity’ is often used to describe the amount of data delivered to
or recorded by an experiment. LHCb and ALICE are designed for luminosity levels much
lower than 1034 /(cm2 s). Luminosity leveling is employed for their interaction points to
reduce the instantaneous luminosity. This means that instead of colliding the beams head
on, they graze each other, reducing the chance of collision.
The proton collisions can be either elastic or inelastic. In the former case, the transverse momentum of the emerging protons is usually so small that they continue close
along the beam pipe. Inelastic scattering can be divided into diffractive scattering and
non-diffractive scattering. Diffractive scattering is the exchange of a colour singlet between
constituents of the two protons which is characterized by one or both of the protons being
dissociated. By keeping their initial momentum, the collision products usually emerge
at high values of pseudorapidity, i.e. again in the direction of the beam. Non-diffractive
interactions are the most common outcome of a collision. For them, the products are not
boosted in a particular direction with respect to the rest frame. The interaction occurs
among the sea quarks, valence quarks and gluons of the protons and a multitude of possible outcomes can occur. Because of the small lifetime of some of the heavy particles, e.g.
in the order of 10−24 s for the strong interaction, and even when boosted, they decay to
lighter particles within millimetres of the collision point. Away from the IP, measurable
particles are mostly pions, electrons, photons, muons and protons which are either stable
or have a sufficiently long lifetime to travel far enough. (Particles like neutrinos also occur, but are difficult to observe.) Due to rotational symmetry, the azimuthal distribution
of the particles’ trajectories is uniform. With respect to pseudorapidity, this also true
within 20 %, at least for a pseudorapidity smaller than 2.5 [15].
Due to the bunch structure of the beams, collisions take place every 25 ns which
corresponds to a rate of 40 MHz. With the high luminosity and number of protons per
bunch, it is likely that multiple proton-proton interactions occur per bunch crossing.
Separating these overlapping events is a major challenge in the reconstruction from the
13
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Figure 1.3: Past operation of the LHC and approximate schedule until 2020.

detector measurements. The number of inelastic interactions per bunch crossing is often
referred to as ‘pile-up’. Pile-up can be expressed for a specific bunch crossing or as an
average.

1.1.5

Past performance

The LHC has been in operation from 2009 to 2012 and has delivered an integrated luminosity of about 29/fb to the experiments, but with a centre of mass energy of only 7 TeV
before 2012 and 8 TeV afterwards [13]. The reduced energy was a measure of precaution because of the incident in 2008 leading to the destruction of more than 50 accelerator magnets. The maximum achieved instantaneous luminosity during the first run was
7.7 × 1033 /(cm2 s) using 1374 bunches per beam with 1.7 × 1011 protons per bunch [13].
Data were collected exclusively with 50 ns bunch crossing intervals. The achieved beam
lifetime in the accelerator was more than 300 hours when the beams do not collide, and
between 6 and 8 hours otherwise. After 2012, a first long shutdown of two years began.
During this time, the magnets were commissioned for 13 TeV and 14 TeV such that LHC
operation can continue in 2015 at one of these energies.

1.1.6

Planned upgrades

The design luminosity of 1034 /(cm2 s) was almost reached before the first long shutdown
in 2013 (see figure 1.3). If no problems occur afterwards, this value will be reached
soon after operation will resume in 2015. It is even possible, that the luminosity can be
further increased, approaching the value of 2 × 1034 /(cm2 s) even before the second long
shutdown in 2018 [16]. The plan for this shutdown is to improve the injector chain, i.e.
the pre-accelerators, to produce bunches with a higher number of protons. After these
upgrades are in place, the luminosity will be boosted to values beyond 2 × 1034 /(cm2 s).
Furthermore, it is planned that starting from 2015, the bunch spacing will be changed to
25 ns.

1.2

CMS experiment

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [8] is a particle detector that measures the products
of the collisions occurring at Point 5, one of LHC’s interaction points. It measures nearly
all long lived, observable particles emerging from the collision by enclosing the interaction
point almost hermetically and using different subdetectors which are specialized for the
different particle types. Radially from the interaction point, the detector is insensitive
only along the beam pipe through which the protons enter the detector volume.
As mentioned in section 1.1.4, several proton-proton interactions (pile-up) take place
per bunch crossing, and crossings occur every 25 ns. CMS therefore has to make precise
14
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Pixel detector

Silicon
Electromagnetic
strip detector
calorimeter

Muon
systems
Superconducting
magnet
Hadron
calorimeter

Figure 1.4: Drawing of the CMS detector illustrating its subdetectors (derived from [17]).

measurements with a time resolution equal to the bunch crossing interval and, within the
crossing, distinguish between the different pile-up events. From the multitude of different
interactions between the constituents of the colliding protons only some are of scientific
interest. This means that from the 40 million measurements that CMS makes every
second, only a few need to be considered more closely. Through a trigger system (see
section 1.2.8), event selection is made such that not all of the data has to be read out
from the detector. This not only saves data storage space, but also reduces the required
readout bandwidth significantly.
An overview of the subdetectors of CMS is shown in figure 1.4. It has a diameter
of 14.6 m, a length of 21.6 m and weighs about 12 500 tons. At the centre, the silicon
tracker is located. It is divided into two parts: the pixel detector at the very centre
closest to the interaction point with a radius up to 10.2 cm and the strip detector that
surrounds it, extending to a radius of 125 cm. They measure the tracks of charged particles
by determining up to 14 space points on the particles’ trajectory. A superconducting
3.8 T magnet, that encloses the tracking volume, forces the particles to move on helices.
The parameters of these helices allow the determination of the particles’ momenta. Still
inside the magnet, the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter are situated. They stop
all particles, except muons and neutrinos, and allow the measurement of their energy.
Beyond the magnet coil, the muon tracker is installed. The tracks from this subdetector
are combined with the tracks from the silicon tracker.
Because of the beams entering from two opposing sides, the detector and subdetectors
are generally divided into a barrel part that exhibit a cylindrical symmetry around the
15
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beam axis and endcaps that close the barrel on each side. Below, the magnet and the
subdetectors are explained in more detail.

1.2.1

Coordinate system

In CMS, a number of conventions define the coordinate system [18]. The origin is located
at the nominal interaction point. The z-axis is defined by the beam direction of LHC
with the positive direction being anticlockwise. The x-axis points into the centre of the
accelerator ring, and thus the y-axis has to be the vertical direction, upwards. A polar
coordinate system is often employed with the polar angle θ measured from the z-axis.
The pseudorapidity, η is derived from this angle:
η = − ln(tan(θ/2))
In the xy-plane, the azimuthal angle ϕ is measured from the x-axis. The cylindrical
coordinate system uses z, ϕ and the radius r in the xy plane. The direction of this radius
coincides with the definition of the transverse direction.

1.2.2

Superconducting magnet

The magnet that deflects the charged particles emerging from the interaction point is a
superconducting solenoid with an inner diameter of 6 m and a length of 13 m. It is driven
with a current of 19.5 kA and reaches a field strength of 3.8 T. The field points along the
z-axis causing curvature in particle tracks only if the particle momentum has a transverse
component. Normally, particles have momenta with both longitudinal and transverse
components non-zero. This causes them to have a trajectory in form of a helix. With the
parameters of the helix determined from the reconstructed tracks, the momentum can be
calculated.

1.2.3

Pixel detector

The pixel detector is used for tracking within a radius of 10.2 cm from the interaction point
where measurements with strip detectors would break down because of the high particle
multiplicity that leads to ambiguous hit reconstruction. With the two dimensional pixel
array of the pixel detector, this problem is avoided at the cost of a very large number of
channels. The pixel hits are at first used as seeds for track reconstruction together with
the strip tracker and the muon chambers (see below). With multiple tracks, intersections
can be found and, because of the high resolution near the interaction point, the primary
vertices, i.e. the origins of the collisions, identified. It is also possible to determine
secondary vertices that are caused by the decay of particles (such as B-mesons) that are
produced in the primary vertex, but live long enough to decay spatially separated from
it.
The pixel detector, being the main topic of this thesis, is described in more detail in
section 1.3.
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Figure 1.5: Cross section along the rz-plane of the silicon strip tracker. The TIB and TID
are located closer to the interaction point (IP) with the TOB and the TEC surrounding
them. Some of the layers and parts of the endcap disks have a double modules to measure
particle hits in two dimensions. The pseudorapidity η is shown to the upper right, and the
detector has coverage up to η = 2.5.

1.2.4

Silicon strip tracker

The strip tracker encloses the interaction point and the pixel detector with a barrel of ten
layers silicon microstrip detectors. The 12 endcap disks on each side ensure an acceptance
up to |η| = 2.5. It measures 5.8 m in length and has a diameter of 2.5 m. The barrel layers
and endcap disks are built with a 15 148 modules with a total area of about 198 m2 . There
is a further division of the detector into Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB, 4 layers), Tracker Outer
Barrel (TOB, 6 layers), Tracker Inner Disks (TID, 3 disks) and Tracker EndCaps (TEC,
9 disks). Figure 1.5 shows a cross section in the rz-plane. Different module types are used
depending on the location in the detector where it is installed. The modules of the barrel
are all rectangular whereas those in the disks have a trapezoidal shape. Furthermore, the
modules of the TOB and TEC are larger with sensors made from two pieces. The sensors
are of n-type bulk with p-type implants for the strips. The back is made n+ -type through
another implant. The pitch between the strips ranges from 80 µm to 183 µm, depending
on the distance from the interaction point. Strip lengths vary between 10 cm and 25 cm
with the longer sensors being thicker to improve the signal to noise ratio that scales with
the strip capacitance. The 2 innermost layers of TIB and TOB as well as the first two
rings of TID and rings 1, 2 and 5 of the TEC are equipped with additional strip modules
that are rotated by 100 mrad. This enables a two dimensional hit position measurement
in these locations.
The detector achieves 9 hits within |η| < 2.4 with a tracking efficiency of better than
93 %. The hit resolution depends on the pitch between strips and is 23 µm to 53 µm in
the rφ-direction. For the two dimensional measurements, the resolution in the z-direction
is between 230 µm and 530 µm. Transverse momentum resolution is dependent on the
pseudorapidity as well as the momentum itself. For intermediate transverse momenta
around 10 GeV/c, the resolution starts from better than 0.7 % at η = 0 to about 2 % at
|η| = 2.5.
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1.2.5

Electromagnetic calorimeter

The electromagnetic calorimeter is responsible to measure the energy of electrons and
photons. It uses lead tungstate (PbWO4 ) crystals that have a density of 8.28 g/cm3
which effectively stop electromagnetically interacting particles. The material scintillates
and the transparent crystals allow the light to be measured on the outside. 80 % of the light
is emitted within the bunch crossing interval of 25 ns, enabling the distinction between
events. The light production is highly temperature dependent: at a nominal temperature
of 18 ◦C the output is reduced by 2.1 % for every degree. Because of this, the temperature
is tightly controlled to achieve the required energy resolution. With irradiation, the
transparency of the crystals degrades through defects in the lattice. Thermal action
anneals these effects, and thus, in between operation, the transparency can be at least
partly restored. A calibration system allows to compensate for reduced light output.
The detector barrel is made of 61 200 crystals with a segmentation of 360 in rφ and
170 in z. The barrel is divided into two parts at z = 0 and each half barrel is made
of 18 supermodules. Crystals of different shapes are used to build modules, and from
these, the supermodules. The dimensions of the crystals are similar, however. The front
face is a 22 mm × 22 mm square and the back face 26 mm × 26 mm. They extend to
23 cm in length. The modules and supermodules have the crystals oriented such that the
faces point slightly behind the nominal interaction point. The inner radius of the barrel
measures 1.29 m. The endcaps are made of two halves, with 3662 crystals each. They are
arranged in a grid in the xy-plane, and pseudorapidity coverage extends to |η| = 3.0 The
crystals have a larger face size of 28.62 mm × 28.62 mm in the front and 30 mm × 30 mm
in the back. However, their length is only 22 cm.
At the back of the crystal, avalanche photodiodes for the barrel and vacuum phototriodes for the endcaps measure the scintillation light. The energy resolution that the
detector achieves is about 0.5 %.

1.2.6

Hadron calorimeter

The barrel and endcap of the hadron calorimeter are located in the space between electromagnetic calorimeter and the superconducting solenoid. A third part, the forward
calorimeters, are located beyond the magnet at high pseudorapidity. It consists of brass
and stainless steel plates that are intended to completely absorb hadrons. Tiles of scintillator are placed in between the plates to measure the hadronic showers in order to
determine the total energy of the incident hadrons.
In the barrel, the metal plates are assembled in the form of 18 wedges that span 20◦ in
the rφ-direction. Each wedge is made of 14 brass plates with the two thicknesses 50.5 mm
and 56.5 mm, oriented perpendicular to the radial axis. Additional plates of stainless
steel in front (40 mm) and back (75 mm) ensure mechanical stability. The scintillator
segmentation in ηφ is 0.087 × 0.087. The tiles are placed in between the metal plates
as well as before and behind the stack. Those tiles that share the same ηφ-segment are
grouped together to form a so called ‘tower’. The scintillation light in the tiles is collected
through wavelength-shifting fibres and is passed on to normal fibres outside the tile. At
the end of the barrel, the light of the tiles from each tower is collected and converted to
an electric signal using a hybrid photodiode.
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The endcaps are made of only brass plates with a thickness of 79 mm with the same
division in the φ-direction as the barrel. The plates are oriented perpendicular to the
z-direction, and a staggered geometry is used such that particle can not escape along the
cracks between the plates. The endcap covers the interaction point up to η = 3.0.
To measure as far as |η| = 5.0, the forward calorimeter is used. It is placed at a
distance of 11.2 m from the interaction point. A steel absorber with a thickness of 165 cm
is used that is again divided into 20◦ wedges. It extends radially down to 12.5 cm from the
beam. Because it has to be very radiation tolerant, quartz fibres are the sensitive media
instead of scintillators. The fibres are inserted parallel to the beam into grooves in the
steel plates. To distinguish electrons and photons from hadrons, half of the fibres extend
only to 22 cm behind the front of the absorber. Electromagnetic interactions are mostly
limited to this distance. The detected signal is the Cherenkov light from the charged
particles in the hadron shower. The small signal is amplified with photomultiplier tubes
that are at the other end of the fibres behind shielding.

1.2.7

Muon system

The muon tracking system is integrated into the iron yoke that returns the magnetic flux
on the outside of the superconducting solenoid. It is built from three different detector
types.
In the barrel, where the muon density is expected to be lower, drift tube chambers
(DT) are employed. There are a total of four layers that are separated by the three layers
of the yoke. The segmentation in z and rφ is also imposed by the yoke’s geometry. Each
of the segments is occupied by a drift chamber. The chambers are made out of three
so called ‘superlayers’, except for the outermost one that is made of two. One middle
superlayer has the wires oriented such that the measurement is in η. The one or two
other superlayers measure in rφ. Each of the superlayers is made of 4 staggered drift tube
layers. The tubes have a dimension of 13 mm × 42 mm with the anode wire in the centre.
They can measure a track hit to 250 µm.
In the endcaps, cathode strip chambers (CSC) are used. They have a faster response
time than the DT and are better suited in the high pseudorapidity range where the muon
flux is higher. There are four disks on each side, divided radially into two rings each. The
inner rings are segmented into 20◦ trapezoids, whereas the outer rings use 10◦ intervals.
The chambers are made of seven cathode plates, six of which are milled into a strip pattern
in the radial direction on one side. The strips are from 8.4 mm to 16 mm in width. Wires
are oriented in the rφ-direction and installed with a distance of 3.2 mm from each other.
In addition to the DT, resistive plate chambers (RPC) are used in the barrel up to
|η| = 1.6. The RPCs have a reaction time similar to the one of scintillators. They are
installed in six layers: two for each of the two inner DT layers (before and after) and one
for each of the other two DT layers. The chambers use a double gap that allow operation
with a lower bias voltage, but with a better efficiency than a single gap using the same
voltage.
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1.2.8

Trigger system

To reduce the amount of data, a trigger system is used to make an event selection. Ideally,
only those events should be kept that are relevant for data analysis later on. The trigger
decision has to be performed in real time with only a small delay because the subdetectors
keep the data in a pipeline of limited size. Only if the trigger arrives in time, the data
are read out.
There are two levels of event selection in CMS. The level one (L1) trigger operates
on a reduced amount of detector data and is the first instance to accept or reject events.
The calorimeters as well as the muon system supply information on which the decision
is based. There are several algorithms that are processed in a pipeline on ASICs as well
as FPGAs. The algorithms search for specific event signatures and are weighted by the
trigger system. A fixed time of about 3.7 µs (originally 3.2 µs) is used until the decision
is communicated to the detector. The data reduction in the L1 trigger is at least a factor
400, resulting in an event acceptance frequency of up to 100 kHz.
The high level trigger (HLT) is used to further filter the events to a rate of approximately 1 kHz [19]. Since all of the data is read out after the L1 trigger, the HLT can
use the full information to reach a decision. The HLT is implemented as a software that
processes the events in parallel on about a thousand commercial processors. This means
that ample time is available for more complex algorithms than the ones used in the L1
trigger.

1.3

CMS pixel detector

The pixel detector with its silicon sensors encloses the interaction point almost completely.
It consists of a barrel part with three layers and two endcap disks at both ends. The
design ensures hits in at least three pixel layers up to |η| = 2.1 [20]. The segmentation of
the planar sensors is 150 µm × 100 µm (z × rφ), but the achieved hit resolution is better
because the hit reconstruction determines the barycentre of the charge that is deposited
in multiple pixels. Charge sharing is ensured even when charge deposition occurs in only
a single pixel by exploiting the Lorentz drift of the charge carriers in the magnetic field
of CMS [20].
The detector employs zero suppression of pixel hits using a detection threshold to
reduce the required bandwidth. Additionally, data are only read out for events that are
selected by the CMS trigger. This means that the detector has to buffer the data for the
duration of the trigger latency.
Multiple scattering of particles negatively affects the momentum and impact parameter
resolution of the reconstructed tracks. Because of the close proximity to the interaction
point, it is paramount that the detector contributes as little as possible to this effect. For
this reason it is built with a material budget that reduces its effective radiation length
as much as possible. The interaction of particles with the material of the detector also
has the effect of causing radiation damage (see chapter 6). This is especially critical for
the sensor and the front-end electronics. The latter are specially designed for radiation
hardness far beyond levels required for commercial application including astronautics. The
sensor technology and its degradation with irradiation damage is well studied. It mainly
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Figure 1.6: Three dimensional drawing of the current pixel detector. For simplicity, only
barrel modules and endcap disk blades are shown without supporting mechanical structure,
cooling and electrical connections. To show the three barrel layers, a few blades from the
endcap disks in front are not drawn.

determines the lifetime of the detector. See chapter 6 for a study of the performance of
irradiated CMS pixel sensors.

1.3.1

Detector geometry

The detector is built in a modular fashion. The barrel consists of 768 detector modules
(see section 1.3.2) arranged in three cylindrical layers by means of a carbon fibre support
structure. The layer axes coincides with the LHC beam direction, and the layer radii are
4.4 cm, 7.3 cm and 10.2 cm. Along the beam direction, each layer extends over a length
of 53 cm, centered at the interaction point. Two endcaps at each end ensure the three hit
coverage up to η = ±2.1. They are each made from 24 modules (‘blades’) that extend
from 6 cm to 15 cm in radius to allow for the beam pipe and are rotated by 20◦ in a
turbine-like fashion. The disks are mounted at a z-distance of 34.5 cm and 46.5 cm from
the interaction point. To enable installation in CMS, the barrel and the endcaps are split
in two vertically along the beam direction. A three dimensional representation of the
detector can be seen in figure 1.6.
Barrel detector
The barrel is made of three radial layers with a mechanical division in the vertical direction
along the beam. The cylindrical shape of the barrel is achieved by assembling several
ladders of eight modules on each half-barrel. The number of ladders depends on the layer
radius: Per half-barrel, 10 ladders are used for layer 1, 16 for layer 2 and 22 for layer 3. The
ladders are arranged such that the module orientation alternates between facing inward
and outward and that there exists an overlap between the modules of two adjacent ladders.
The former facilitates mounting and cooling, whereas the latter improves the enclosure
of the interaction point. The ladders are made from carbon fibre sheets that are glued
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5 cm

Figure 1.7: Cross section of the pixel detector barrel showing the facets built from modules as well as how they are
mounted. The structures between the modules are the
trapezoidal cooling tubes. The modules alternate between
facing inward and outward and overlap to avoid particles
passing through undetected. At the top and bottom of each
layer, half modules are placed to join the two halves of the
barrel. The beam pipe with a diameter of 6 cm is shown in
the centre.

to trapezoidal cooling pipes (see section 1.3.5). The uppermost and lowermost ladder
are special in each shell and layer: They use modules of half the normal size to join the
detector where it is mechanically separated. The overall layout results in 96 half-modules
and 672 full modules. Figure 1.7 illustrates the cross-section of the barrel showing the
three layers.
Endcap disks
The endcap disks use modules different from the ones used in the barrel. Because of their
turbine-like arrangement, they are called blades. Their rotation along the radial axis
causes particles trajectories to intersect the sensors at an angle to improve hit resolution
through charge sharing between pixels. As in the barrel, an overlap between neighbouring
blades exists to reduce the chances that particles escape the detector unobserved. A
vertical split results in 4 half-disks on each side of the interaction point. The half-disks
on the same side of the splitting plane are joined mechanically and inserted into CMS
together.
Supply tubes
Each half-barrel and each half-endcap is connected to a half-cylindrical supply tube. These
lead signals, power and cooling to and away from the detector. Some electronics interfaces
are located on the supply tube to reduce mass in the detection volume (see section 1.3.3).

1.3.2

Pixel modules

In this section, only modules of the barrel detector are described because blades of the
endcap disks are not relevant for this thesis. Barrel half-modules are also not mentioned
separately, but differences to full-modules are pointed out where necessary.
Pixel modules are made of a silicon sensor with an active size of 65 mm × 16 mm that
enables the detection of particles that pass through it by measuring the ionization charge
that they leave behind. It is segmented into 150 µm × 100 µm sized pixels. The charge
measurement is done by 2 × 8 separate readout chips (ROCs) that are bump bonded to the
sensor to cover the entire surface such that each of the pixels has a connection to one chip.
Half-modules use a smaller sensor that requires only 1 × 8 readout chips. On the other
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Figure 1.8: Exploded view of a barrel
pixel module from the current pixel detector. From top to bottom, it shows the
Kapton signal cable with 21 traces, the aluminium ribbon power cable, the high density interconnect (HDI) with the token bit
manager (TBM) in the middle and surface
mounted capacitors, the silicon sensor, the
16 ROCs for sensor readout with their periphery outward, and the silicon nitride base
strips for mounting.

side of the sensor, a flexible printed circuit board, called the high density interconnect
(HDI), is located. It is used to connect the individual ROCs and for hosting the token
bit manager (TBM) chip that orchestrates the readout of the ROCs. Additionally, the
HDI serves as an interface to the signal and power cable. Below the ROCs, two strips
of silicon nitride with screw holes are attached that are used to mechanically mount the
module on the detector support structure. An exploded view of the module can be seen
in figure 1.8.
Sensor
The sensor [21] is made from a n-type silicon wafer with a thickness of 285 µm. Charged
particles that travel through the sensor material leave a trail of ionization charge that
results from multiple interactions with the atoms in the material. For heavy particles
at intermediate energies (0.1 ≤ βγ ≤ 1000), the mean energy loss is described by the
Bethe-Bloch formula
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Figure 1.9: Cross section of the silicon sensor used for the pixel module.

where Z (A) is the atomic number (mass) of the material (Z = 14 and A = 28.1 u for
silicon), me the mass of an electron, Wmax the maximum energy transfer to an electron
in a single collision, I the mean excitation energy, z the charge of the particle and K =
4πNA re2 me c2 [22]. There is a minimum at βγ ≈ 3 and particles at that energy are called
minimum ionizing particles (MIPs).
Photons also interact with the sensor, mainly through the photoelectric and Compton
effect in a limited energy range (X-rays, below ≈ 30 keV). With the photoelectric
(Compton) effect, the photon is completely (partially) absorbed, causing the ejection
(recoil) of an electron in a silicon atom. Charge carriers are created through a cascade of
secondary particles within a radius of less than 1 µm [23].
The sensor has several doping implants as well as metallisation on both sides. A
cross-section is shown in figure 1.9. On one side, a p-type implant is made such that
a pn junction is formed across the two sides of the sensor. On the other side, n+ -type
implants are laid out in an array, dividing the sensor into pixels. Bump bonds make
the connection to the readout chip. If the junction is reverse biased, a depletion zone
forms that extends towards the pixel implants. In this zone, an electric field is established
that allows ionization charge to drift. Electrons drift toward n+ -type implants and from
there to the readout chip. Holes drift toward the back of the sensor. In the illustration,
the bulk of the silicon is type inverted through radiation damage (details in section 6.1)
and effectively became p-type. This means that the depletion zone grows from the pixel
implants towards the back of the sensor, enabling the collection of electrons even when
the sensor is only partially depleted. The charge carriers experience the Lorentz-force due
to the magnetic field from the CMS solenoid (pointing into the plane of the drawing).
This causes the charge to drift sideways such that it is shared between pixels even if only
a single pixel is traversed by the particle. This improves the hit resolution in the direction
of the Lorentz-drift when using the measured charges to interpolate between the pixels.
If the particle passes through several pixels in the case of a shallow incidence angle, the
ionization is produced along the entire path of the particle. The charge is then also shared
between multiple pixels. Several adjacent pixel hits are called a cluster. Photons, that
generate charge carriers only very locally (see above), are normally limited to single pixels.
Readout chip
The readout chip (ROC) [24] is responsible for measuring the charge deposited by a
particle hit in the sensor’s pixels. It amplifies and samples the signal and stores the pixel
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hit information during the time required for the CMS trigger decision. If a trigger arrives,
read out is performed at the request of the TBM. Since the content of this thesis strongly
depends on the details of how the ROC works, a thorough description is presented in
chapter 2.
Bump bonding
In order to make an electrical connection between each of the pixels and the 16 ROCs
of a module, a bump bonding process is used. In industry, this is often called flip-chip
bonding. For the pixel detector, a bond method was developed with a much smaller
distance between bonds than commercially available at the time [25]. It uses underbump metalization on both the sensor and ROC side which is covered with indium. The
metalization is applied through sputtering and is required to make the surface wettable to
the indium. The indium itself is deposited by chemical vapour deposition. On the sensor
side, larger indium cakes are placed that transform into spheres with a diameter of about
20 µm through surface tension in a reflow process. The 16 ROCs are then individually
placed in their respective position on the sensor and pressed on with a force of up to 30 N.
A second reflow step is then performed with the combined sensor and ROCs which leads
to more stable connections and self alignment.
High density interconnect
The HDI is a flexible printed circuit made from Kapton with three copper layers. It is
glued on top of the sensor and provides signal and power connections for the ROCs, the
TBM and to the cables connecting the module to the downstream electronics. The TBM
die is attached to the surface in the middle and connection to the HDI is established
through wire bonds. The ROCs have their periphery exposed from underneath the sensor
with pads for signal and power. Again, wire bonds are used to make the connection
to corresponding pads at the edge of the HDI. The HDI has a few surface mounted
capacitors that it uses for filtering the power for the active components on the module.
These, together with the aluminium ribbon power cable are reflow soldered. The Kapton
cable is glued to the surface and wire bonds connect the individual signal traces. One
corner of the HDI is cut out to provide access to pads on the sensor surface. The high
voltage is connected there through additional wire bonds.
Token bit manager
The token bit manager (TBM) [26] serves as an interface for data acquisition and programming and is responsible to coordinate the readout of the ROCs on the module. Multiple
ROCs share a common serial bus onto which readout data is written. The TBM releases a
token that passes between the ROCs to enables each of them to write their data such that
only one ROC uses the bus at a time. After each trigger from CMS, the token is released
to read out the data corresponding to the triggered event. The task of the TBM is made
more complex by the fact that multiple triggers may arrive while the token is still under
way. This is solved by using a trigger stack in the TBM that is filled each time a trigger
arrives and reduced every time a token returns. The stack size of 32 entries allows for
longer trigger bursts without compromising the readout. In the event of a stack overflow,
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Figure 1.10: Token passage that
coordinates the readout of the ROCs
on a module. It is initiated by the
TBM after the occurrence of a trigger. The ROCs are grouped either
into one set of 16 or into two sets
of 8. For each group, a separate
token exists and the readout within
the group occurs sequentially. With
two ROC groups, two data links are
required for data transmission.

the TBM withholds the incoming triggers from the ROCs until the stack is reduced. The
TBM notifies the data acquisition that events have become lost in this case.
The ROCs in the module are either serviced by a single token that sequentially passes
through all the 16 chips, or a second channel is used such that the ROCs are divided
into two groups of eight. This method is employed for the two innermost layers of the
detector which experiences higher hit rates per module than the others. This requires
two separate buses for the ROC readout, and the data streams are also individually
transmitted through the cable for the data acquisition. The two modes of operation are
illustrated in figure 1.10.
Single chip modules
Apart from blades from the endcap disks and full and half modules from the barrel, simple
modules can be manufactured with a single ROC only. They use smaller sensors that are
produced on the same wafer as the large barrel module sensors. The ROC-sized sensors
are bump bonded to the ROC in the same fashion as modules are. However, no HDI
is attached. Instead, the ROC-sensor pair is glued onto a printed circuit board (PCB)
where a fan-out of signal and power connections exists. Wire bonds are placed between
the pads on the ROC and the pads foreseen on the PCB.
Single chip modules are used almost exclusively in laboratory setups for testing purposes. Because they have no TBM, the hardware used for the interface is required to take
over its function.

1.3.3

Detector control and data acquisition

The signal cables from the modules are plugged into the end-flange that exists on both
sides of the barrel and connects the three layers to the supply tubes. There, signal conversion occurs: The analogue readout signals from the modules are passed to the analogue
optical hybrids there which drives the fibres that lead into the counting room. Optical
fibres allow the data to be transferred over the approximately 50 m distance. The detector
control signals enter the supply tube also through fibres and are also converted, using digital optical hybrids and level converters. In the counting room, the control signals are
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driven by front-end control (FEC) units [27] which are used to program the detector
modules. They use an adapted version of the I2 C protocol for communication which runs
at 40 MHz. On the module, only the TBM responds to this signal. For the ROCs, the
control signal is one way with no programming acknowledgement or verification. The
analogue readout signal is connected to front-end driver (FED) units [28] that employ
analogue to digital converters (ADCs) and run a state machine on an FPGA (field programmable gate array) to interpret the incoming data. They then make the data available
to the CMS data acquisition through a serial connection.

1.3.4

Detector power

The pixel detector modules requires three different voltages for operation: a high voltage
for the sensor bias and two separate low voltages for digital and analogue power. Custom
power supplies [29] are used that provide all three voltages from a single unit. The detector
is divided into power groups that are powered by one unit each.
The power supplies deliver a bias voltage between 0 V to 600 V at a current of up
to 20 mA. For unirradiated modules, a voltage of 150 V is sufficient for operation. The
voltage requirement increases with radiation damage (see chapter 6). The digital voltage
at the module can be adjusted between 1.8 V to 3.0 V and is limited to 6 A. The nominal
digital voltage for a module is 2.5 V with a current of 400 mA. For the analogue circuits, a
voltage between 1.0 V to 2.3 V with up to 13 A is provided. A voltage of 1.7 V is normally
applied and the current consumption per module is 400 mA. Because of the long cables
between the detector and the supplies (about 50 m), a large voltage drop occurs that is
compensated by using sense wires to regulate the voltage at the load.
For the entire detector, approximately 3.6 kW of electrical power are dissipated, including the auxiliary electronics on the supply tube.

1.3.5

Cooling system

A liquid cooling system based on perfluorohexane (C6 F14 ) is used to transport the heat
away from the electronics [30]. Furthermore, the sensors can be held at a temperature
as low as −10 ◦C to reduce the leakage current and to suppress reverse annealing with
irradiated sensors (see chapter 6). The cooling plant is located outside the CMS detector
and the fluid is guided inside through insulated pipes. At the pixel detector, the cooling
lines are fanned out and the fluid is led along the ladders of the barrel in the trapezoidal
tubes described above, cf. figure 1.7. At the other side of the detector, the fluid is routed
outside again. In order to avoid a thermal gradient along the tubes within the detector,
the flow occurs in both directions through groups of tubes called cooling groups.

1.3.6

Performance

After three years of running, over 95 % of the detector channels were still operative [16].
Most of the defective parts were successfully replaced or repaired during the long shutdown
in 2013/2014. The hit efficiency at an instantaneous luminosity of 4 × 1033 /(cm2 s) is
found to be better than 99.0 % [16]. This results in a high probability that a charged
particle creates seed hits in all three layers from which a track can be reconstructed. The
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hit resolution of the module is determined using the overlap between pixel modules. The
results are σr φ = (11.2 ± 0.1) µm and σz = (26.8 ± 0.1) µm [31]. Using the full track
reconstruction, a primary vertex resolution of 25 µm is found in x and y as well as 20 µm
in z for vertices with more than 30 tracks [15]. These values result from splitting the
tracks from a primary vertex randomly into two sets and reconstructing two new vertices.
The distance between the two pseudo-vertices it then used to determine the resolution.
A related performance parameter is the impact parameter resolution. For the parameter
dxy , the transverse distance of the track from the origin, a resolution of about 30 µm is
found. This holds true for a transverse track momentum of greater than 8 GeV. For dz , the
longitudinal distance from the origin, the corresponding value is approximately 50 µm [15].

1.4

Pixel detector upgrade

With the projected increase in luminosity capabilities of the LHC, the pixel detector is
upgraded to maintain the excellent performance of the current detector up to and beyond
an instantaneous luminosity of 2 × 1034 /(cm2 s) and a pile-up of 50 [16].
The two main objectives of the upgrade are the improvement of the hit detection
efficiency of the front-end electronics (see chapter 3) and the increase of the pixel-hit
coverage from 3 to 4 while reducing the innermost barrel layer radius for better tracking
performance. Additional improvements to the front-end electronics are made to increase
their sensitivity in order to enable operation at higher radiation doses (see chapters 5
and 6). Furthermore, the material in the detector volume is reduced to minimize multiple
scattering and improve tracking resolution. The upgrade is required to make use the
existing infrastructure such as power cables, signal fibres and cooling pipes.
The exchange of the detector is planned to take place during the shutdown in winter
2016/2017. This being only a brief interruption in operation of LHC, the data taking will
continue at high luminosity, and no slow increase will occur as during the first months of
operation in 2009 and 2010. This means that the detector behaviour has to be understood
from the beginning such that the data taking capability of CMS is not impeded.
The upgraded detector will be in operation until long shutdown 3 in 2022, when LHC
will be upgraded again [16].

1.4.1

Detector geometry

The performance of the detector depends greatly on its geometry because of the track
density being higher near the interaction point. The barrel detector receives an additional
layer that reduces the gap between the pixel detector and the innermost layer of the
strip tracker. The new radii are 3.0 cm, 6.8 cm, 10.9 cm and 16.0 cm with the beam pipe
being reduced from a diameter of 5.96 cm to 4.5 cm. The length of the barrel will be
56 cm. The endcap disks are increased from two to three at each end of the barrel.
They extend in radius from 4.5 cm to 16.1 cm and are positioned at the distances 29.1 cm,
39.6 cm and 51.6 cm from the interaction point. A three dimensional representation of the
upgrade detector is shown in figure 1.11. The new layout ensures four pixel hits up to a
pseudorapidity of η = 2.5 which ensures much more robust track seeding.
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Figure 1.11: Three dimensional view of the upgraded pixel detector. For simplicity, the
mechanics are left away and only the modules are shown. The barrel in the centre has four
layers and is terminated by three endcap disks at each end.

Barrel detector
The barrel of the upgrade detector no longer uses half modules to join the two halves.
Instead, a slightly more complex design in of the mechanical support structure enables
the use of full modules throughout. A cross section of the upgraded barrel is shown in
figure 1.12. It shows the additional layer and that the cooling pipes are much reduced
from the current detector design (cf. figure 1.7). The latter is possible through usage of
a different cooling system that is described in section 1.4.4. Another measure to reduce
the mass of the detector is taken: The barrel modules will be equipped with copper and
copper clad aluminium cables with a length of about 95 cm. The patch panels at which
the cables from the modules reach the supply tube will be moved further away from
the interaction point. This reduces the mass of the barrel’s end flanges in the tracking
acceptance (η < 2.5).
Endcap disks
The endcap disks are completely redesigned to now use modules similar to the ones of
the barrel detector, eliminating the different sensor sizes used in the blades of the current
detector. Two rings of modules with different radii are used to form a disk. The inner
ring extends from 4.5 cm to 11.0 cm with 22 blades and the outer from 9.6 cm to 16.1 cm
with 34 blades. Each blade is made from two modules and is rotated by 20◦ that results
in a turbine like geometry of the disk. In addition, the inner ring is tilted away from
the interaction point by 12◦ to enhance the radial hit resolution. The disks are divided
vertically in half to allow them to be installed with the beam pipe in place.
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Figure 1.12: Cross section of the upgraded barrel detector. Compared to the
old design in figure 1.7, an additional layer
at a radius of 16 cm is added and the innermost layer is moved closer to the interaction
point. The beam pipe diameter is reduced
to achieve this. The two halves of the barrel
are joined in a new fashion that eliminates
the use of half modules. A new cooling system enables the use of smaller tubes which
reduces the mass of the detector significantly.

5 cm

1.4.2

Pixel modules

The pixel modules for the upgrade are of similar configuration compared to the ones from
the current detector barrel. The most notable changes are the improvements in the ROC
as well as the difference in the cabling. The token passage occurs according to a new
scheme and is coordinated by upgraded versions of the TBM. In the current detector, two
different token passes are used depending on the layer in the barrel. For the upgrade, not
only the token passage is different, but also the type of ROC and HDI. The cables also
have different numbers of signal wires to accommodate parallel data streams. Figure 1.13
shows the two module types side by side.
Sensor
The sensor used in the upgrade is the same technology as the one used in the current
detector. For the innermost layer, where the close proximity to the interaction point leads
to the highest radiation damage, the sensor is expected to operate up to an integrated
luminosity of 250/fb. For this reason it is planned to exchange this layer once during the
detector’s expected lifetime of 500/fb. The sensors in the rest of the detector can sustain
for the entire duration because of the greater distance from the interaction point. In this
thesis, the behaviour of the sensor is studied beyond 250/fb of innermost layer operation.
The results are presented in chapter 6.
Readout chip
The ROC receives evolutionary upgrades in order to maintain the equivalent performance
of the current ROC, even at high luminosity. Two main changes have been made to the
design of the ROC: an increase of buffer sizes to hold data during the trigger latency and
the adoption of a digital readout scheme. These changes will allow to reduce dynamical
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Cable

HDI

Sensor

ROCs

Base strips

Figure 1.13: Exploded view of the pixel modules for the upgrade. To the left, the module
type used for the innermost layer which does not use the silicon nitride base strips for
mounting, but relies on carbon fibre clamps that hold the module down on the HDI. This
module type also uses two TBMs and has more signal wires for increased readout bandwidth.
To the right, the module for layers 2 to 4 is shown.
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Current detector

Upgrade detector

Layer

Radius (cm)

Rate (MHz/cm2 )

Radius (cm)

1
2
3
4

4.4
7.3
10.2
–

100
< 100
< 100
–

3.0
6.8
10.9
16.0

Rate (MHz/cm2 )
500
120
40
20

Table 1.1: Expected single pixel hit rates for the different layers of the current and upgrade
pixel detector [32].

inefficiencies at high particle fluxes. Table 1.1 shows the expected single pixel hit rates
for the different layers of the current and the upgrade pixel detector. The behaviour of
the new ROC in these high occupancy conditions is studied in detail in chapters 3 and 4.
A more detailed description of how the ROC works can be found in chapter 2. For the
innermost layer, a ROC with an even higher performance will be employed. It will feature
a faster method to read out hits from two dimensional pixel array.
TBM and readout
Contrary to the current pixel detector, in the upgrade pixel detector all barrel modules
will use at least two data channels in order to improve the bandwidth of the readout.
Because of the limited number of fibres available for this purpose, two channels are always
multiplexed into one data stream. This is possible through an upgrade in the TBM: it
combines the digital 160 Mbit/s readout from the ROCs from two buses into a 320 Mbit/s
signal to which it then applies 4-to-5 bit encoding. This results in a 400 Mbit/s data
stream, and the encoding ensures that the signal states ‘high’ and ‘low’ remain balanced.
The readout scheme is adapted to the different barrel layers. Figure 1.14 shows an
overview to visualize the following description. Layers 3 and 4 use a TBM that passes
two tokens simultaneously to achieve the parallel readout of two ROC groups. The data
are then combined into one data stream as described above, requiring one fibre. Except
for the multiplexing step, this is very similar to the behaviour of the first two layers of
the current detector. Layer 2 uses a different TBM type that is capable of issuing four
tokens simultaneously. The 16 ROCs are therefore divided into four groups that read out
in parallel. Two multiplexers and encoders in the TBM then produce one 400 Mbit/s data
stream each. This means, that two fibres are required for the readout of layer 2 modules.
The innermost layer, layer 1, employs two TBM chips per module. The TBM is of the
same type as the one from layer 2 which means that eight tokens can pass in parallel on
these modules. This results in four 400 Mbit/s data streams which require four fibres for
transmission.
Module cable
The Kapton signal cable that is used for the modules in the current detector is commercially not available longer than 30 cm and can not be employed when moving the patch
panel further away from the detector. Furthermore, the flexibility of the cable proved to
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Figure 1.14: Module readout
scheme for the different barrel layers. The modules of the
innermost layer (top) use two
TBM chips, each passing four
tokens simultaneously. The
readout corresponding to two
tokens are always multiplexed
to one data stream. Layer 2
(middle) uses a single TBM of
the same type with a total of
four tokens. Layer 3 and 4
(bottom) use a different TBM
type and divide the readout
of the module into two ROC
groups only, using two tokens.
For simplicity, the trigger signal, that initiates the token
passages, is not shown.

be limited. As a replacement, micro twisted pair cables made of copper are used. They
have a diameter of only 127 µm and have shown to be able to transmit the 400 Mbit/s
readout signal without problems. Multiple twisted pairs are used to transmit the different
signals, including clock, I2 C, trigger, data, etc. Power is conducted in parallel through
multiple copper clad aluminium wires with a diameter of 90 µm. Signal and power cables
are braided into a single strand. They are about 95 cm in length for all modules. Each
wire of the strand is soldered onto a custom made board that fits into a commercial connector. The connector on the module side is soldered to the HDI. For testing purposes, a
short flat band patch cable can be used instead of the strand of twisted pair cables.

1.4.3

Detector power

With the addition of a fourth barrel layer and two endcap disks at each end, the number
of channels increases from 66 million to 124 million. This has the effect of approximately
doubling the power required by the detector. Since the power cables in CMS can not
withstand the increased amount of current and can not be changed during the upgrade,
the power is delivered to the supply tube at a higher voltage of about 10 V, reducing
the current. Radiation hard DC-DC converters with an non-magnetic inductor are used
on the supply tube to reduce this voltage to the one required by the modules [33]. The
supplies for analogue and digital circuits are still separated and a converter pair is used
to supply power to between one and four pixel modules. High voltage for the sensor bias
is not converted, but supplied in the same way as in the current detector.
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1.4.4

Cooling system

With the additional power dissipated in the detector and the more strict material budget,
a more capable cooling system is required. Instead of using liquid C6 F14 , a two phase
CO2 cooling system is used [34]. The CO2 arrives at the detector in its liquid state at
high pressure and evaporates as it absorbs the thermal energy from the detector. At the
return, it is still in a two phase state, resulting in uniform temperature of the medium
throughout the detector. The latent heat of vaporization enables the reduction of the
amount of coolant and the use of very small tubes with a diameter of only 1.7 mm. A
disadvantage is the relatively high pressure between 20 bar and 70 bar. The cooling plant
is designed to provide a cooling power of 15 kW and supply the coolant at temperatures
down to −20 ◦C.

1.5

Scope of this thesis

This thesis is mainly dedicated to the pixel detector upgrade. Specifically, it deals with
the front-end electronics and the sensor that are going to be used in this project. The
verification of the performance of ROC prototypes at high rates and the development of
new qualification tests and improvement of calibration procedures for module production
are the main goals. Apart from that, the performance of irradiated sensors is studied
to levels beyond the expected lifetime in the pixel upgrade. For the current detector, a
thermal analysis is made that uses measurements performed with the detector installed
in CMS.

1.5.1

ROC efficiency simulation

In chapter 3 a simulation of the ROC performance is made for determining the single
hit efficiency as well as identifying the situations and mechanisms that lead to losses.
It is applicable to both the current and the upgrade pixel detector and thereby enables
the prediction of the performance at hit rates beyond what the current pixel detector
has experienced. The simulation is verified through measurements using high rate X-ray
irradiation in chapter 4. Because of the large amount of technical details required for the
understanding of the simulation, chapter 2 is provided as an in-depth introduction to the
pixel ROC.

1.5.2

Module qualification and calibration

After production of the modules for the current pixel detector barrel, a series of tests (see
below) were performed to qualify them for installation in the detector [35, 36]. Depending
on the result, the modules were given one of three possible grades using a set of criteria:
grade A for modules with no or negligible defects, grade B for acceptable modules with
some defects that do not impair performance dramatically and grade C for modules that
are not accepted for use. For the innermost barrel layer, only modules with grade A were
used. The other two layers used grade A and grade B modules. In addition to qualification,
certain calibrations were performed (see below). Qualification and calibrations were done
more than once and at +17 ◦C and −10 ◦C to ensure that the modules operate in all cases
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and to later be able to interpolate calibration parameters between the two temperatures.
The test setup used a thermal cycling box for control over the test environment and a socalled ‘testboard’ interfacing the pixel module to a Linux computer running a dedicated
testing software.
The module test and calibration sequence includes the following steps:
• The module is powered up and communication tested.
• The initialization of module parameters with standard values is attempted.
• Tuning of certain critical parameters to enable readout and pixel operation is done.
• The response of all pixels is verified.
• Bad bump bonds are identified.
• The mechanism for trimming the pixel threshold is tested.
• The correctness of pixel addresses is established.
• The quality of the analogue readout is verified.
• Noise and pulse height measurements are made.
• The temperature sensors are calibrated.
• The pixel threshold is set and made uniform across all pixels.
Separately, a calibration using monochromatic X-rays was performed using an Americium
source with three different fluorescence targets.
For the pixel detector upgrade, comparable tests and calibrations have to be performed
on the modules after their production. Chapter 4 presents and discusses a complementary
set of systematic tests related to high rate performance employing an intense X-ray source.
In chapter 5, an improvement to the X-ray calibration procedure is described.

1.5.3

Study of highly irradiated sensors

Chapter 6 describes testbeam results of silicon pixel sensors irradiated up to twice the
dose the detector is exposed to after the upgrade. The charge yield is determined as well
as the hit detection efficiency.

1.5.4

Temperature studies of the pixel detector

The temperature sensor readout of the current pixel detector is analyzed for the first time
and the results presented in chapter 7. The measurements have high spatial resolution
because every ROC of the detector is equipped with a temperature sensor. The results
provide insight into how homogeneous the temperature is throughout the detector.
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Chapter 2
The pixel readout chip
The readout chip (ROC) of the pixel detector is needed to measure the collected charge
from every pixel in the silicon sensor. The data must be stored on chip until the hits are
validated through an external trigger that arrives after a fixed delay. After validation, the
data has to be available for readout, or if no trigger arrives the data can be discarded.
In order to achieve these requirements, the ROC is segmented in the same way as
the sensor (see figure 1.9), and each of the cells in the pixel array contains a circuit
that is responsible to measure the charge of one pixel. A total of 4160 pixels is grouped
into 26 double columns of 2 × 80 pixels. The pixels of a double column are read out
sequentially which is a trade-off between speed and number of signal connections. To
reduce data volume, a signal detection threshold is employed below which the sensor
charge does not register in the pixels. A peripheral buffer keeps the data until the trigger
delay expires. Sequential readout of the double columns occurs through token passage
after trigger validation.
A mechanism to inject test charges into selected pixels is used to optimize a set of
programmable settings. It is also used as a tool to verify the operation of the ROC, to
measure performance characteristics, etc
The description of the ROC circuits in this chapter is limited to the essentials that
are required for the understanding of the following chapters.

Pixel Array

Double Column Peripheries
Control Interface

Figure 2.1: Segmentation of the ROC
into pixel array, double columns, double
column peripheries and control interface
(ROC periphery). The total size of the
chip is 9.350 mm × 8.005 mm for the analogue ROC and 10.27 mm × 7.87 mm for the
digital ROC. The different size is due to
enlarged peripheries in the digital ROC to
provide space for buffers, ADC, PLL, etc.
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Feature

analogue ROC

digital ROC

Versions
Status
Readout mode
Internal clock
Number of DACs
Timestamp buffer size
Data buffer size
Readout buffer size

psi46v2
final
analogue
40 MHz
28
12
32
–

psi46dig, psi46dig v2, psi46dig v2.1
prototype
digital
40 MHz, 80 MHz and 160 MHz
19
24
80
64

Table 2.1: Overview of the differences between ROC versions. The shown features are
identical among the different digital ROC prototypes.

2.1

ROC versions

Apart from the ROC version used in the currently installed detector, several prototype
versions of ROCs exist for the coming detector upgrade. Each version has a designation
such as psi46v2 for the ROC with analogue readout (analogue ROC) in the existing
detector. The ROC prototypes for the upgrade, psi46dig, psi46dig v2 and psi46dig v2.1,
that all have digital readout (digital ROCs), are modified versions of the analogue ROC.
The major changes were made between the psi46v2 and psi46dig ROC versions. Correction
of design errors are included in psi46dig v2 and later in another iteration in psi46dig v2.1.
The upgrade of the ROC, apart from the important transition from analogue to digital
readout, is aimed mostly on reducing the dynamic inefficiencies that are inherent to
the design of the psi46v2 ROC. These mainly arise because of dead time due to pixel
hit processing operations, hits that migrate from one bunch crossing into neighbouring
crossings (causing fake hits) as a result of limitations in process and buffer capacities, as
well as losses introduced through buffer overflows. A detailed list of mechanisms causing
inefficiency can be found in chapter 3. A major improvement is made in the psi46dig ROC
and the following versions by increasing the buffer capacities that store the hit information
during the readout trigger latency.
Many of the ROC features described in this chapter are the same for all ROC versions.
Where this is not the case, it is indicated what version the description applies to. Table 2.1
shows an overview of the most prominent difference between the ROC versions. Since the
prototypes of the digital ROC are all very similar, they are not individually listed in the
table.

2.2

Control interface

Some functions of the ROC are not directly related to sensor signal measurement, hit data
storage and readout. They serve a multitude of purposes that enable the functioning of
the whole such as clock and power distribution, data and programming interface, etc.
These are briefly described below.
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2.2.1

Interface

The ROC has a series of wire bond pads on the silicon surface for the supply of power
and to provide a signal interface. During operation, the input and output signals are the
40 MHz clock, the trigger signal, the readout token in- and outputs, as well as a serial
data bus for readout. In addition, there is a set of signals used for a I2 C-like programming
interface modified for faster data throughput. I2 C is a serial communications protocol
with one master and several slaves that communicate over a common bus. The signal used
for triggering deserves special mentioning: It can also transmit commands for a reset and
for test charge injection (see below). For this reason, it is commonly called the CTR signal.
The individual commands are encoded as pulses with a width of one, two or three times
25 ns, in sync with the clock signal.

2.2.2

Clock distribution

The 40 MHz clock is distributed throughout the ROC, except for the pixel array which
operates asynchronously (i.e. without clock). Digital ROCs additionally use a phase
locked loop (PLL) that provides two clocks of 80 MHz and 160 MHz derived from the
40 MHz clock. Its purpose is to run the on-chip ADC that converts the analogue pulse
height (requiring 80 MHz, see below) and the serializer for the digital 160 Mbit/s data
transmission for readout.

2.2.3

Power distribution

The ROC is powered through two separate supplies: One is used exclusively for some of
the analogue circuits in the pixels and is called the analogue supply. The other is used
for everything else which is mostly digital logic. This is why it is commonly referred to as
digital supply. The separation increases the immunity of the sensitive analogue circuits
from the switching noise from the digital circuits.
On the ROC, both digital and analogue power are linearly regulated. The digital
supply regulators provide constant voltages and the analogue supply regulator a constant
current. For the analogue ROC, the analogue supply is also regulated for constant voltage.

2.2.4

Bunch crossing counters

Two 8 bit counters are used to keep information about the timing of pixel events on the
ROC. Both counters are incremented with every clock cycle of the 40 MHz clock which
is synchronous to the particle bunches. At the value of 255, they overflow to 0 in a
circular fashion. The WBC (write bunch crossing) counter is used for time stamping the
pixel hits. The SBC (search bunch crossing) counter runs behind the WBC counter by a
fixed, programmable delay which corresponds to the trigger latency. This is used to either
identify which hits are discarded if no trigger arrives or readout if the event is triggered.

2.2.5

DACs and registers

The ROC has a number of DACs (digital to analogue converters) and digital registers
to influence its analogue and digital behaviour. They can be programmed through the
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Name

Address

Description

Vdig
Vana

1
2

Regulator voltage for digital circuits
Regulator voltage for analogue circuits

VrgPr
VwllPr
VrgSh
VwllSh
VHldDel
Vtrim
VcThr

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Pixel preamplifier feedback (gate voltage)
Pixel preamplifier feedback (well voltage)
Pixel shaper feedback (gate voltage)
Pixel shaper feedback (well voltage)
Sample delay after triggering of the threshold comparator
Controls the effect of the trim bits on the pixel threshold
Global pixel comparator threshold

VIBiasBus
VIColOr

13
22

Triggering threshold for the ColOr mechanism
Current limit for the ColOr mechanism

Vcal
CalDel
WBC

25
26
254

Amplitude of the signal for test charge injection
Delay of the test charge injection
Readout trigger latency

Table 2.2: Table of the DACs and registers referenced in this and the following chapters.

I2 C-like interface. The registers control the operation of the digital parts. The most
important of these controls the trigger delay using the WBC register. DACs provide a
means to compensate for ROC to ROC variations. They govern the gain, offset, threshold,
bias, power, etc. of different circuits. Table 2.2 shows a list of programmable DACs and
registers referenced in this and the following chapters with a short description of each.

2.2.6

Test charge injection

Pixels can be activated through an internal calibration signal that is injected through
capacitive coupling. Each double column possesses a signal generator, and the signal
amplitude is controlled by the Vcal DAC as well as the chip control register. The latter
allows the selection between two linear Vcal DAC ranges of different step sizes. The factor
between the step size is approximately 6.5. The signal generator keeps a constant output
voltage at the Vcal level until it is pulled to ground at the time of injection. The transient
consists of a falling edge that is transmitted to the pixel through capacitive coupling,
resulting in a negative pulse. For this purpose, a capacitance and a switch exist for each
of the pixels. The switches are used to control which pixels receive the signal injection.
The programming of the switches is performed through the I2 C interface. Instead of
injecting through the capacitor in the pixel unit cell, the signal can also be injected into
the sensor through an air capacitance. A metal pad at the surface of the ROC exists for
this purpose. The signal path is then closed through the bump bond from sensor to the
pixel.
The injection of the calibration signal occurs five clock cycles after the corresponding
signal on the CTR line plus an additional delay that can be programmed through the
CalDel DAC. The delay is not an integer number of clock cycles, but has a finer resolution
of about 0.32 ns.
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Double columns

Double columns
Token

Token gen.

Data bus

Header

Internal token

Readout buffer

Header
Analogue ROC
Trigger

Digital ROC
Data bus

Figure 2.2: Token passage schemes for the analogue and digital ROC. Double
of the analogue ROC wait for the external token from the TBM until read out,
an internal token is generated in the digital ROC immediately after the trigger.
ternal readout of the double columns reduces dead time at the cost of a more
implementation.

2.2.7

columns
whereas
The incomplex

Readout

After trigger validation, the ROC waits until it receives the token from the TBM and
then writes the event data onto the readout bus that is connected to all ROCs grouped
together on a module. When the token is received, the ROC first writes a data header.
The analogue ROC then delivers the token to the leftmost double column where it is
passed on from one to the other until the last double column. The data from the double
columns are thus written sequentially to the bus. After the last double column the token
is passed on to the next ROC, or, if the ROC is the last in the chain, to the TBM. The
digital ROC behaves differently. It uses an internal token to read out the double columns
into a readout buffer immediately after the trigger. When the external token arrives and
after sending the ROC header, the data are written onto the bus from the buffer. This
way, the double columns do not have to wait for the external (TBM) token to be read
out. This method in the digital ROC increases efficiency because double columns do not
record new pixel hits while they wait to be read out (dead time). The block diagrams in
figure 2.2 illustrate the difference in behaviour.
Because triggers can arrive while the token is under way, the ROC uses two counters
to identify which token is associated to which trigger. One increments with the arriving
triggers, the other with the tokens leaving the ROC. The double columns make use of
these counters to decide when to read out (see section 2.4).
Pulse height ADC
In the readout buffer of the digital ROC, the pulse height information is stored in digital
form. The data are converted using a successive approximation ADC when the double
columns read out. It requires 8 clock cycles (8 × 12.5 ns) for the conversion of each hit
plus an additional 4 clock cycles for reset, storage, etc. The pulse height is encoded as a
8 bit integer.
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Bump bond

Sample & hold

Preamp

Shaper
Comparator

Calibration
signal generator

VcThr, Vtrim,
VHldDel, Trim bits

Data
buffer

Figure 2.3: Analogue part of the pixel unit cell. The signal from the sensor through
the bump bond or from the calibration signal generator through the coupling capacitor is
amplified in the preamp and prepared for sampling by the shaper. The comparator imposes
a detection threshold and activates the sample and hold circuit if the threshold is exceeded.
On readout, the sample capacitor is connected to the bus leading to the data buffer in the
double column periphery.

2.3

Pixel unit cell

The pixel unit cell (PUC) is a circuit that is identical for each of the 4160 pixels of a ROC.
An overview over the analogue part can be found in figure 2.3. The charge signal from
the sensor is amplified and conditioned in a charge sensitive preamp and a subsequent
shaper. Alternatively, charge is coupled through the capacitor from the internal signal
generator. It is then compared to a threshold, and if the signal exceeds it, it is sampled
after a delay and stored on a capacitor. At the same time, the pixel communicates a hit
into the double column periphery. In the activated state, it waits until it is read out, i.e.
that address and pulse height data are transferred into the double column data buffer.
Once readout has occurred, the pixel reverts to a state where it is again sensitive to hits.

2.3.1

Analogue domain

Preamp
The preamp is a simple CMOS inverter that is powered by the analogue supply. This
circuit has a significant gain, and the output is fed back to the input through a capacitor.
This makes the amplifier charge sensitive, exploiting the multiplication of the capacitance
by the gain through the Miller effect. The charge from the sensor is therefore integrated.
To provide a stable operating point, a resistive feedback is applied in parallel to the
capacitor. The resistance is provided by a MOSFET transistor with gate and well biased
with the VrgPr and VwllPr DACs, respectively. Changing the DACs produces a change
in resistance. The resistive feedback makes the amplifier operate in the linear region, and
the analogue supply is set such that the bias current through the inverter is 3 µA.
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Pulse height

Timewalk

In-time thr.
Absolute thr.

25 ns

Time

Figure 2.4: Exaggerated illustration of
how the in-time threshold is introduced.
The pixel’s threshold comparator activates when the pulse crosses the ‘absolute threshold’. Because of the finite risetime of the pulse, the time at which this
happens depends on the pulse amplitude.
The small pulse reaches the threshold
only after the bunch crossing window of
25 ns. The smallest pulse amplitude for
which the signal is still seen within the
window defines the ‘in-time threshold’.

Shaper
The shaper is coupled to the output of the preamp through a capacitor. The circuit itself
is identical to the one of the preamp and further amplifies the signal. The function of the
shaper is also to make the pulse wider with a smooth peak that facilitates pulse height
sampling and improves the signal to noise ratio. The DACs that control the feedback are
called VrgSh and VwllSh. Just like the preamp, the shaper is powered by the analogue
supply.
Threshold comparator
A comparator following the shaper output is used to detect a hit by imposing a threshold
on the signal. In addition, the pulse height sampling is initiated when the signal crosses the
threshold. The threshold is defined by the VcThr DAC. To compensate for pixel to pixel
variations, the threshold can be further adjusted on a per-pixel basis (see section 2.5.2).
The limited speed of the signal pulse from the shaper causes the threshold comparator
to be activated at different times for different signal amplitudes. This is illustrated in
figure 2.4. The effect is that the threshold crossing moves in time with pulse amplitude.
This is called timewalk. For signals with very low amplitude, the delay may be so large
that the hit is detected in the following bunch crossing. The minimum signal amplitude
for which the comparator still activates in the correct bunch crossing is called the in-time
threshold. Its value is always greater or equal to the set threshold (usually called absolute
threshold).
Trim bits
Each pixel has four trim bits which can be programmed to lower the threshold relative
to the level dictated by the VcThr DAC. Another DAC, Vtrim, defines the decrement in
threshold of the least significant trim bit. If the trim bits of all pixels and Vtrim are set
correctly, the threshold differences between pixels become negligible. A method of setting
the trim bits is presented in section 2.5.2.
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of the signals that the PUC exchanges with
the double column periphery. When
a hit occurs, the pixel notifies the
periphery through the ColOr signal. That signal is turned off with
the load signal which makes the
pixel take part in the next column
drain. The strobe and ack signals
are used to synchronize the readout
of pulse height and address once the
token arrives.

Sample and hold circuit
Upon crossing the threshold of the comparator, the signal from the shaper is sampled after
a delay. A buffer with unity gain is used to avoid capacitive loading of the shaper output.
The delay is necessary because the pulse maximum occurs after the signal activates the
comparator. It can be controlled by the VHldDel DAC for optimization. The sampling
is done by opening the switch that connects the buffer output to a capacitor after the
expiration of the delay. The charged capacitor thus retains the sampled voltage. Later
on, when the pixel is read out, the voltage is transferred into the data buffer of the double
column by closing the switch behind the sample capacitor.

2.3.2

Digital domain

Readout logic
A block diagram of the PUC with the signals it exchanges with the rest of the double
column is shown in figure 2.5. When the threshold comparator registers a hit, the state of
activation is stored. The pixel can then no longer receive hits until readout is complete.
There are two signals with which the PUC can communicate a hit to the periphery:
ColOr A and ColOr B. Each signal is transmitted over a current driven bus, and the pixel
can transmit at any time, regardless of the state of the bus. The ColOr select signal
from the periphery, that is made available to all pixels, determines on which of the two
channels the hit is communicated.
The two signals load A and load B are used to make the pixels release the respective
ColOr channel and to enter readout mode. In this mode, the PUC waits until a token
arrives from the periphery. When that is the case, the pixel sends the strobe signal back
to the periphery and waits for acknowledgement. The token arrival is not synchronous to
the system clock and the strobe signal is used to synchronize the data transfer. At the
next falling edge of the clock, the periphery sends the ack signal. This causes the pixel
to presents its address and pulse height information on a bus for the periphery to read.
Once the ack signal is released, the PUC releases the token to the next pixel. If the pixel
were not activated, it would simply pass on the token.
Receiving a hit and transmitting the ColOr signal to the periphery is almost instantaneous. The release of the ColOr signal also happens as soon as the load signal arrives.
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Pixel array

Data buffer

Timestamp
buffer

PCI logic

Reset
Readout

Figure 2.6: Block diagram of a double
column. Except for the pixel array, all
blocks belong to the double column periphery. The arrows indicate paths of communication: The red arrows represent the token
used to drain the pixel hits from the pixel array. The green arrows stand for the readout
token used to read out data from the double
column buffers. A total of 26 double columns
are connected in series through this token.
The purple arrows indicate the action of the
reset mechanism. All other communication
is indicated in blue.

Communication of address and pulse height to the periphery requires one clock cycle for
synchronization and another for the reading of the data until the token is released.
Mask bit
The PUC has a programmable register that can disable the threshold comparator’s output
of the pixel. The register is set at the same time as the trim bits. When disabled, the
pixel can not become activated and will never be read out. This is useful if defective
pixels produce noise hits.

2.4
2.4.1

Double column
Pixel array and column drain

One double column consists of an array of 2 × 80 pixel unit cells and a periphery block that
is responsible for column drain, data storage and data readout. A block diagram of the
entire double column is shown in figure 2.6. The signals with which pixels communicate
to the periphery are transmitted through a set of buses. Common use of these buses by
all pixels significantly reduces the number of signal lines in the double column. However,
data transfer has to be coordinated because only one pixel may use a bus at a time. The
exception to this is the ColOr signal that notifies the periphery of a hit. The signals from
the periphery are fanned out to each pixel, except for the drain token that is passed on
from pixel to pixel. An overview over the pixel array and the communication scheme is
shown in figure 2.7.
The ColOr bus is current driven by the signaling pixels. A comparator in the periphery
decides whether the ColOr signal is active or not. The threshold of the comparator can be
set by the VIBiasBus DAC and total current of all pixels limited by the VIColOr DAC.
Because pixels can be activated at any time, the ColOr signal is completely asynchronous
to the system clock. Additionally, there is a propagation delay in the signal of about 8 ns,
largely depending on the settings.
Once the periphery has processed the hit notification and the drain mechanism is ready
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the pixel array of
a double column. Pixels notify the PCI logic
using the ColOr signal through a current bus.
The hits in the array are verified for readout
as the load signal is sent back up from the
periphery. Subsequently, a token pass for the
column drain is initiated. The token moves
from pixel to pixel to allow data to be transferred into the periphery. Once the token
returns to the PCI logic the double column
is ready for the next pass.

(see below), a drain token is released into the pixel array. The token passes through all
pixels sequentially, up through the left-hand side column and back down through the
column on the right. The load signal notifies the pixels to expect the drain token. Pixels
that have a hit interrupt the token passage to communicate with the periphery. Because
the pixels have to be able to stop the token, the propagation speed of the token through
pixels is limited: approximately 90 pixels are traversed within a 25 ns clock cycle. The low
speed of the token is the reason why pixels have to synchronize with the periphery through
the strobe and ack signals for their readout. The speed can be influenced by changing
the digital voltage on the chip which is controlled by the Vdig DAC. The increased voltage
reduces the gate delays of the transistors. An side effect is the power consumption of the
ROC that increases with the voltage.

2.4.2

Pixel-column interface

The pixel-column interface (PCI) is part of the double column periphery. It receives
ColOr signals and orchestrates the column drain. It uses two channels such that it can
process pixel hits while a column drain is under way. To achieve this, it contains two drain
channel circuit blocks for translating the two ColOr signals into column drain requests
and a column drain control block that acts upon these requests and sends out the drain
token. These blocks are described in more detail below.
Column drain requests issued by the drain channels are used to toggle between the two
channels, A and B. The load signals are derived from this mechanism and are transmitted to the pixel array each time a request is made. This has the effect that the activated
pixels belonging to the current channel turn off their ColOr signal. This also stops the
corresponding column drain request. A similar toggling mechanism is used with the hit
signal from the drain channel circuits to create the ColOr select signal that communicates to the pixels which drain channel to address themselves to. Once a channel drain
request is made, the column drain control block starts the passage of a drain token. It
also coordinates the transfer of data from the pixels into the data buffer of the periphery.
A block diagram of the PCI block is shown in figure 2.8.
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If the column drain is not under way, the time between arrival of the ColOr signal in
the drain channel and the transmission of the token is between 0.5 and 1.5 clock cycles.
The asynchronous nature of the ColOr signal is the reason for the variable delay. After a
token passage, one clock cycle is required until the next passage can be initiated.
Drain channel circuit
The drain channel circuits are connected to one ColOr channel each. They are responsible
to synchronize the incoming ColOr signals and to generate column drain requests.
The circuit feeds the ColOr signal through a timed gate to synchronize it to the system
clock. As soon as synchronization is established, a hit signal is generated that causes
the timestamp buffer to store a timestamp. Then, if a column drain is not currently
under way, a column drain request is made through a simple logic signal. The state of the
column drain can be read by the drain channel through a signal from the drain control
block (see below). If the drain is active, the request is marked pending, and the request
is delayed until the drain is finished.
The timestamp buffer may notify the drain channel to block incoming ColOr signals
through the stop signal. When a signal is thus blocked, the hit signal is generated as
soon as the stop signal is released. This, in turn, again causes a timestamp to be stored.
Column drain control
The column drain control block controls the drain token passage and synchronizes communication between pixels and data buffer to the system clock. When a drain request is
made by the currently active drain channel circuit and no column drain is under way, the
drain control block initiates a new token passage and waits for its return. While the token
is under way, pixels with hit data to be transferred signal the arrival of the token with
the strobe signal. In the column drain control the strobe signal is synchronized to the
system clock. The ack signal is then sent to notify the pixel that the data buffer is ready
to receive the data. With the ack signal always being transmitted at the falling edge of
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the clock and the strobe signal arriving at a random time, depending on the progress of
the token, the synchronization takes between 0 ns to 25 ns.

2.4.3

Timestamp buffer

The timestamp buffer is a circular buffer that keeps a list of timestamps that is used to
identify the bunch crossings for the pixel hits stored in the data buffer. A timestamp is an
8 bit number that represents the value of the WBC counter at the time of the pixel event.
Because the trigger latency is always smaller than 255, this number uniquely identifies
an event. Timestamps are entered into the buffer whenever a hit signal is generated
by the PCI. They are removed from the buffer when the trigger latency is expired, i.e.
the oldest timestamp is removed when it coincides with the SBC counter. However, if a
trigger signal is present when the oldest timestamp is equal to the SBC counter, trigger
verification occurs. The double column then enters readout mode because it contributes
data from the triggered bunch crossing.
The timestamp buffer has a size of 12 cells in the psi46v2 ROC and 24 cells in all digital
variants. If that number of events occurs within the trigger latency interval, the buffer
becomes full. Using the stop signal, it is able to notify the PCI which then holds back any
newly arriving ColOr signals to prevent an overflow of the timestamp buffer. Nonetheless,
this state is usually called timestamp buffer overflow, even if the term is technically not
accurate. The buffer recovers from this state as soon as the oldest timestamp is removed
from the buffer after it expires. When this happens, the stop signal is released.

2.4.4

Data buffer

The data buffer stores the hits that are read out from the pixel array. Every buffer item
consists of a digitally encoded pixel address, the pulse height that is stored as an analogue
voltage on a capacitor, as well as an additional digital flag. Hits are grouped into events
by using the flag to mark the start of an event. The data buffer events are always in sync
with the timestamp buffer entries such that there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between
items. The procedure is such that whenever one or multiple pixels signal hits to the
periphery using the ColOr signal, a timestamp is entered in the timestamp buffer and the
following column drain fills in the hits into the data buffer. Once a timestamp expires
and is removed from the timestamp buffer, the pixel hits corresponding to the event are
also removed from the data buffer.
The size of the data buffer is 32 for the analogue ROC and to 80 for all digital versions.
If a hit is attempted to be added when the buffer is already full, the double column recovers
through a reset, causing all timestamps and data buffer entries to be purged as well as
the hits that are in the pixel array, still waiting for readout. This event is called a data
buffer overflow.

2.4.5

Readout

When an event in the buffer is trigger validated and subsequently readout mode is entered,
the double column waits for a token (a different token from the one used in the column
drain) until it writes the onto the data bus. This ensures that only one double column is
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writing at a time. In case of the analogue ROC, the token is the one initially sent by the
TBM, and for the digital ROC the internal token is used. The double column requires
six clock cycles (6 × 25 ns) to read out a single hit. The total time then depends on the
number of hits in the trigger validated event.
To identify the token that belongs to the trigger that initiated the readout, the double
column stores the value of the ROC counter that increments with each trigger. When a
token arrives, it compares that value to the ROC counter that keeps track of token passes.
If the values match, the data are read out, otherwise the double columns passes the token
on and continues waiting for the correct token.

2.4.6

Reset mechanism

The double column reset mechanism drives four signals that cause the state of different
parts of the double column to revert to their initial state: The reset RO signal affects the
readout block, the reset DB signal the data buffer, the reset TS signal the timestamp
buffer and the reset PCI signal the column drain and pixel array.
In case of a readout, the two signals reset TS and reset PCI are activated as soon as
the double column enters readout mode. The other two resets are made when the readout
block signals the end of the readout. On the other hand, when a data buffer overflow
occurs, all reset signals are activated at the same time.
In order to bring the double column back from reset in a consistent way, the four
signals are released consecutively. At first, the reset DB signal is deactivated, causing
the data buffer to be operative again from its initial state. Half a clock cycle later, the
timestamp buffer is allowed to start. Again, after one half clock cycle, the reset RO and
reset PCI are released, and the double column is again fully activated. This way, the
buffers are ready before new hits arrive and no illegal states are caused.

2.4.7

Example of operation

As an example for the operation of the double column and the interaction between logic
blocks, the processing of hits in a typical situation is described. The corresponding timing
diagram is shown in figure 2.9.
At the beginning, the double column is idle and channel A is selected by the ColOr
select signal. As soon as hit A occurs, the PUC activates ColOr A to communicate the
hit to the periphery. It uses channel A because it is the one currently selected. The ColOr
signal travels down from the pixel array in the periphery and is synchronized to the system
clock by drain channel A that is part of the PCI logic. The hit signal is immediately
activated for the duration of half a clock cycle to notify the timestamp buffer that a new
entry has to be made. At the same time, a column drain request is made to the drain
control block. The request also activates the load A signal which notifies the pixels that
have hits associated with ColOr A to go into readout mode and wait for a token. They
will immediately release the ColOr signal. With a small delay after the column drain
request, the drain token passage is started. The drain control block provides a drain
active signal for the drain channel blocks so that they may hold back their column drain
requests. The token moves up along the left side of the double column and back down on
the right side. The activated pixel intercepts the token on the way and signals reception
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Figure 2.9: Timing diagram for a typical situation in which hits from the pixel array are processed for readout. The channels through
which notification of hits occurs alternate between A and B and despite the time it takes to read out, all pixels are read out eventually.
The use of two channels eliminates inefficiency in this situation and the creation of timestamps is possible even if a column drain is
under way.
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to the periphery using the strobe signal. This signal is synchronized to the system clock
by the drain control block, whereupon it sends the ack signal back to the pixel. It also
notifies the data buffer to accept new hit data for one pixel. The pixel then sends the data
(pixel address and analogue pulse height) down on a bus into the data buffer. The drain
token then moves on and eventually returns to the periphery. The drain active signal is
released by the drain control block and the double column becomes idle again. However,
the ColOr select signal is now enabling channel B.
When hit B arrives, the same procedure is repeated, but with the other channel.
While the token is under way, hit C activates a pixel. Because the ColOr select signal
was toggled by hit B, the pixel receiving the hit activates ColOr A. The drain channel
produces the hit signal that causes timestamp number 3 to be added to the timestamp
buffer, however no column drain request is made yet. The hit toggles the ColOr select
signal back to channel B. In the following bunch crossing, while the drain token still has
not returned, hit D occurs. The PUC communicates the hit on channel B, and the drain
channel notifies the timestamp buffer that another timestamp has to be added. The ColOr
select is switched back to channel A, and again the drain request is postponed because
the column drain is still under way. The use of two ColOr channels enables the correct
measurement of hit D in this case. Without this mechanism, the pixels would either have
to be insensitive while the ColOr signal is active never registering hit D (dead time), or
hit D would be identified with the same bunch crossing as hit C causing a different type
of inefficiency.
When the column drain is finished, drain channel A makes its drain request for hit C.
The load A signal is activated by this and the corresponding pixel turns off the ColOr A
signal. A new column drain is started reading out the hit. Once that token has returned
again, drain channel B is able to make a request for hit D to be drained. The load B
signal then makes the pixel with hit D deactivate ColOr B. It is then also read out with
a drain token pass.
Exactly 156 clock cycles (the current WBC setting in the pixel detector) after hit A,
the timestamp and the corresponding hit data in the data buffer are discarded. If a trigger
arrives at that time, validation occurs, and instead of deleting the data, the double column
enters readout mode. The timestamp buffer, the PCI logic including drain channels and
drain control, as well as the pixel array are reset immediately. The double column then
waits for the readout token to arrive. When this happens, the readout block starts to
write the data of hit A onto the readout bus. Since it is only one pixel hit, this only
takes six clock cycles. Once this is complete, the readout block signals the reset block
which then resets both the data buffer and readout block. After that, the data buffer is
reactivated, followed by the timestamp buffer and only then the readout block, the PCI
logic and the pixel array. The double column then resumes operation.

2.5

Calibration

A set of calibrations of the ROC reduces variations between ROCs and pixels within a
ROC, as well as compensates for temperature effects. They are generally performed before
testing or operating them in a laboratory setup. The internal calibration signal is used
to determine the necessary adjustments to the DACs.
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2.5.1

Pretest

The pretest checks whether the ROC is programmable by changing the value of a DAC and
measuring the difference in the ROC’s behaviour. For the digital ROC, Vana is changed
and the total analogue current drawn is measured. With the analogue ROC, Vcal is tested
by using the lastDAC information from the analogue readout sequence (see [36]).
Subsequently and for both digital and analogue ROCs, the Vana DAC is adjusted until
the total current drawn from the analogue supply is 24 mA. With a total of 4160 pixels
on the ROC, the bias current of pixels’ preamp and shaper is then approximately 3 µA
each, the design value for unirradiated ROCs.
Analogue ROCs then require the adjustment of the levels in the analogue readout for
identifying the ROC header in the sequence.
An operating point with respect to pixel threshold (VcThr) and calibration signal
injection delay (CalDel) is then chosen for both analogue and digital ROCs by testing all
possible combinations and choosing a location in the phase space where the pixel registers
calibration injection hits. The resulting threshold is relatively arbitrary as the pretest is
intended as a starting point only.
For the digital ROC, the pretest is then finished. Analogue ROCs require some additional calibration to be performed on the analogue readout. The pulse height offset is set
such that the pulse height information can not be identified as a ROC header by mistake.
In addition to calibrating the ROC, the ADC spectrum of the pixel address levels in the
readout is determined such that the data can properly be decoded in the data acquisition.

2.5.2

Trimming

To set the charge detection threshold in the ROC and make it uniform across all pixels,
the global threshold and the trim bits of the pixels are adjusted [36]. The target threshold
is given as an input in terms of Vcal units. The Vcal DAC is therefore set to this value. At
the beginning of the trimming procedure, the trim bits of all pixels are set to the neutral
setting (which corresponds to the value 15 from the range 0 to 15) in which they do not
affect the threshold of the pixel. The smaller the trim bit value, the lower the threshold
is set for the corresponding pixel with respect to the global threshold. The amount by
which the trim bits affect the threshold is defined by the Vtrim DAC. If the trim bit of
a pixel is set to 0 (for example), the threshold is lowered more from the global threshold
the higher the Vtrim setting is.
Trimming requires a special procedure to determine the values of DAC parameters:
In this procedure a scan of a selected DAC is performed for each pixel to find the critical
value at which the pixel becomes responsive to test charge injections (defined by a 50 %
response probability). This method is employed multiple times in the trimming algorithm.
After setting the Vcal DAC to the target value and all the trim bits to neutral, the
VcThr DAC value is determined for each pixel with the procedure described above. This
results in a distribution from which the highest occurring value is picked. A high VcThr
value corresponds to a low threshold. The DAC is then set to this value. By design, all
pixels then have a threshold higher or equal to the target value. This is done because when
employing the trim bits, the threshold can only be lowered from the global threshold.
Before setting all trim bits, the pixel with the highest threshold (lowest VcThr value)
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Figure 2.10: Typical gain calibration for
an analogue ROC. A conversion factor of 6.5
is used to convert the high range Vcal data
points into units of the low Vcal range. A fit
with a hyperbolic tangent is normally used
to interpolate between the data points.

compared to all others is selected. For this pixel, the trim bits are set to 0, causing
trimming to be turned fully on. A scan in terms of Vtrim is then made with this one
pixel. The higher the Vtrim value gets the more the threshold is lowered for this pixel.
The Vtrim value is fixed when the threshold of the pixel reaches the target value. Now,
with the set values of VcThr and Vtrim, trim bit values can be found for all pixels to
reach the target threshold.
To find the trim bits for all pixels, a binary search is performed. For all pixels, the
trim bits are set to 7 and the pixel response is tested in terms of Vcal (again using the
above procedure). If the resulting Vcal value is higher than the target Vcal value, then the
threshold of that pixel is too high and its trim bits are set to 3, subtracting 4. Otherwise
the threshold is too low and is increased by setting the trim bits to 11, adding 4. The
response is then measured again and the trim bit value changed again, this time by ±2.
After that is achieved, the iteration is continued with ±1. The last step is repeated once
such that the trim bit value of 15 = 7 + 4 + 2 + 1 + 1 can be reached as well.
After trimming, the threshold is uniform across the ROC with a spread of only 1 to
2 Vcal units (corresponding to about 50 e− to 100 e− , see chapter 5). The selection of the
target threshold is only limited by the DAC ranges and the noise level of the ROC.

2.5.3

Pulse height calibration

The pulse height calibration is a relatively simple procedure in which the pulse height is
measured for every pixel at different settings of the internal calibration signal amplitude,
Vcal. Usually only 5 readings are made in the low Vcal range, and another 5 in the high
range. For digital ROCs, the recorded pulse height is the digital value from the ROC’s
internal ADC and for the analogue ROC, the value measured by the testboard’s ADC
from the analogue readout.
The measurements are used in the data acquisition, or offline to convert the analogue
pulse height into Vcal units. Normally, a hyperbolic tangent function is fitted because
the pulse height saturates at high Vcal values and there may be a non-linearity in the low
range as well. Figure 2.10 shows a typical calibration for an analogue ROC, including the
fit. For the digital ROC, a Weibull cumulative distribution function may more accurately
describe the data. If only the low range Vcal values are used, a quadratic fit suffices.
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Chapter 3
ROC efficiency simulation
The high rate efficiency simulation is intended to determine the single pixel hit efficiency of
the ROC design, analogue and digital variants. It serves as a verification of measurement
results with ROC prototypes as well as for the prediction of the module performance in
CMS. It is based on the digital logic of the ROC and assumes ideal operation according to
design. Neither the analogue signals nor the analogue behaviour of the digital circuits are
part of the simulation. The implementation encompasses the logic of one double column
of the ROC, taking advantage of their independent operation. Additional steps are taken
to make the results apply to entire pixel modules. This simplification only affects the final
result of the simulation in two ways: It does not allow for hit correlations, i.e. clusters
that stretch across multiple double columns, and the behaviour of the remaining ROCs
and double columns of the module as well as the TBM is only approximated.
The simulation can be divided into input, which is the generation of pixel hits in the
double column as well as external control signals, circuit operation, which closely follows
the chip design, the collection of operational statistics and the simulation of the measurement method. There exist several configuration possibilities that affect the behaviour of
the simulation such as the choice between X-ray and particle hits, hit and trigger rate,
ROC type, etc. This enables the simulation to produce results for different measurement
scenarios and to determine how they are affected by certain parameters.

3.1

Implementation

The simulation is implemented as a Python program. This has multiple advantages such
as simplifying the use of parameters, creation of histograms, collection of statistics, generation of random numbers, use of functions/procedures, debugging, ability to run on
most platforms, etc. The obvious disadvantages are speed and the difficulty to implement hardware logic for which a hardware description language such as VHDL [37] or
Verilog [38] is much better suited. However, the simulation is able to produce an output
that is similar to that of a hardware simulator such as Cadence (used in the design of the
ROC), enabling the comparison with such programs.
The interaction between double columns in a ROC is limited to the readout that is
coordinated by the passage of a readout token (see figure 2.2). This is also true for the
interaction among ROCs that are part of a readout chain (cf. section 1.3.2 and 1.4.2).
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Because of this relative independence, the entire simulation encompasses only one single
double column.
Randomly generated pixel hits are used to create activity in the double column which
eventually leads to dynamic inefficiencies through the limited processing speed and buffer
capacities. The hits are generated in a way that emulates the conditions found in real
experiments (both CMS and the X-ray setup) in order to get a result that is as close to
reality as possible. The only other input to the simulated double column is the readout
trigger that initiates the readout of the double column.
The simulation of the double column is divided into several blocks that are equivalent
or close to the logic blocks used in the chip design. Design schematics are used extensively
for the implementation of the simulation. The logic blocks are realized in the simulation
in different abstraction levels. Some of the blocks, such as buffers, are described through
architectural level logic that is implemented efficiently using the constructs of the programming language. Other blocks are built on a register transfer logic (RTL) level which
makes use of flip-flops, latches and combinational logic. The rise and fall of a clock signal
perpetuates the simulation as does the real clock in the actual ROC. The logic is modeled
using the actual timing of the signals in the ROC. This is crucial because timing is an
important factor that determines the efficiency of the circuit.
In the simulation, contrary to the actual ROC, the processes within the chip are
completely transparent. This means that a variety of measurements can be made in
simulation that are impossible (or extremely difficult) to measure in reality. Generated
pixel hits can be accounted for in every simulation step while they exist in the double
column as signals and data. Therefore, pixel hit tracking can be done to determine the
efficiency of the chip. This can be achieved by counting the number of generated hits and
the number of hits available for readout, if trigger validated. This is one possible definition
of efficiency. In a measurement with the physical chip, the only way to determine the
performance is by reading out data. The efficiency determined this way may be different
from the above efficiency definition. This has to be taken into account in the simulation
to enable the comparison to measured data.
In order to scale the results from one double column to an entire ROC or even an
entire module, additional mechanisms are necessary. As mentioned before, there is only
one way double columns and ROCs communicate with each other: the readout token that
controls which double column can write data onto the readout bus. The delay until the
token arrives depends on how much time the preceding double columns (and ROCs in
case of the analogue chip) require for readout. In the simulation, the waiting time before
the double column can be read out is therefore set depending on the hits in the rest of
the module.

3.1.1

Input generation

Pixel hits are generated randomly in the pixel array for every bunch crossing. In order to
make the simulation as close to reality as possible, the random hits are created according
to a model in form of a cluster size distribution that is empirically determined. For every
bunch crossing, a random number of particles are generated according to the hit rate
simulation parameter. A cluster size is randomly chosen from the distribution for each
of the particles. The pixel hits from all clusters are then assigned pixel addresses using a
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random impact location. The list of pixels then represents the hits that occurred in one
bunch crossing.
The other simulated input to the double column is the readout trigger. It is implemented with two modes: a periodic trigger or a purely random trigger. The former is simply
issued with an interval of a fixed number of clock cycles. For the latter, the trigger probability per bunch crossing, calculated from the trigger frequency simulation parameter, is
used to randomly select bunch crossings..

3.1.2

Simulated double column blocks

The randomly generated hits are used to activate pixels in the double column’s pixel
array. The array is not simulated in detail: only two lists are kept that represent the
active pixels that belong to two drain channels. Depending on which channel is currently
selected, the new hits are entered in the appropriate list. If a newly hit pixel is already
in one of the two lists, it means that the pixel is already active and can not be activated
again until it is read out by the column drain. In this case, the new hit is not appended
to the list and is lost, contributing to the inefficiency. Activation of at least one pixel
creates the ColOr signal of the channel that is currently selected.
The PCI logic, that is responsible for controlling column drains based on the ColOr
signal, is implemented on the RTL level. Almost all of the incoming and outgoing signals
as well as the internal registers are simulated. An exception are the signals that are
mediating the data transfer between pixels and data buffer (strobe and ack). These
are left away because they only mediate the transfer of data and have no effect on the
efficiency.
As soon as a ColOr signal causes a hit signal in the PCI logic, a new event is added
to the buffer with the timestamp that represents the current WBC value. Timestamps
and data are combined in the simulation into one buffer for simplicity. Whenever a
timestamp is entered, the event is empty at first, containing no pixel hits. An index is
used to point to the event that should be filled with hits by the current column drain.
Events are marked trigger validated according to trigger selection when they are created.
This information will later be used to initiate readout, simplifying the implementation
over a delayed trigger.
When one of the two load signals is activated, the number of the pixels in the drain
queue lists is noted. The column drain is then started by simply removing pixels from
the list one by one using a counter that runs up to this number. Even if more hits are
added to the lists of activated pixels while the drain is under way, they are not read out
because they have not been marked by the load signal. The time that the drain token
requires to move from pixel to pixel is based on the distance in between.
Every time the token reaches a new pixel, the hit data is appended to the event that
the index in the buffer points to. The pixel is then removed from the list of the pixel
array. Once the column drain is complete, the index of the buffer is incremented such
that the next column drain fills data into the next event.
In every clock cycle, the timestamp of the oldest event in the buffer is checked against
the current value of the SBC counter. If a match occurs, one of two things happen:
Events that are not marked trigger validated are simply removed from the list. On the
other hand, if an event is thus marked, the double column enters readout mode. The PCI
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logic is immediately reset in this case. The number of pixels in the event are counted
and multiplied by six to obtain the number of clock cycles required for readout. The
time until the token arrives is also determined at this point (see below). While counters
are decremented to measure the waiting times in clock cycles, the double column is idle
because of the PCI logic being in reset state. When the waiting for readout is finished,
the reset of the double column is issued that causes the appropriate additional delay. This
clears all data from the buffer.
If the buffer contains the same number of events as the size of the timestamp buffer,
the stop signal is sent to the PCI logic that blocks the creation of new timestamps. On
the other hand, if the total number of hits in all events of the buffer reaches the size of the
data buffer, and an additional hit is attempted to being drained into it, a reset occurs,
according to design.

3.1.3

Extension from double column to module

As stated earlier, the simulation is performed only for a single double column. In order
to produce results that are valid for entire modules, a small modification is necessary.
Essentially, the delay until the arrival of the token has to be determined if the rest of
the ROC (or module in case of analogue ROCs) also receive hits. To get the average
double column performance, the position of the simulated double column in the ROC is
randomly chosen for each readout. For analogue ROCs, the position of the ROC in the
readout chain is also chosen randomly. If the position of the double column (starting from
zero) is p, the area per double column in square centimetres is A and the pixel hit rate
in MHz/cm2 is r then the average number of pixels that need to be read out before the
token arrives at the simulated double column is
hni =

r·p·A
.
40 MHz

This assumes that the double columns are fully efficient and does not take the cluster size
distribution into account. To overcome the latter, the same procedure as the one used
for generation of pixel hits in the simulated double column is applied for all the others to
determine the total number of hits hñi. Hit correlations between double columns such as
long clusters of high η tracks are not taken into account in this calculation. For analogue
modules, the position p is the offset of the token passage from the first double column in
the first ROC in the chain. Given the fact that each hit takes six clock cycles for readout
and that each of the preceding m ROCs in the chain requires three clock cycles for the
ROC header in the data stream, the total number of clock cycles, N , is
N = 3 · m + 6 · ñ.
This value is then used as the token delay, with ñ drawn from a Poisson distribution and
an additional offset from the TBM. For digital modules, m is simply zero because it uses
an internal readout token (cf. figure 2.2).
With the current implementation there are two limitations: Firstly, the other double
columns of the module that are not directly simulated are considered to be 100 % efficient.
This increases the token delay which invariably produces a pessimistic result. Secondly,
the passage of the readout token occurs only when the simulated double column has a
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trigger match, but not the others. This means that when a match occurs, it is assumed
that the readout token can be started immediately, i.e. that no token pass is under way
when this happens. The effect that this has on the result is optimistic and will therefore
make the efficiency from the simulation seem better than it actually is. However, for
the digital ROC, where an internal token is used to read out the double columns, the
token passage is so short (12 bunch crossings on average at a hit rate of 120 MHz/cm2 )
and the probability that a trigger arrives within that time is so low (only 3 % at 100 kHz
trigger rate) that the effect can be neglected. For analogue modules, the passage time
(for the token coming from the TBM) is about 100 bunch crossings (at a hit rate of
100 MHz/cm2 ) and the trigger probability within that time is 22 %. This means that
in 22 % of all readouts with the analogue ROC, an additional waiting time of 50 bunch
crossings (because the progress of the previous token is at 50 % on average) is necessary
before the double column can be read out. Therefore, the effect on the analogue module
is greater than in the digital module and may affect the results.

3.1.4

Tracking of pixel hits during the simulation

In order to make efficiency calculations, the simulated pixel hits are tracked within the
program. This makes it possible to determine the number of pixel hits generated, the
number of pixels of the double column actually activated, the number of pixel hits drained
into the data buffer and so on. Furthermore, it is possible to verify the data that are
actually read out by comparing them to records kept when generating the pixel hits.
During processing, hits can become both lost or invalidated. The mechanisms that cause
this are detailed in section 3.4. How the tracking information is used to calculate the
efficiency is described in section 3.3.

3.2

Simulation parameters

There are 10 parameters which influence the behaviour of the simulation. Some are
concerned with the nature of the particle or X-ray hits. Other parameters govern the
external signals applied to the module. There are also parameters which control the logic
blocks of the ROC such as the buffer sizes. All these parameters have to be adjusted
according to the settings of the physical measurement. Below, all relevant parameters are
explained and examples are shown for measurements.
Hit rate
The hit rate that the simulation is run with is given in units of MHz/cm2 . It stands for
pixel hit rate rather than for particle rate. The conversion can be made using the cluster
size distribution (see below).
Cluster size distribution
The cluster size distribution is used to randomly chose the cluster size of simulated
particles. It is a list of probabilities for each possible cluster size. The mean of the
distribution is used to recalculate the pixel hit rate into a cluster or particle rate.
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The distribution represents the cluster size per double column. This means that from
a cluster that stretches across multiple double columns, only the number of pixels per
double column enters the distribution. The reason for this choice is the limitation of the
simulation to one single double column. Using actual cluster sizes would cause invalid
results.
For particles, the cluster size distribution per double column is determined through
data measured with the current pixel detector [39]. A data run at an initial instantaneous
luminosity of 5.5 × 1033 /(cm2 s) and a pile-up of 25 is used in conjunction with a zero bias
event selection. The cluster size per double column from modules in layer 2 at η = 1.1
are relatively representative for the entire barrel. The distribution is shown in figure 3.1.
It yields an average size of 2.14 pixels, a number that varies only between 2.00 and 2.25
across the barrel. This distribution is used for all simulations with particles presented in
the results section.
To simulate efficiency as a function of average cluster size, a modified Poisson distribution can be used to approximate the above distribution. The advantage is that the
mean cluster size can be changed freely. The distribution f is defined as
f (k; λ) =

(λ − 1)k−1 eλ−1
.
(k − 1)!

This results in a distribution with only single pixel hits when λ = 1 and with similar
features to the distribution shown in figure 3.1 at λ = 2.14. The difference is mostly in
the distribution tail where the modified Poisson distribution falls off more quickly, but at
probability levels below 1 %.
For X-rays, the cluster size distribution is always such that the only non-zero probability is for clusters with one pixel. This is because the absorption of X-ray photons is
due to the photoelectric effect as well as Compton scattering and the ionization of the
sensor material is only local [22]. For particles, the cluster size is determined empirically
and normally averages to about 2.14 pixels per cluster for the barrel detector [39]. It is
important to note that because only a single double column is simulated, the distribution
here reflects the cluster size per double column. If a cluster from a particle stretches over
several double columns only the number of pixels in a single double column are counted.
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Bunch spacing
The bunch spacing is the number of nanoseconds between bunch collisions. It can be
either 25 ns or 50 ns. If the bunch spacing is 50 ns, it means that only in every other clock
cycle pixel hits are generated, but then the number of pixels activated in a bunch crossing
is twice as large as in 25 ns on average. Up to now LHC has almost exclusively operated
with 50 ns bunch spacing but will probably in the future switch to 25 ns.
Trigger mode
There are two trigger modes implemented in the simulation. The periodic trigger mode
sends a trigger at fixed bunch crossing intervals. The random trigger triggers bunch
crossings with a certain probability which leads to a mean number of occurrences per
second. This emulates the behaviour of the L1 trigger in CMS that selects interesting
events from random collisions.
Trigger rate
Since the periodic trigger has to always be synchronous to the clock, the frequency or rate
of the trigger is given as a period in clock cycles. In random trigger mode, the frequency
in Hertz is used to calculate the trigger probability per bunch crossing. Then at each
bunch crossing, the trigger is activated randomly with that probability. The maximum
frequency of the trigger in CMS is 100 kHz.
Trigger latency
The trigger latency is the time the trigger decision is delayed with respect to the bunch
crossing in which the event occurs. It is given in clock cycles which can be converted into
microseconds using the clock period of 25 ns. The CMS trigger latency to date, as seen
by the ROCs of the pixel detector, is 156 clock cycles or 3.9 µs.
Token delay
The token delay is the number of clock cycle between the trigger decoding and the arrival
of the token. For modules, which employ a TBM, this value is 6 clock cycles, and for
single ROCs, the testboard token delay is normally set to 32 cycles.
Data buffer size
The data buffer size is the capacity of the buffer in pixel hits. For the psi46v2 ROC this
value is 32 and 80 for all digital ROCs.
Timestamp buffer size
The timestamp buffer size is the number of timestamps that can be stored in the buffer.
For the psi46v2 ROC this value is 12 and for all digital ROCs it is 24.
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ROC position
The ROC position determines which ROC on a module the simulated double column
belongs to. It is used to calculate the token delay. Normally, this number is not set such
that the value is chosen randomly for each readout and thereby causing a result that is the
average over an entire module. If the efficiency should be determined for a specific ROC,
then this parameter can be used to fix the ROC number. For digital ROCs this value
should always be zero because it uses an internal token to read out the double columns.

3.3

Efficiency calculation

The simulation allows the determination of the intrinsic single hit efficiency of the ROC
because the internal processes are measured directly. The definition of this efficiency and
the method for its calculation are described in the following section. For comparison
with measurement results with X-rays, the experimental method used to determine the
efficiency has to be taken into account when calculating the simulation results. It is
also necessary to determine the measured X-ray rate in the simulation. Both of these
calculations are described here as well.

3.3.1

Intrinsic efficiency

The intrinsic single hit efficiency of the double column is hereby defined as the probability
of a pixel hit being available for readout from the data buffer if the bunch crossing in
which the hit occurred were triggered after the predefined delay. In order to calculate this
probability, the tracking data collected during the simulation are used. The formula for
the end result is the fraction
ε=

n
,
N

where N is the total number of generated pixel hits. The numerator n is the number of
pixel hits entered into the buffer, B, with the correct timestamp associated with them,
subtracted by the number of valid pixel hits deleted from the buffer during a reset, R:
n = B − R.
It can happen that pixel hits with invalid timestamps are stored in the buffer. Though
these pixels can be read out, they do not contribute to the efficiency because they do
not belong in the triggered bunch crossing. Pixels hits (with valid timestamps) that are
deleted from the buffer through a reset before they have the opportunity to be read out
also do not contribute.
This method of calculation allows every generated pixel hit to be included in the
statistic. If only the generated hits in triggered bunch crossings were used together with
the valid, read out hits, the uncertainty in the result would be larger given the same
number of simulated clock cycles. Therefore, the advantage of the used method increases
precision per processing time.
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3.3.2

Efficiency of the high rate efficiency test with X-rays

In the current implementation of the high rate efficiency test (see section 4.4), a calibration
signal is periodically injected into the pixels at frequency on the order of 10 kHz. The
efficiency is then determined by reading out the events from the module or ROC where
the calibration signal was injected. This requires a large number of readouts and since the
trigger rate is low, the number of clock cycles during the test is very large, in the order
of 108 . If the simulation were to copy the measurement procedure exactly, this number of
clock cycles would require several days of computing per data point. However, a shortcut
can be used to very closely approximate the efficiency measurement using a much smaller
number of clock cycles.
In the actual test, the trigger period is about ten times larger than the trigger latency
during which data are kept in the buffer. The last trigger, that has potentially caused a
reset, has no effect on the state of the double column at the time of the following trigger
because the history of the double column is maintained only as long as the trigger latency.
Moreover, data buffer overflows never occur with X-rays, because the timestamp buffer is
always the limiting factor with the cluster size being always being one. Furthermore, the
calibration signal injected in the triggered bunch crossing is no different from a regular Xray hit and due to the low injection rate has a negligible effect on the rate. Therefore, no
special calibration injection needs to be performed in simulation because every simulated
X-ray hit is effectively a test charge injection.
With this knowledge, the simulation can be set up with triggers disabled, and it
is enough to determine the number of generated pixel hits while the double column is
operative (i.e. not frozen), O, as well as the number of pixel hits entered into the buffer
with the correct timestamp to determine the efficiency:
ε=

B
O

The hits from the latter will remain in the buffer until the trigger delay expires. When
simulated like this, no readout and reset thereafter affect the result just like in the high
rate test.

3.3.3

Hit rate for the high rate efficiency test with X-rays

The X-ray hit rate is an input parameter to the simulation. When the high rate efficiency
test is performed, however, the hit rate is measured using the readout from the module.
In the experiment, the actual hit rate in the sensor is not measured. In order to compare
the results of the test with the simulation, the equivalent to the measured rate is extracted
from the simulation data.
In the high rate test, the hit rate is measured by counting the number of X-ray hits in
readout and the total number of triggers. Together with the sensor area, this yields the
rate in MHz/cm2 (see section 4.6). Again, because triggers are far apart (in the order of
1000 bunch crossings) and data buffer overflows never happen with X-rays, there are no
effects related to readout or resets.
To calculate the measured rate in the simulation, the count of all the hits that enter
the buffer (valid and invalid) are used together with the simulation time during which the
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double column is active (not frozen). This is a valid approach because all of the hits that
enter the buffer can potentially be read out. No check has to be made whether the hits
are associated with the correct bunch crossing because if a migration from the correct
crossing to a later (previous) one occurs, hits also migrate from a previous (later) bunch
crossing to the current one. If hits are uncorrelated, this migration is completely balanced
and has no effect on the measured rate.

3.4

Data loss mechanisms

The determination of the efficiency of the ROC through simulation leads to the question
of what the nature of the sources of ROC inefficiency are. In the processing of the hits
within the ROC in the simulation, a set of mechanisms or circuits can be identified that
cause inefficiency. In this section, the data loss mechanisms are presented in the processing
order in which they affect the pixel hits. Because their behaviour depends on each other as
well as the input parameters of the simulation, the interactions and effects of parameters
are discussed here as well.

3.4.1

Double column inoperative

The double column is frozen and not operative during readout and reset, or waiting for
same. Hits in the sensor can not activate pixels because these are held in reset. This state
is caused by trigger validation of hits in the buffer or when the data buffer overflows. For
readout after the trigger, the suspended state can be divided into three periods: The time
that is spent waiting for the readout token to arrive, the time required for the double
column readout itself and a few clock cycles for the following reset that occurs after every
readout.
Token wait
The delay with which the readout token arrives depends on the number of double columns
(and ROCs) in the readout chain. Additionally, it depends on the pixel hit rate as well
as the cluster size. The pixel hit rate increases the number of preceding double columns
that have data to read out and the cluster size affects the time this readout takes.
The simulation does not yet take into account the fact that when a trigger occurs, an
external token belonging to a previous trigger may still be under way. This would cause
an additional delay that is dependent on the trigger rate.
Readout wait
When the readout token reaches a trigger validated double column, the readout is started.
The double column writes the hit data that correspond to this particular trigger onto the
readout bus or into the readout buffer. Six clock cycles are required per pixel hit. Because
the number of pixels to readout depends on the hit rate and cluster size, the readout wait
time scales accordingly.
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Reset wait
After data is read out from a double column or when a data buffer overflow occurs, a
reset occurs which restarts the double column in a clean state. This reset always takes
three clock cycles. The inefficiency scales linearly with the hit and trigger rate because
the higher the rate the higher the probability of a trigger match that results in a readout.

3.4.2

Pixel busy

Pixel busy describes the situation where a pixel hit occurs in the sensor while the double
column is operative and the corresponding pixel unit cell has already a hit registered from
a previous bunch crossing. Pixels hold on to registered hits until they can be read out into
the data buffer. With increasing pixel rate, the chances that a pixel is hit in succession
rises proportionally. Another dependency is the readout waiting time, the source of which
is the column drain mechanism. A third factor comes into play when the timestamp buffer
overflows. In this situation, the creation of a new timestamp is blocked and while the
overflow persists, more and more pixels activate in the double column. This increases the
chances that newly arriving hits encounter busy pixels.

3.4.3

Hit migration

Two double column mechanisms can lead to hits belonging to one bunch crossing being
transferred into buffer entries corresponding to a different crossing. The hits may be read
out, but are lost for tracking in the bunch crossing they occurred in and they produce
fake hits in the bunch crossing that they migrate to.
Column drain
The signals ColOr A and ColOr B are used by pixels to notify the periphery that a hit has
been registered. The ColOr select signal is used to indicate to pixels which channel they
have to use. The channel is switched every time a ColOr signal is accepted. A problem
occurs if the column drain is not finished quickly enough, because a column drain under
way can in some cases delay the acceptance of ColOr signals.
The following is a description of an example of such a situation. Figure 3.2 shows the
entire process as a timing diagram. When the column drain is idle and a hit arrives on
channel A, a drain is started immediately. By doing so, the ColOr A signal is deactivated
again. Moreover, the channel is switched and channel B is used for the next hit. If a
new hit arrives before the drain token has returned, the ColOr B signal is accepted, but
since a column drain is still under way, the request for a new column drain is held back.
This means that the ColOr B is not released, but the switch back to channel A is made.
Another hit in the pixel array can then activate ColOr A again. If this happens still before
the column drain is finished, the ColOr A is accepted, a switch to channel B is made and
the drain request is again held back. Now, the first column drain is still under way and
both channels have a pending drain request. Only in this situation this type of bunch
crossing migration can occur, and any hit that occurs during this time will be associated
with an invalid timestamp. The hit pixel will try to activate ColOr B, but this signal
is already active. The pixel activates nevertheless and it will be read out with the next
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Pixel hits
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Drain active
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Figure 3.2: Timing diagram for a situation that leads to column drain inefficiency. Hits in more than two bunch crossings occur while
a column drain is under way. The two ColOr channels are busy when hit E arrives and the hit will be added to channel B which is read
out in the following column drain. Hit E does not produce a timestamp and it is appended to the event associated with hit C. That
event corresponds to an earlier bunch crossing than the one in which hit E occurred.
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column drain belonging to channel B. The drained pixels, however, will be associated with
the timestamp where the first ColOr B activation occurred, and therefore the hit will be
read out with an early timestamp.
The main influence for this phenomenon is the pixel hit rate. The probability that
there are multiple subsequent (or almost subsequent) hits scales linearly with rate. However, this inefficiency reinforces itself: Once it occurs, multiple hits that should be read
out into the periphery with multiple token passages will be read out in one large column
drain. While the token passage is running for this prolonged drain, the chances are even
higher that more than two hits occur. Therefore, this likely leads to another column drain
that is longer than average, possibly even longer than the one before. This is a vicious
circle and leads to longer and longer column drains. The double column recovers when a
reset occurs, for example because of a readout.
Apart from rate, the timestamp buffer overflow has a negative influence on this phenomenon because it also leads to long column drains (see below). Busy pixels have a
positive effect because they limit the number of new hits that can arrive while a column
drain is under way. The speed of the column drain has a profound impact, and this is the
reason why the ROCs for modules in the innermost layer will have a new column drain
mechanism that drastically reduce the problem. It will drain four pixels at a time with a
shorter and faster drain token passage.
Timestamp buffer overflow
When the timestamp buffer becomes full, it sends the stop signal to hold back newly
arriving ColOr signals. An actual overflow of the buffer, therefore, does not occur, but
the behaviour leads to a large inefficiency through hit migration. The problem is that
once the buffer level reduces by one (when the oldest timestamp has expired) the stop
signal is released and any ColOr signal that was held back is accepted. This immediately
causes a new timestamp to be entered into the buffer, filling it up again completely. The
hits that originally caused the ColOr signal during overflow are therefore associated with
the bunch crossing that occurred when the buffer becomes available again, not when they
activated the pixels. Furthermore, all hits that activated pixels during the time between
the ColOr signal and its acceptance are accumulated into one event. They all receive a
timestamp that corresponds to a time later than the time in which they occurred.
Just like with the column drain mechanism the problem reinforces itself. While the
buffer is full, a relatively long time may pass in which ColOr signals may occur. If they
do, the buffer is filled up again as soon as the oldest timestamp expires. The time spent
in overflow is not dependent on the number of hits arriving, but on the time timestamps
have to be kept in the buffer. The major factors, therefore, are the trigger delay and the
buffer size. The problem is recovered whenever a reset occurs, and hence the trigger rate,
that leads to frequent resets after readout, alleviates it. The cluster size is also important
because at a given pixel hit rate, the number of timestamps created by large clusters is
smaller than for small clusters in the same time window. X-rays with only single pixel
clusters, for example, cause a large inefficiency due to timestamp buffer overflows.
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3.4.4

Reset losses

A double column reset clears all data in the buffers, all column drain activities are stopped
and activated pixels are deactivated. This means that the double column reverts to its
initial state and all of its history is lost. The data erased from buffers and pixel array
can not be read out anymore and therefore contribute to the inefficiency. There are three
ways of how a reset may occur.
Data buffer overflow
When a data buffer overflow occurs, there is no possibility to recover from it with the
current chip design, except with a reset. This applies to all ROC versions to date. It is
caused by a high hit rate and large clusters.
Reset after readout
The ROC design is simplified such that a reset occurs after the readout of a double column.
Therefore, after each trigger validation, the pixel hits collected during the trigger latency
are discarded. Hence, the trigger frequency has a significant impact on this loss. Because
the maximum trigger frequency leads to an average time between triggers similar to
the trigger latency, this inefficiency becomes very high as trigger validation probability
increases. This probability scales with the hit rate.
External reset
External resets are issued in CMS by the detector control systems. Periodic resets may be
necessary to keep the detector running efficiently if parts of it become stuck in an illegal
state that renders them inoperative. Apart from possible design flaws, single event upsets
are the usual cause for this to happen. The losses from these resets normally have to be
taken into account as well, but they are ignored in the simulation.

3.5
3.5.1

Results
Verification of X-ray test results

The description of the test made with X-rays are described in chapter 4, together with
the results and comparisons with simulation data.

3.5.2

Simulation of CMS conditions

With input parameters that emulate the conditions found in the CMS detector during
operation at high luminosity (1034 /(cm2 s) and beyond), a prediction of the efficiency performance of the digital module can be made. The conditions, however, change depending
on where the module is placed in the detector and on the beam intensity at any given
time. For this reason, the behaviour is shown when changing input parameters, one at
a time since the entire phase space can not be covered. When doing so, the other parameters are left at the values that correspond to the conditions of the modules in detector
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layer 2 that are closest to the interaction point. Layer 1 conditions are not shown here
because a different type of ROC is used and the results would not apply. The layer 1
ROC will have a fundamentally different column drain mechanism that is not supported
by the simulation at this point.
Rate dependence
For modules of the current pixel detector, with the psi46v2 ROC, the efficiency up to a
rate of 250 MHz/cm2 is shown in figure 3.3. The absolute inefficiency at rates beyond
100 MHz/cm2 , which the module was designed for, quickly becomes intolerably high. At
100 MHz/cm2 , the inefficiency is about 3 %. The results are very comparable to the ones
obtained in [40] where the efficiency is measured in a testbeam with pions up to a rate
of about 80 MHz/cm2 where it gives an inefficiency of around 2.5 %. Any discrepancy
would be due to the choice of the simulation parameters used here. Figure 3.3 shows
the individual loss mechanisms as well, and the contributions from ‘reset after readout’
‘and data buffer overflow’ dominate, followed by inoperative time spent with ‘token wait’.
At higher rates, it is evident that data buffer and timestamp buffer overflow are limiting
the efficiency. It is for this reason that the buffer size was increased in the design of the
digital ROC. The inefficiency from overflows in the psi46v2 ROC is so dramatic that the
contribution from the reset after readout starts to decrease again at about 180 MHz/cm2 .
This shows how one mechanism of inefficiency can have an influence on another. The
token wait, however, increases steadily in the entire range. This problem was fixed in the
upgrade ROC by introducing the internal token and the readout buffer.
The inefficiency as a function of rate of a module with the psi46dig v2.1 ROC is
shown in figure 3.4. With the highest expected hit rate of 120 MHz/cm2 , the inefficiency
is only about 2 %. It can be seen that the major contribution to the inefficiency is due
to the reset after readout. At 120 MHz/cm2 , all other loss mechanisms are negligible.
The inefficiencies from buffer overflows, that limit the operation of the analogue ROC,
are eliminated throughout the range shown. The inefficiency due to the column drain
is rising exponentially, but approaches the reset after readout only after 250 MHz/cm2 .
These two data loss mechanisms are addressed in the design of the ROC that will be used
for modules in layer 1. With a faster column drain the pixel busy inefficiency will also
be improved. In figure 3.4, the only other non-zero inefficiencies are token, readout and
reset wait that are inevitable because of the necessity to read out the module, and they
rise with rate because the probability of trigger validation increases with the number of
hits that comes with higher rate.
On layer 2 of the upgrade detector, where a hit rate of 120 MHz/cm2 is expected, the
aforementioned inefficiency of 2 % of the digital ROC is much smaller than the 5 % that
the analogue ROC would exhibit. From the design rate of 100 MHz/cm2 onward, the
performance of the analogue ROC deteriorates too rapidly, leaving no head room.
Buffer occupancy
The occupancy (fill level) of the data buffer and the timestamp buffer for the digital ROC
is shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Each of them includes a distribution at a
rate of 250 MHz/cm2 and a plot of the distribution mean against the rate that are derived
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There is a small improvement with 50 ns operation, but only at rates above 120 MHz/cm2 .
The main contributions to this difference are only the column drain, pixel busy and the
token wait data loss mechanisms.

from the distribution from each scan step. The distributions are the recording of the
buffer fill level for every simulated clock cycle except during the time that the buffers are
in reset and their occupancy is zero. The resets are responsible for the increased number
of entries in the low occupancy range that the distributions exhibit. After a reset occurs,
the occupancy is lower because the buffers start empty and fill up until they again reach
equilibrium. In the plot that shows the fill level against rate, the mean of the distributions
is drawn as well as the occupancy level above which the occurrence frequency is one in ten
thousand. This means that a fill level above the indicated level occurs in a bunch crossing
at a probability of 0.01 %. It illustrates how far the tail of the distribution extends and
how close it comes to the buffer size as rate increases. For the data buffer there is a very
large safety margin, even to a rate of 250 MHz/cm2 . For the timestamp buffer the margin
is smaller, but more than adequate for the expected rate of 120 MHz/cm2 .
Bunch crossing interval dependence
The operation with an interaction every 50 ns has no large impact compared to 25 ns
operation in terms of efficiency. Figure 3.7 shows the difference between the inefficiency
with the former and the latter as a function of rate. At 120 MHz/cm2 , the effect is
inconsequential, and only at high rate, such as 250 MHz/cm2 , the behaviour is clearly
distinguished. With 50 ns operation, the efficiency becomes better by about 0.6 % at that
rate. There are two data loss mechanisms that account for this improvement: The column
drain occurs less often but with more pixels which makes it faster because it reduces the
number of delays between drains and the token delay between pixels. This has a direct
effect on the pixel busy inefficiency as the pixels can be available more quickly if the
column drain is faster. Another data loss mechanism has a negative influence: With the
same trigger frequency, the number of pixels for readout double with 50 ns operation and
therefore double columns have to wait longer for readout, even with the internal token
passage in the psi46dig v2.1 ROC.
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Figure 3.8: Data and timestamp buffer occupancy ratios between 50 ns and 25 ns operation as a function of rate. The simulation
is performed for the psi46dig v2.1 ROC with
a trigger rate of 100 kHz, a 156 clock cycle
trigger delay and an average cluster size of
2.14 pixels. The occupancy is nearly the
same for both buffers because the number
of pixel hits per time interval is the same
for both operation modes.
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The data and timestamp buffer occupancy is also almost independent (within 3 %)
from the bunch spacing as can be seen in figure 3.8 where the ratio between the mean
occupancy is plotted against rate. The reason for this is that the number of pixel hits
per time interval is the same for both operation modes. The average occupancy of the
data buffer is the same because it holds the number of pixel hits that occurred during
one trigger delay. The number of entries in the timestamp buffer is the number of events
(with any number of hits), also during the length of one trigger delay. With an average
of twice as many pixel hits per bunch crossing, the probability of having any hit in a
bunch crossing is roughly doubled. With a bunch crossing only every other clock cycle
the average occupancy also remains the same.
Trigger dependence
The trigger frequency has a large impact on the efficiency of the pixel module. This is
because the increased number of triggers leads to an equally increased number of readouts.
With the ROC of the current pixel detector as with the prototype ROC for the detector
upgrade, a double column is reset each time after it is read out. This reset clears all hits
in the buffers as well as in the pixel array. Figure 3.9 shows the clearly linear behaviour
of the inefficiency as a function of trigger rate. The other inefficiency mechanisms that
are related to readout, namely ‘token wait’, ‘readout wait’ and ‘reset wait’, also show an
increase, but their impact is far less than the reset after readout. Other mechanisms are
not measurably affected.
The trigger delay determines how much data is lost in each reset because it is the
time interval in which pixel hits are stored in the buffers. At a fixed trigger rate, the
inefficiency as a function of trigger delay is shown in figure 3.10. In this plot, the reset
after readout is the only mechanism that shows a dependency as one would expect.
With the digital ROC for layer 1 of the upgrade detector, where the design will allow
for a readout without reset, both these dependencies will be eliminated.
Cluster size dependence
Using a variable mean for the cluster size distribution (see section 3.2), the inefficiency
can be simulated as a function of cluster size. The result is shown in figure 3.11. The
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Figure 3.9: Simulated single pixel inefficiency as a function of trigger rate. The increased
number of readouts, that scales with the trigger rate, leads to losses from the reset after the
readout. Token, readout and reset wait losses follow accordingly.
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Figure 3.10: Simulated single pixel inefficiency as a function of trigger delay. The inefficiency increases only due to the reset after readout because with a larger trigger delay the
average buffer occupancy is higher and more hits are lost with each reset.
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Figure 3.11: Simulated single pixel inefficiency as a function of cluster size. With constant
single pixel rate, the increased cluster size leads to a decreased event frequency which which
in turn lowers the trigger verification probability. Readout occurs less often and the reset
thereafter.

simulation is made with the same single pixel hit rate for each point which, together with
the cluster size, affects the particle rate. With single pixel clusters, the particle rate must
be higher to maintain the single pixel hit rate, and vice versa with large clusters. The
effect of the cluster size in the inefficiency is mostly due to the reset after readout. With
the data buffer occupancy being the same due to the constant rate, the cause for this is
the higher trigger verification probability for each double column at a small cluster size.
With small clusters, the pixel hits are distributed among more bunch crossing events, and
the more events per time interval, the higher the probability for trigger verification. The
inefficiency due to the column drain becomes better with increasing cluster size because
the hits are farther apart in time and the probability that many hits arrive subsequently
during a column drain is small. On the other hand, the column drain takes longer with
larger clusters, and if a new particle arrives during the drain, there is a larger chance that
a pixel is already busy because it has not yet been read out. This increases the pixel busy
inefficiency with cluster size.
ROC position dependence
The position of the ROC in the readout chain of a module determines how long the
readout token is delayed. For the upgrade ROC, this is no issue because an internal token
is used to read out the data from the double columns into a readout buffer and double
columns are again ready for measuring almost immediately. For the pixel modules of
the current detector this mechanism does not exist and double columns wait until the
token arrives until they can readout out to be ready again afterwards. This results in a
gradually increased inefficiency along the readout chain as illustrated in figure 3.12. From
the break up into the different data loss mechanisms it is clear that it indeed only the
token wait period that is affected by the position of the ROC. At the maximum of the
expected pixel hit rate of 100 MHz/cm2 , the variation of inefficiency among ROCs caused
by the token wait is about 1.25 %, or half of the total inefficiency of the ROC at position
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Figure 3.12: Simulated single pixel inefficiency as a function of ROC position on the
module for the analog ROC psi46v2. The farther the position along the readout chain the
longer the amount of time that double columns have to wait until they can be read out.
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Figure 3.13: Simulated single pixel inefficiency as a function of data buffer size. The small
increase from 32 to 48 reduces the major contribution of inefficiency to nearly zero. The
buffer size of 80 provides a large safety margin for operation.

zero.
Buffer size dependence
The buffers size for the ROCs is fixed when they are designed, and they can not be changed
during operation. Nevertheless, the simulation is capable of determining the efficiency for
buffer sizes different from the actual ones. The result for changing the data buffer size in
the psi46dig v2.1 ROC between 32 (the size for the analogue ROC) and 80 (the actual
size) is shown in figure 3.13. The efficiency is dominated by data buffer overflows for a
size of 32 and drops off to zero near a size of 48. The simulated rate in this example is
120 MHz/cm2 , a value close to the design rate for the analogue ROC. It is therefore clear
that only a small increase in buffer size eliminates the inefficiency. At the value of 80, the
upgrade ROC is capable of operating at rates far higher than the 120 MHz/cm2 shown
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Figure 3.14: Simulated single pixel inefficiency as a function of timestamp buffer size. Any
increase from a size of 12 yields a great improvement at the given rate of 120 MHz/cm2 .
The upgrade ROC, with a buffer size of 24, has a comfortable safety margin upwards.

here, the buffer size providing a comfortable safety margin for unexpectedly excessive hit
rates or cluster sizes.
The size of the timestamp buffer is varied between 12 (size for the psi46v2 ROC) and
24 (actual size) while keeping the data buffer size at the nominal 80 for the psi46dig v2.1
ROC. The result of this simulation is shown in figure 3.14. In this case, the timestamp
buffer is the second largest source of inefficiency when its size is at 12 but becomes
negligible at a size of 16. Again, the safety margin for this ROC is large such that even
at a much higher rate, such as 250 MHz/cm2 (see figure 3.4), the timestamp buffer is not
a limiting factor.
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As stated previously in section 1.4, one of the most important motivations of the pixel
detector upgrade is the improvement of single pixel hit efficiency at conditions that will
occur after LHC has received its luminosity upgrades. Before installation of the upgrade
detector, the design changes of the front-end electronics have to be verified through tests
at a pixel hit rate comparable to the one experienced with colliding beams. A major
goal of the test is to avoid unexpected problems when operation is resumed because of
the short ramp-up to high luminosity that is expected after the short shutdown in winter
2016/2017, during which the upgrade is to take place.
The design complexity of the readout chip (see chapter 2) leads to a vast number of
possibilities regarding internal states as well as flaws from production. The unforeseen
internal states or defects could lead to loss of operation, impaired operation and/or corrupted data. While simulation during the design process is used for verification, not nearly
all of the possible failure modes can be covered. At high hit rate, even rare occurrences
may be significantly disruptive because of the rapid state changes. Furthermore, the ROC
behaviour may depend on the rate: High rate leads to increased power consumption which
may cause lowering or variations of the supply voltage. This in turn could change the
transistor thresholds for example. Analogue performance (such as noise) could also be
affected through crosstalk from the digital activity.
Stress tests are performed to identify possible problems with the ROC and to determine
its performance. They consist of creating hits in the sensor at very high rate in a random
manner, emulating some aspects of the environment in CMS. With random inputs and
sufficiently long testing, the more of all the possible internal states of the ROC are covered.
Certain aspects of the performance can also be measured with these methods such as
efficiency, but the main goal is to test for unpredictable problems. The ROC should
withstand these conditions for a prolonged period of time such as minutes or hours,
otherwise it is unfit for use. If done correctly, the high rate tests have the potential to
cover most of the possible internal states of the ROC, verify the logic interaction, create
a load on the power supply, and test analogue performance.
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4.1

Methods

Testing modules and ROCs is best done in conditions very similar to those found in
CMS. This means that pixels have to be activated as if particles emerging from the
interaction point were passing through the sensor, ideally with equivalent pixel hit rate,
bunch structure and hit patterns. The intersections of particle tracks on the sensor are
almost completely random and nearly uniform for a single pixel module. On the electrical
side, the module has to be supplied with readout triggers, simulating the event selection
in CMS (see section 1.2.8).
There are several experimental methods that can be used for generating the signals in
the pixel array, each of which cover a different subset of the ideal conditions.
One possibility is a testbeam with charged particles such as protons, electrons or
pions. The beam particles produce signals in the sensor through ionization, generating
pixel clusters (see section 1.3.2). Using other detectors in form of a beam telescope with
scintillator trigger, the intersection of particle trajectory and sensor can be predicted and
used in the measurement (see chapter 6). There is no testbeam, however, which has a
homogeneous beam profile the size of an entire barrel pixel module with a continuous
particle rate high enough to meet the requirements of high rate testing and a bunch
structure equal to the one of LHC. For single ROCs, where the beam does not have to
be very wide, only SPS fulfills the requirements, the pre-accelerator of LHC. With SPS,
as with most other testbeam facilities, the time that can be spent for measuring is very
limited because there is a large demand from other projects.
Another method for generating the random external signal is using X-rays. They
can be very easily controlled by setting the acceleration voltage and the current of the
X-ray tube which determines the photon energy spectrum and their flux. The rate that
can be achieved is very high and continuous, but without bunch structure. The area
that the beam covers can be made large enough to illuminate an entire pixel module
or even multiple modules. However, as stated in section 1.3.2, only single pixels are
activated through X-ray photons as opposed to pixel clusters from particles. Their singular
interaction within matter makes it also impossible to predict their trajectory through
an outside measurement. One immense advantage to X-rays is that there are compact
commercial systems available with which there is complete freedom over measuring time.
Therefore, the test can be performed not only for prototypes, but also for module testing
and qualification after production and before installation.
There exist also other methods that use radioactive sources or electrical injection
of the signals through an air gap capacitance. The former is a safety concern if the
achievable rate is high enough for testing, and the particle energy is usually low (causing
non-ideal pixel clusters) and the illumination of entire modules is difficult. The latter can
be performed only on a specially prepared sample (i.e. not for production testing), but
offers great control over the signals. Table 4.1 provides a comparison of the features for
the different methods.
For the high rate testing of the upgrade pixel detector the method with X-rays is
used for prototype and production testing. The reason for this choice is that X-rays
presents the easiest method for testing hundreds of modules safely with full control over
the beam. The setup is be small and fits in the laboratory right next to the conventional
testing equipment. An additional benefit is the possibility to use the same setup for X-ray
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Feature
High rate
Clustering
LHC bunch structure
Full module illumination
Production test

Testbeam

X-ray

Radioactive source

Electric injection

Yes
Yes
SPS
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Unsafe
Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Table 4.1: Comparison of different methods that can be used for the generation of external
signals in high rate tests. None of the options provide the full set of features.
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Figure 4.1: X-ray photon absorption efficiency of the silicon sensor with a thickness
of 285 µm. Above an energy of approximately 30 keV the fraction of photons that is
absorbed is less than 10 % and the sensor
can be considered transparent in this range.
Interpolated data from [41] are used to determine this relation.
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Figure 4.2: Bremsstrahlung spectrum in
an X-ray tube according to Kramers’ law
for an acceleration voltage of 60 kV. Attenuation through the beryllium window leads
to the spectrum on the outside of the tube,
and air and aluminium foil contribute to the
spectrum on the module surface (data derived from [41]). The effect of the anode
material is not included in this illustration.

calibration (see chapter 5).

4.2

High rate setup with X-rays

The silicon sensor of the pixel detector is sensitive to X-rays up to an energy of approximately 30 keV [41]. Above this energy, the sensor is mostly transparent. The absorption
efficiency of the 285 µm sensor can be seen in figure 4.1. For measurements with a barrel pixel module, the X-ray beam size needs to be larger than the active sensor area of
65 mm × 16 mm.
A commercial X-ray device is used for the measurement setup. It consists of a tube
and a high voltage generator which cover a range from 2 kV to 60 kV. The generator can
adjust the voltage in steps of 1 kV and provides currents between 2 mA and 80 mA in 1 mA
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Figure 4.3: Geometric configuration of the
high rate test setup with the X-ray tube at a
distance of 70 cm from the surface where the
thermal chamber is situated. Dimensions
are to scale.
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Figure 4.4: Three dimensional drawing of
the thermal chamber with four pixel modules placed side by side. The X-ray beam
enters the chamber through a aluminium
foil window in the lid of the camber.

steps. The spectrum from the tube in terms of photons is described by Kramers’ law [42]
and has a cutoff at an energy in keV that is equal to the tube voltage in kV. Figure 4.2
shows the spectrum for a tube voltage of 60 kV together with three attenuation scenarios.
The total intensity is controlled by the tube current which directly affects the number of
accelerated electrons, but not their spectrum which is determined by bremsstrahlung in
the anode material. The X-ray beam emerges in a nearly perpendicular direction from
the tube axis through a 100 µm beryllium window and is collimated by a stadium shaped
aperture. The aperture is part of a protective tube housing which has a mechanical
shutter, that can be controlled electronically, to block the beam.
The tube is mounted 70 cm above a horizontal surface with the beam pointing downwards (see figure 4.3). The relatively large distance allows the beam to spread over an
area which is big enough for the placement of several pixel modules. The beam profile on
the surface is shown in figure 4.5. The shape of the profile is determined by the aperture
and the focus size within the tube. The latter is 0.2 mm × 12 mm and is oriented in the
same direction as the 7 mm × 15 mm aperture. In the image, the x-direction corresponds
to the longer dimension. The narrow focus dimension in y is the reason why transitions
in the y-direction are very sharp and the wide focus dimension in x and the round shape
of the aperture accounts for the gradient in the x-direction.
A cooling setup for modules is mounted on the horizontal surface below the X-ray tube.
It holds up to four pixel modules and is intended to ensure stable measurement conditions,
at different temperatures. Modules are placed on a 20 cm × 30 cm aluminium cold plate
which forms the base of a closed thermal chamber. Walls and ceiling of the chamber are
also made of aluminium, but insulated with foam. A small window at the top is covered
with a 5 µm aluminium foil to allow the X-rays to pass through. The temperature of the
cold plate is controlled between about −30 ◦C to 20 ◦C through thermoelectric cooling.
Condensation is avoided by flushing of the chamber interior with dried compressed air,
and a relative humidity of less than 5 % is achieved even at the lowest temperature. The
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Figure 4.5: Measurement of the X-ray beam profile on the horizontal surface where pixel
modules are measured. The image is obtained through the photographic image of a fluorescent screen (using a linear camera response). The beam is large enough to place a module
in any orientation but placing them along the y-axis allows the measurement of multiple
modules at once.

temperature of the cold plate is controlled to a precision of better than 0.05 ◦C.
The entire setup is enclosed in a cabin that provides radiation shielding.

4.3

High rate endurance test

The high rate endurance test is intended to verify the operation of the pixel modules for
a fixed amount of time under conditions similar to the one in CMS. When the detector
is in operation, the modules ideally have to stay operational indefinitely (disregarding
radiation damage, see chapter 6). If — for any reason — modules stop working with
time, data taking is impaired. Normally, a reset of the detector resolves such an issue,
but also causes some data loss. The current pixel detector was reset at the relatively
low frequency of approximately once every two minutes during operation from 2009 to
2012 [39]. If resets were to happen every few seconds or even fractions of a second, the
data taking efficiency would become intolerably low. Unforeseen logic problems or single
event upsets (SEU) could be the cause for this.
The test simply operates a pixel module for a predefined amount of time, presumably
a time which is commensurate with the time it needs to operate in situ. During this time,
it is subject to signals to the sensor at high rate as well as to triggering. Contrary to the
standard tests, not only one pixel is enabled at a time, but all of them, simultaneously.
This results in a quasi-continuous data stream from the module, reporting the pixel hits
from the triggered bunch crossings.
This test can be performed with X-rays and particles as external signals alike. One
problem when using X-rays is the high density interconnect (HDI) on top of the pixel
module.
It is only about 100 µm thick, but its copper layers, the surface mounted
capacitors as well as power and signal cables influence the photon flux locally. This
is because these elements can absorb the incident X-rays before they reach the silicon
sensor. Photons once absorbed can not be measured in the sensor. A second problem is
that small variations in signal threshold of the pixels between ROCs cause the spectrum
of the measured X-rays to be cut off at slightly different values. The integral of the
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Figure 4.6: Pixel occupancy map of an analogue module measured with X-rays. The
shadow of the HDI on top of the sensor and its surface mounted components are clearly
visible. More variations are caused by slight differences in signal threshold of the pixels as
well as not entirely homogeneous illumination of the sensor surface. White regions are pixels
with missing bump bonds.

Layer

Radius (cm)

1
2
3
4

3.0
6.8
10.9
16.0

Expected rate (MHz/cm2 )
500
120
40
20

Recommended rate (MHz/cm2 )
600
250
150
150

Table 4.2: Expected pixel rates for the four layers of the upgrade pixel detector [32]. The
recommended rate for the endurance test exceeds these values to provide a safety margin
for operation in CMS and compensate the shadowing effect of the HDI on top of the sensor.

spectrum directly influences the rate seen by the ROC and therefore the number of hits
in the measurement. An example of a measured module hit map is shown in figure 4.6
that illustrates these effects. The fact that the illumination from the X-ray source is not
exactly homogeneous plays a lesser role in this matter (as seen in figure 4.5).

4.3.1

Test parameters

The most important parameters in the high rate endurance test are the pixel hit rate,
the test duration and the trigger rate. Endurance should generally be tested under the
harshest conditions, limited only by the maximum of the expected values that the module
will experience in CMS.
The pixel hit rate is expressed in pixel hits per second per square centimetre. The
value should be equal or larger than the rate the detector is expected to endure. Current
estimates [32] of these rates, that involve Monte Carlo simulations with PYTHIA [43] and
GEANT [44, 45] and the rate measurements of the current pixel detector, are listed in
table 4.2. The above mentioned shadowing of the HDI, that causes variation of the X-ray
rate seen by the module sensor, are compensated by increasing the average rate on the
module to higher values, as seen in the table. This also provides a safety margin with
respect to the operating conditions found in CMS after the upgrade.
The trigger rate in CMS is limited to a maximum of 100 kHz [46] and the test should
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use a rate equal or greater than that. The trigger should ideally be random in time and the
frequency is then given by the mean number of occurrence per second. Using a periodic
trigger is more simple but causes some implications for the test (see section 4.4.4). In the
case of the non-periodic trigger, the compliance to the CMS trigger rules [47] has to be
ensured.
The test duration should be chosen such that every pixel (that is alive and has no
missing bump bond to the sensor) has at least one hit. The average number of hits
per pixel should be such that the statistical error is below 10 % which corresponds to
more than 100 hits as the number of hits in a given time interval is following a Poisson
distribution. This yields a statistical error of less than 1 % per double column.

4.3.2

Test execution

Before the test is run, the module has to be fully programmed with all the standard
adjustments made that the pretest performs (see section 2.5.1). The pixel threshold is
made uniform across the sensor by trimming to a predefined Vcal DAC value. This step
is explained in more detail in section 2.5.2. No other preparations related to module
programming are necessary.
In the beginning of the test, all pixels are unmasked to make them sensitive to sensor
hits. The testboard, that communicates with the module, is then brought into data
acquisition mode such that the readout is stored for further use. Once this is done, a
single reset signal is generated to put the module into its initial state as a preparation to
data taking. Triggers are then started for the test duration. It is paramount that during
this time no reset signals are sent to the module. After the test duration is complete the
acquisition is stopped, pixels are masked again and the module is reset. Data from the
testboard are then transferred to the computer where their analysis can be performed.
There are some limitations in hardware that inhibit the testing of the module in the
optimal way:
1. It is currently not possible to generate truly random triggers, and instead, a periodic
trigger is used.
2. The bandwidth between testboard and computer is currently much smaller than the
bandwidth of the readout between module and testboard. A buffer on the testboard
is used to store all of the data and the transfer to the computer is made only after
the test is complete. The limited buffer size does not allow the test duration to be
chosen freely. As a workaround to this problem the triggering can be interrupted,
the data acquisition stopped and data from the buffer transferred to the computer.
After that the acquisition can be restarted and the triggering continued. This is
seen by the module as a large gap in the triggering sequence.
These limitations can be overcome in the future through the use of a new testboard that
was not yet available in this thesis.

4.3.3

Test analysis

The data from the module readout are analyzed in part directly in the testing software that
communicates with the module through the testboard (cf. section 1.5.2). Readout events
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are decoded and the contained pixel hit information is used to populate several histograms.
Two dimensional histograms are used as hit maps showing the pixels as histogram bins
containing the number of hits each pixel has received. A second 2d histogram displays
the timing information of each event together with the double column address of each
hit. It shows the double column hit rate as a function of time. Both histograms are
created for each ROC in a module and are used for offline analysis. When an error occurs
during the decoding of readout data the nature of the error is identified and the number
of occurrences counted. Decoding errors indicate that there is a problem with the module
or a single ROC of the module which is a concern if they happen frequently.
The information that can be directly extracted from the hit map is the measured pixel
rate and the number of pixels that have received no hits. No hits can either signify a
missing bump bond to the sensor or a pixel defect in the ROC. Entire double columns
with no hits would indicate a dead double column. The double column hit rate time
history can indicate that a double column is inactive for a time interval or from some
point in time until the end of the test. This would indicate that a double column has
entered a state in which it is no longer responsive from which it either recovers or not.
The HDI shadow on the pixel module makes comparisons between the efficiencies of
double columns difficult. As seen in figure 4.6, the variation in X-ray hit occupancy is
considerable. There are some areas in which the modules receives almost no hits. These
areas are located underneath the surface mounted capacitors. They however do not cover
entire double columns. Fortunately, the large capacitor to the right in figure 4.6 that is
mounted on modules of the current pixel detector will not be used on the digital modules
for the upgrade. Furthermore, the connector and the ribbon cable used during testing
will also be less massive. Both of these circumstances will reduce the severity of the HDI
shadow. Despite this, the comparison between double columns is still a problem.
A testing method is presented here that attempts to avoid this problem. The high
rate endurance test is run at two different X-ray hit rates, one being run at a much lower
rate compared to the other. A comparison is then made between the two. Thereby the
HDI shadow is canceled because the X-ray attenuation is not rate dependent. This test
method assumes that the problems it is intended to discover are rate dependent and will
only occur at the measurement at high rate, but not at low rate. It compares the fraction
of hits per double column between the two measurements, normalized with the respective
X-ray intensity. The latter is determined by the X-ray tube current. If the number of hits
in a double column is Nhigh (Nlow ) and the tube current is Ihigh (Ilow ) in the measurement
for high (low) rate, then the ratio is given by the formula
r=

Nhigh Ilow
·
≈ 1.
Nlow Ihigh

By design, this ratio is ideally 1 and in practice only a few percent smaller due to inefficiencies in the ROC. Using this value allows the identification of double columns which
are less efficient than the others which is indicative to a problem or defect. If the amount
of hits in the double columns is large enough, even a small variation of a few percent can
be detected. For an error of ∆r, a minimum of
Nhigh =

Ihigh /Ilow + 1
(∆r)2
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hits are required. The value Nlow is automatically correct if the same measurement time
is used. For example, with Ihigh /Ilow = 2.5 and ∆r = 0.01, the minimum is Nhigh =
35 000 hits.
The shortcoming of the above method is that rate-independent problems are not detected. However, other tests such as double column occupancy vs time (further above) or
the high rate efficiency test (below) may be sensitive to these.

4.4

High rate efficiency test

The high rate efficiency test uses the internal calibration signal to determine the single
pixel efficiency for each pixel of a module. Single pixel efficiency in this test is defined
as the number of calibration signals read out from the module divided by the number
of calibration signals generated. The test iterates through all pixels of the ROC and
generates a number of calibration signals for each. At the same time external signals can
activate any of the other pixels. If these are applied at high rate, the traffic it induces in
the ROC logic causes inefficiencies that are measurable when reading out the calibration
signals.
This high rate test is important for determining the efficiency of module prototypes. It
verifies that the efficiency improvements that are made in the ROC design have the desired
effect. When the detector is operating in the harsh environment near the interaction point
of LHC in CMS, the single hit efficiency reflects the probability that a pixel hit in the
sensor will actually be measured and made available for physics analyses.
The efficiency test should also be used for production testing of modules before installation to complement the endurance test. ROCs can have defects from production
that have an effect only at high rates and may show up only in one of the two tests. The
endurance test is a purely passive test where the only means of analysis are the random,
external hits, whereas the efficiency test has an expected output along with the random
hits. This results in a completely different kind of analysis.
The efficiency simulation described in chapter 3 can be used to verify the results
obtained with this test.

4.4.1

Test parameters

The high rate efficiency test has several parameters which influence the measurement. As
in the high rate endurance test, the hit rate due to external signals is one parameter. Because the efficiency test generates calibration signal injections for every pixel, the number
of injections per pixel is used instead of the test duration. The trigger rate is again the
same as in the endurance tests but there is an important difference (see below). A new
parameter is the trigger delay that has a large effect on the efficiency.
The pixel hit rate from the external signal source provides the stress under which the
efficiency is measured. Ideally, at zero rate, all the pixels are 100 % efficient because no
load except for the sparse calibration signals is present. At high rate, the digital logic in
the ROC comes to its limits, and inefficiencies occur. In CMS, the hit rate will not be
constant over time, neither over one LHC fill nor or over months of operation, and it is
important to know the efficiency for any rate. It is therefore indicated to determine the
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efficiency as a function of the rate which means that this parameter is varied between
multiple measurements.
The number of generated calibration signal injections per pixels is used to determine
the efficiency of each pixel. Increasing this number will reduce the error on the estimate of
efficiency which is a parameter that has a binomial distribution. However, when averaging
over a ROC or a module, the amount of data is very large in any case, even with few
injections per pixel. Every calibration signal injection is accompanied by a trigger such
that the event with the generated hit is read out for analysis.
The trigger rate is bounded by the maximum trigger frequency of CMS of 100 kHz [46],
but also by the maximum rate with which the internal calibration signal can be injected.
To overcome the limitation of the internal calibration signal, it is possible to generate
more triggers without calibration signals to reach the maximum. Triggers and preceding
calibration injections can either be generated periodically or in a manner that is truly
random. The latter requires a complex hardware on the testboard and is more difficult
to analyze. Periodic triggering is much more simple in both aspects, but makes the
measurement insensitive to some inefficiency mechanisms. This is explained in more
detail in chapter 3.
The trigger delay influences the efficiency because it determines how long data have to
be stored in the buffers of the ROC. Larger delays mean that the average buffer occupancy
is higher and overflows are more likely. The CMS trigger delay, to date, is 3.9 µs which
corresponds to 156 bunch crossings of 25 ns. This number is likely to increase in the future
because the trigger mechanism may be extended and then requires more time for a trigger
decision.
The delay of the calibration signal injection (CalDel) is important when the maximum
possible efficiency is to be measured. This is mainly due to the fact that if hits are
recorded in subsequent bunch crossings, there is a small number of nanoseconds for which
the column drain mechanism changes state which causes additional inefficiency. When
optimizing, the Vcal DAC is scanned until the maximum efficiency is achieved while under
high rate. This value can then be used for testing.

4.4.2

Test execution

For the execution of the test the module has to be initialized for operation with the
pretest (see section 2.5.1). Trimming is necessary to ensure that every pixel has the
same threshold. With X-rays, a non-uniform threshold results in a large variation of rate
because the threshold determines the fraction of the X-ray spectrum that the pixels are
sensitive to. The Vcal value for trimming is not strictly relevant for the test, but should
be chosen as low as possible. This is the trim configuration that the detector will use for
data taking.
Once the module is set up as described, the test starts by unmasking all of the pixels
of the module. The testboard, to which the module is connected, is then switched to
data acquisition mode to record the readout from the module that will occur as soon
as triggering starts. After this step, the module is reset once in order to bring it into a
clearly defined state. An iteration over the entire pixel array is then started, beginning
with the pixel in column 0 and row 0. The order of iteration is such that all pixels of one
column are tested sequentially before moving on to the next column. This order is relevant
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only for the analysis after the test. For each pixel in the iteration, the same number of
calibration signal injections is generated. For this, the pixel has to be programmed to
receive injection hits. After programming, a single reset is necessary every time. After
each of the injections, a trigger is generated to read out the event that should contain the
artificial hit. It is necessary to have the delay in clock cycles between injection and trigger
exactly at the WBC value, the trigger delay. When the correct number of injections with
triggers is reached, the pixel is programmed to no longer respond to calibration signals,
and the next pixel is selected. The iteration of the pixels is done in parallel for all ROCs
of a module to decrease the time required for the test and the amount of data produced.
Once completed with the last pixel, the data acquisition is stopped and the test is finished
by again masking all pixels and generating a last reset.
The data that are generated with each trigger are decoded after the test and a first
step of analysis is performed. The efficiency (as defined below) is calculated for every pixel
and filled into a two dimensional histogram which shows the efficiency map and a one
dimensional histogram to show the distribution among pixels. A second two dimensional
histogram of all the hits that are not from calibration signal injections is made to count
the external hits in each pixels. This is also used for calculating the measured rate.
The implementation of the test is limited by the testboard hardware in several points:
1. The generation of calibration signals and corresponding triggers can not be done
automatically with a dedicated hardware circuit. At present, there is no way to
produce a fixed number of signals, neither in a truly periodic, nor for a truly random
manner. The result are signals that are almost periodic, with a frequency jitter.
2. Truly random triggers can not be achieved because no random generator exists and
calibration signal – trigger sequences can only be produced sequentially and may
not overlap. For single chip modules, the readout token has to be generated as well
by the testboard (because no TBM is involved) and no circuit exists to do this.
3. Buffer space is limited on the testboard which constrains the maximum number of
injections per pixel.
These issues may be addressed with the new testboard that is designed for digital module
testing. The impact of these items is assessed in section 4.4.4.

4.4.3

Test analysis

The readout from the pixel module contains both external hits as well as the injected
calibration signal hits. They can be distinguished by considering the sequence of events
in the readout. Since an iteration is made over the entire pixel array in the test procedure
in a predefined way, it is known for each event which pixel was receiving the calibration
injection. If the number of injections per pixel is N and the current event number is
M , then M/N , when rounded down, yields the pixel sequence number starting from
0. If this pixel appears in the event it is considered to be the calibration signal. It
is therefore important that there are no additional or missing readout sequences because
these would systematically upset the efficiency measurement. This may also be a symptom
of a deficiency in the ROC.
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The efficiency is calculated by using the total number of generated injections per pixel
N and the number of occurrences n of this pixel in the subsequent readouts. The result
for the efficiency ε is simply the fraction
n
ε= .
N
For error estimation, the fact, that the number of valid readouts n has a binomial
distribution, is used. A 68 % confidence interval for ε can be found using the method of
Agresti-Coull [48] that employs the modified parameters ñ = n + 0.5 and Ñ = N + 1 to
produce the error
s
ε̃ · (1 − ε̃)
,
∆ε =
Ñ
however, with the efficiency not necessarily in the centre of the interval. The formula
implies that the error is smallest when the efficiency is very good or very bad and the
largest error occurs when the efficiency is in between.
If the efficiency is calculated per ROC or for the entire module, the effective number of
trials is multiplied by the total number of pixels (which is 4160 for a ROC and 66560 for a
module) and the total number of injected hits that are read out is used. This significantly
reduces the error of the measurement.
The hits from the external high rate source are also counted per pixel of the module.
The measured rate is calculated from these values (see section 4.6), but one important
correction is made: Hits from the double column that contains the pixel that is under test
are rejected for the measurement. This is because this double column exhibits a much
larger rate compared to the other double columns, especially with X-rays as external
source. The reason for this are timestamp buffer overflows which are explained in more
detail in chapter 3.

4.4.4

Proposed implementation improvements

The hardware limitations mentioned above allow only for a roughly periodic trigger at
about a tenth of the rate of the CMS trigger system that can reach frequencies up to
100 kHz. This causes some disadvantages for the efficiency measurement.
Firstly, the limited trigger frequency does not represent the complete stress that the
system has to withstand. Secondly, the periodic nature of the calibration signal injections
and the accompanied trigger do not allow the measurement of some of the mechanisms in
the module that cause inefficiencies. This is because even at the highest trigger rate the
number of clock cycles between triggers is 400 and with a trigger delay of 156 clock cycles
the preceding trigger has no effect whatsoever on the following trigger. The reason for
this is the data history that is stored on the ROC during the trigger delay. Once the delay
has expired, the data is discarded and the history is lost beyond that point. Even with
the highest WBC setting of 255 clock cycles as trigger delay, the effect of the preceding
trigger is not measurable. If the trigger were truly random and only on average 400 clock
cycles apart, there would be a chance for the preceding trigger to appear in the trigger
delay window. This would make the effect of that trigger measurable. This is also a much
more realistic model of the trigger mechanism in CMS.
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Figure 4.7: The s-curve measurement determines the pixel activation efficiency as a function of one DAC setting (Vcal or VcThr). Noise from the preamplifier causes a smooth
transition around the pixel threshold. The illustration on the left illustrates how this comes
about and on the right a typical measurement with 50 calibration injections is shown.

If a hardware change could be made and the triggering would reach 100 kHz, it is not
guaranteed that the calibration signal mechanism stands up against this rate. It is safer
to operate it at 10 kHz or below. In this case the, hardware should allow that only every
10th trigger is accompanied by a calibration injection. The hit counting for the efficiency
calculation would then have to be altered to take into account the triggers where no
calibration signals are generated. Sending the calibration signal to different ROCs on
the module sequentially to increase the maximum trigger rate does not work because the
calibration signal can not be activated in a specific ROC.
The necessary hardware changes would be an adaption of the firmware to include a
signal generator that generates pairs or single instances of calibration signals and triggers
randomly in time as well as the computer interface to control it. Overlapping signal pairs
would have to be allowed. It should also be possible to set the fraction of triggers with
calibration injection and the trigger frequency. For operation with single ROCs, some
logic will be necessary to generate a token, i.e. basic token bit management, because a
single ROC is not used together with a TBM.

4.5

High rate noise test

The high rate noise test measures the noise from the preamplifier and the shaper that
convert the sensor charge into a voltage measurement. This is done in measurement which
employs internal test charge injection into the pixels along with external signals from the
X-rays. The pixel efficiency as a function of test charge amplitude (Vcal) yields a socalled ‘s-curve’ (see figure 4.7): With an amplitude below the pixel threshold, the test
charge is not detected. If the amplitude exceeds the threshold, the pixels are activated.
The efficiency is determined by repeatedly injecting the same charge and dividing the
detected hits by the total injections. The transition at the threshold is a step function
smoothed by the preamplifier noise. The noise can be extracted from the curve using a
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fit.
During the measurement, not only the calibration signals are measured, but also the
external hits. The distinction is made by using the knowledge about which pixel the
internal signal is injected into. External signals can fake an internal signal, and a minimal
efficiency is measured, even if the internal signal is below threshold. On the other hand,
the high rate of external signals influence the efficiency of the entire ROC and may cause
some of the injected signals to be lost, even though the signal is above threshold. Because
both effects are independent from the amplitude of the internal signal, they have no
negative influence on the measurement.
A by-product of measuring the noise is the threshold that can be extracted using the
median of the fit. This threshold is then given directly in Vcal units.
An equivalent measurement for measuring noise — but without external hits — is
described in [36].

4.5.1

Test parameters

Some parameters can be adjusted in the high rate noise test to change the measurement.
The rate from the external source determines the digital traffic within the module
which increases the noise level of the pixel preamplifier. This is the single most important
parameter for the test as the purpose of the test is to determine its influence. For production testing it should be set to the values proposed in table 4.2. For prototypes the noise
can be measured as a function of the rate which is done by scanning this parameter.
The comparator threshold of the pixels determines the point in the scan where the
pixel starts to register hits. On the other hand, it also affects the measured rate from
the external source, in case a white X-ray spectrum is used. The value should always be
above the noise level to avoid random self-activation of pixels. Apart from that, the value
is not significant when determining noise.
In each scan step, a number of calibration signal injections is made into each of the
pixels. The number of read out pixels is then used as the measurement. The more
injections are made the lower the statistical uncertainty of the result. More generated
signals, however, result in a longer measurement times.

4.5.2

Test execution

The test is run with a module that is programmed in the standard way using the pretest
(see section 2.5.1). Trimming has to be performed before to make the pixel threshold
uniform across the module. This is necessary to ensure that the X-ray rate is homogeneous
across the module and that the range in which the rough scan has to be performed is
narrow.
All the scan steps mentioned in the test procedure below, consist of a measurement
that is in principle the same as the one of the high rate efficiency test (see section 4.4).
It counts readouts after a number of calibration injections for each pixel, iterating over
the pixel array for all ROCs of the module simultaneously. The high rate noise test needs
to perform this measurement for each setting of Vcal. One difference exists: When the
detail scan is made, Vcal has to be set before the test of each pixel.
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The test is started by stepping Vcal from the start to the end value that is given as
a test parameter, in steps of four DAC units. For each of these values, the response of
all pixel is tested with four calibration injections using the procedure mentioned above.
The rough threshold of a pixel is found when the number of readout calibration signals is
greater than two. The critical Vcal value is stored for every pixel. The detail s-curve scan
can then begin, usually with 50 calibration injections per pixel. A total of 33 efficiency
measurements are made where the value of Vcal is adjusted using the stored value for
each pixel, with an offset from −16 to +16. For example, if the rough threshold of a
pixel is determined to be 62 Vcal units, then in the detail scan the DAC value is adjusted
between 46 and 78, inclusive. This implies that the range may be different for every pixel.

4.5.3

Test analysis

The goal of the analysis of the test is to determine the noise and the threshold of each
pixel from the measurement. The scans provide histograms with which the s-curve for
each pixel can be calculated that shows how the pixel responds to varying amplitudes of
the calibration signal. This curve can be fitted with a modified cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the noise. A Gaussian noise model is assumed. The fit then provides
values for noise and threshold.
The histograms that are produced after the test are maps of the module for each Vcal
scan step where the number of calibration signals, that are read out, are contained for
each pixel. Additionally, a map is created with the rough threshold value for each pixel
from which the fine scan with offsets between −16 Vcal units and +16 Vcal units is made.
From these maps, the s-curve can be determined for every pixel. This is done by using
the rough threshold xr and adding the offset xo to get the absolute scan value
x = x r + xo
and using it as the x-value of the curve. The y-value is the number of calibration signals
seen by the pixel in each step. This produces a curve that typically looks like the one in
figure 4.8. One such curve is produced for each of the pixels from the module.
The curve of each pixel is fitted with the modified CDF of a Gaussian distribution,
Φ(x). The modifications include an offset y0 that represents the external hits that are
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recorded by the pixel when the injected calibration signal amplitude is too low to cause a
hit in the pixel and a step height A because the inefficiency at high rates limit the number
of read out calibration signals below 100 %. The function, thus, is


x − xt
+ y0 .
f (x) = A · Φ
σ
The parameter xt represents the comparator threshold and σ the standard deviation of
the preamplifier noise, both in Vcal DAC units.
The resulting parameters xt and σ of all pixels can then be shown as a distribution
or as a map of the module. The mean value of the σ-distribution represents the average
noise level of the module while the mean of the tx -distribution is interpreted as the average
threshold. Both noise and threshold can be compared to values measured with the nonhigh-rate-versions of the noise test either by calculating the difference of the mean of the
distributions or by creating new distributions with the difference on a per-pixel basis.

4.6

Measurement and calculation of rate

In the high rate tests, the hits of all pixels are read out with each trigger. This includes
both the signals from an external high rate source as well as internal calibration signals.
In the tests that use the calibration signal, the pixels that receives the signal are always
known, and therefore all other hits can be considered as external. Hence, these signals
can be counted and they form the basis of the measurement and the calculation of the
hit rate.
Each of the read out events represents the measurement of signals during a time
window of δt = 25 ns, the bunch crossing interval of LHC. The 40 MHz clock, that the
ROC operates with, ensures this also in the high rate test setup. Counting the total
number of triggers Ntrig generated during the test, the ‘active’ measurement time is given
by the multiplication of the trigger count and the size of the time window. The ‘active’
time is defined here as the measurement time corresponding to the hits that are read out.
If the external hits of one ROC are counted, the resulting number Nhits is the total
number of external hits of all triggered events. Dividing this number by the time calculated
above yields the average rate that the ROC measures. The result is a frequency that
represents the rate per ROC. If this value is divided by the total sensor area A that a
ROC covers, the final value is a rate per area. For convenience, the unit MHz/cm2 is
used. The complete formula for the measured rate r is
r=

Nhits
.
δt · Ntrig · A

Note that with the pixel size of 150 µm × 100 µm the total sensor area of the 52 × 80 pixel
ROC is
AROC = (52 + 2) · 150 µm · (80 + 1) · 100 µm = 0.6561 cm2 .
The additional two columns and the additional row result from the fact that the two
outermost columns and the topmost row of pixels are connected to double-sized pixels.
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The top-left and top right pixel in the array are have size that is even 4-fold. The reason
for this is overlap such that there is no gap between ROCs.
The measured X-ray hit rate is not the photon rate incident on the sensor because
the efficiency of the sensor and ROC are not high enough to measure all of the photons.
Absorption in the sensor is already discussed in section 4.2. The efficiency of the ROC
is limited through the design of the chip. Details about the inefficiencies can be found
in chapter 3. However, for X-rays, the effect of the inefficiency on the rate measurement
is very small due to the fact that photons activate only single pixels which causes the
inefficiency to be dominated by the limitations of the timestamp buffer. If this buffer
overflows, new hits are not discarded, but held back until the buffer is ready again. This
means that X-ray hits are not lost and can be read out eventually. The timestamp that
they are associated with may be invalid, however. The actual inefficiency in the rate
measurement comes from the fact that pixels that are already activated have dead time
until they can be activated again. The length of the dead time is determined by the
column drain mechanism. This form of inefficiency is relatively small such that even at
high rates, the measured rate is very close to the rate that the sensor sees.
If the internal calibration signal is used during high rate tests in the bunch crossings
that are triggered, the rate measurement will be much larger for the double columns with
pixels that receive injections. This is explained in detail in chapter 3. For this reason, hits
read out from the double columns are excluded from the rate measurement while they
receive calibration signals.

4.7

High rate test results

The results presented in this section are primarily obtained with the latest two prototype
versions of the upgrade ROC (psi46dig v2 and psi46dig v2.1) with single-chip modules.
Comparisons are made between different ROC versions, especially with the ROC of the
current detector (psi46v2), where appropriate. Results for barrel pixel modules are only
shown with module types of the current detector. The reason for this is that upgrade
modules and the hardware for testing them were not available for the major part of this
study, or not at all, in the case of the software that interfaces the new hardware.
First, the results for the high rate endurance test are presented because they introduce
concepts like rate and pixel maps more easily. The high rate efficiency test results follow
with many parameter dependencies. A comparison is also made with simulation results
that are introduced in chapter 3. The test that measures the high rate noise performance is
primarily compared with the test that does not use high rate external signals to illustrate
the effect that the stress has on the preamplifier noise as well as the pixel threshold.
All results are based on only few test samples, all of which are prototypes. Variations
among samples can only be shown in some cases. The reason for this is that the availability
of prototype samples was limited in this study. The results that will be produced during
production testing (after the completion of this thesis) will provide information about
variations. Because of this limitation, mostly typical results are shown here.
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Figure 4.9: Occupancy map of the psi46dig v2.1 ROC at a rate of 113 MHz/cm2 and
262 MHz/cm2 measured with the high rate endurance test. Double and quadruple sized
pixels at three of the four edges and two corners, respectively, can be seen clearly by the
higher number of hits. The relative fluctuations in hits among pixels decreases with increasing rate only because the measurement time is constant, resulting in a larger statistic at
higher rate.

4.7.1

High rate endurance

Occupancy map
Figure 4.9 shows the occupancy map of a trimmed single chip module with ROC type
psi46dig v2.1 at the rates 113 MHz/cm2 and 262 MHz/cm2 that correspond to a statistics
of 469 000 triggers each. It is apparent that in the map that is measured at low rate there
is a large region where the number of pixel hits is very homogeneous with only slight
variations due to statistical fluctuations and illumination that is slightly non-uniform. At
these rates, the expected number of hits in each pixel is 200 ± 14 and 460 ± 21 where
the error is due to Poisson statistics. One important feature that stands out in the same
figure is that the pixels in column 0 and 51 and row 79 have twice the number of hits
compared to the central field, the pixels at address 0:79 and 51:79 have an occupancy
of even four times that value. This can be accounted for by the increased pixel size in
the sensor at the edges of the ROC where it meets the neighbouring ROCs in a module.
Because of the physical gap in between ROCs, the sensor has an overlap such that no
particles escape detection. The size of the pixels is exactly twice that of normal pixels
and four times in the corner. Figure 4.10 shows the same occupancy map as in figure 4.9,
but where the counts in each bin are normalized to the pixel size and the bin sizes are
changed to represent the physical pixel size. It shows a nearly perfect, flat hit occupancy
of all pixels.
Figure 4.11 shows the result of a measurement with a psi46dig v2 ROC that received
a special treatment: Some of the solder balls were removed from the pixel array after
indium deposition and reflow, but before a sensor was bump bonded to it. The result
is that there is no connection between sensor and ROC for these pixels. This shows in
the occupancy map with pixels that have absolutely no hits. The bump bonding test,
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Figure 4.11: Pixel occupancy map (left) of a psi46dig v2 ROC where four solder balls
were removed prior to bump bonding it to the sensor. The pattern of 2 × 3 pixels that is
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whatsoever. This shows that the endurance test is also an effective test for missing bump
bonds and complements the conventional test (right).
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Figure 4.12: Hit rate measured with a psi46dig v2.1 ROC against the X-ray tube current.
Only a relatively small deviation from linearity is found at high rates. The X-ray intensity
with respect to the tube current is determined with a measurement of sensor leakage current.
The non-linearity is so small that only the deviation in percent from the linear fit is shown.
Error bars indicate the measurement accuracy (sigma).

that is used normally to detect this, gives a result (also in figure 4.11) that confirms the
measurement with the high rate test. This means that the high rate test serves as a
backup or as complementary test to the existing bump bonding test. However, the high
rate test can not distinguish between missing bump bonds and pixels that are simply
dead. The latter can easily and quickly be detected in the standard pixel alive test.
For barrel pixel modules the HDI is between X-ray source and silicon sensor. As
mentioned before, this causes a shadowing effect through absorption of the X-rays in the
material of the HDI. The effect can clearly be seen in figure 4.6 where the map of an entire
module is shown. The module is of the type that is used in the current pixel detector,
i.e. with psi46v2 ROCs and analogue readout. In the map, the double sized pixels have
enlarged bins and the bin count is normalized to their size. The colour scale is such that
it shows the full occupancy range from zero upwards to clearly illustrate the effect in
absolute terms.
Rate measurement
The number of recorded hits in the occupancy map is used to determine the rate that
is seen by the ROC. In the measurement, the number of triggers is counted also which
is required in the formula that calculates the rate. The two outermost double columns
become less efficient at a lower rate than the others because of the double sized edge
pixels, and they are excluded in the calculation. The top row, too, is excluded which
result in an array of 48 × 79 pixels. This affects the total number of hits, the hit counts
from the respective pixels in the occupancy map not being considered. The total sensor
area is also reduced accordingly.
The measurement of the rate, using this method, is shown in figure 4.12 where it is
drawn against the X-ray tube current which determines the actual photon rate. It can
be seen that the measured rate has a nearly linear behaviour and drops only slightly at
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Figure 4.13: Example of a measurement
that determines the number of pixel hits for
all double columns of a ROC as a function
of time. The hit rate is 247 MHz/cm2 and a
low trigger rate allows for a long duration of
the test. No gaps in time with no or significantly less hits can be observed. Outermost
double columns exhibit more hits because
of the larger sensor area they cover. The
time axis extends a small amount beyond
the measurement time and the last time bin
is usually not completely filled.
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higher tube currents. The linear extrapolation is made with a second order polynomial
fit from which the square term is dropped as a guide to the eye. The explanation for the
non-linearity is that at higher rates the probability of a pixel being already busy as it is
hit increases. The amount of time spent in busy mode depends on the speed of the column
drain mechanism which has to process more pixel hits at higher rates. More about the
inefficiencies of the ROC is presented in chapter 3.
A measurement unrelated to high rate tests is performed to determine whether the
photon flux is actually linear with respect to the X-ray tube current. At constant temperature, the leakage current through the sensor of a single ROC module, held at constant
temperature, is measured to show this. Figure 4.12 illustrates that the dependency is
very linear which is in agreement with expectations.
It is important to note that the rate that is seen by the ROC is strongly dependent
on the pixel threshold. Therefore, two ROCs will measure slightly different rates at the
same X-ray tube settings even when they are trimmed to the same Vcal value because
there is a statistical spread among ROCs due to fabrication variations. The effect of this
can be seen in the module occupancy map in figure 4.6 where the ROC boundaries are
discernible by the difference of occupancy among their pixels.
Time dependent occupancy
Figure 4.13 shows a typical result when the occupancy of the double columns is drawn
against time. The y-axis is divided into bins that each represent one double column and
the x-axis is divided into a number of time bins. It is expected that the occupancy remains
constant with time for each double column, except for statistical fluctuations. A problem
that blocks one double column or reduces its efficiency would exhibit itself by a lack or
decreased number of hits during a time interval. Because the double columns are not reset
externally, such problems would likely persist until the end of the test. During prototype
testing a decrease of efficiency in a double column is never observed.
Double column occupancy ratio
The measurement that is already presented in figure 4.9 shows the occupancy of each
pixel of a ROC at two hit rates. The same data is used to determine the occupancies of
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Figure 4.14: Double column occupancy of a ROC measured at the rates 113 MHz/cm2
and 262 MHz/cm2 . The data are the same as the ones used in figure 4.9. In this form they
can be used for calculating the double column occupancy ratio.
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Figure 4.15: Normalized double column
occupancy ratio of two high rate endurance test measurements at 113 MHz/cm2
and 262 MHz/cm2 that correspond to Xray tube currents 6 mA and 14 mA, calculated using the data from figure 4.14 with
the formula presented in section 4.3.3. The
dashed line represents the median ratio, and
the dotted line a 5 sigma deviation. No
double column shows a significant inconsistency from the others.
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all double columns at both rates by summing the pixel hits. In principle this is the same
as projecting the data from the 2d-plot onto the x-axis and re-binning with the new bins
being twice the size as previously. This intermediate result is shown in figure 4.14 for both
rates. Using the value of the X-ray tube current, 6 mA and 14 mA respectively, the values
are normalized and the occupancy ratio calculated according to the formula presented
in section 4.3.3. The result from this calculation is shown in figure 4.15 where the ratio
for each double column is slightly less than 1.0. The error bars indicate the statistical
error from the calculation and the dashed, horizontal line the median ratio and the dotted
line the 5σ boundary. It is apparent that no double column has a ratio that lies beyond
that boundary. Because the distance of the discriminating line from the median value is
only dependent on the amount of data used in the measurement, this method provides a
means to detect double columns that are only marginally less efficient at high rates. The
reason for the ratio being smaller than 1.0 is that the efficiency overall is a little smaller
at high rates as can be seen in the measurement of the rate against the tube current in
the paragraph above.
With the HDI, that causes a shadow on the module, the ratio is unaffected because
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Figure 4.16: Double column occupancy ratios for an entire analog barrel pixel module with
measurements at rates 37 MHz/cm2 and 81 MHz/cm2 , corresponding to X-ray intensities
resulting from tube currents 6 mA and 14 mA. All double columns lie in the acceptable
range of 5σ from the median ratio of the respective ROC. Statistical errors are different
between double columns which results in different acceptance ranges.

the shadow is present in both the measurement at low rate and at high rate. Therefore,
if an unexpected inefficiency at high rate occurs, it is still detectable provided that there
are enough statistics. Figure 4.16 shows the ratio for the double columns of all ROCs
of a analog barrel module. The measurement is performed at the two rates 37 MHz/cm2
and 81 MHz/cm2 that result from X-ray tube settings of 6 mA and 14 mA, respectively.
The area between the median ratio (dashed line) and the 5σ deviation (dotted line) is the
acceptable range. The width of the range varies between double columns because of the
different errors on the ratios. It can be seen that no double column lies below the range,
and hence none are considered inefficient.

4.7.2

High rate efficiency with X-rays

Efficiency map
The result of the high rate efficiency test with a single chip module of type psi46dig v2.1
at rates of 36 MHz/cm2 , 110 MHz/cm2 and 254 MHz/cm2 can be found in figure 4.17. It
is presented in the form of an efficiency map that shows the value for every pixel on the
ROC as well as the corresponding distributions of the values among pixels. The effect of
the high rate is clearly visible with the map at 36 MHz/cm2 being almost fully efficient,
the start of the decrease at 110 MHz/cm2 and a well discernible effect at 254 MHz/cm2 .
As in the endurance test, the outermost double columns exhibit different behaviour from
the others. In the efficiency test, the values are always lower because the enlarged size of
the sensor pixels at the edges cause higher traffic which results in a decreased efficiency.
The distributions are overlaid with two binomial distributions, one for the outermost
double columns and one for all the others in the centre. They are not fitted, but use the
efficiency as success parameter and are meant to illustrate the fact that the efficiency is
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Figure 4.17: High rate efficiency measurement of a psi46dig v2.1 ROC at the rates
36 MHz/cm2 , 110 MHz/cm2 and 254 MHz/cm2 . The maps show that the efficiency drops
evenly across the chip, except in the outermost double column where the traffic due to the
increased pixel size is higher. The distinction between the centre and the edge is also visible
in the efficiency distributions. If the values of the efficiency in the two areas are used to
draw ideal binomial distributions, the measured histogram is almost perfectly reproduced.
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Figure 4.18: High rate efficiency map of an analogue pixel module at a rate of 36 MHz/cm2 .
Variations in efficiency among ROCs is due to the lack of optimization of CalDel (see
section 4.4.1) and possibly because of HDI shadowing.

indeed behaving as expected.
The data from the efficiency map are used to calculate the overall efficiency of the ROC.
To exclude the effects from the outermost double columns a fiducial region is defined as
the double columns that lie between those two, i.e. columns 2 to 49. In this region, the
efficiency of the individual pixels is averaged to obtain the fiducial efficiency. This value
is used in everywhere later in this section.
The efficiency map of an entire barrel pixel module is shown in figure 4.18. This
measurement is made at a rate of 36 MHz/cm2 and an overall efficiency of 99.8 % is
achieved. The result is obtained without optimization of CalDel or Vdig (see sections 4.4.1
and 4.7.2). This causes variation among ROCs of the module. The shadow of the HDI,
which effectively lowers the rate in some parts of the module, also contributes to variations
by increasing the efficiency where the rate is less.
Efficiency optimization
The timing of the injected calibration signal has a measurable effect on the pixel efficiency.
Not only has the signal to occur during the correct bunch crossing, but also within the
25 ns window the optimal timing has to be found. With the CalDel DAC the timing of the
injection can be set in sub-nanosecond steps. A scan of this DAC is shown in figure 4.19
where an efficiency measurement is made for each value. This result is obtained at a rate
of 241 MHz/cm2 . It is apparent that the efficiency drops off to zero for high and low
values of CalDel, and this is because the calibration signal is moved beyond the correct
bunch crossing in these ranges. In between, the efficiency is high, but not constant. In
the direction of lower CalDel values, a small interval with lower efficiency is visible. This
is due to the limited speed of the ColOr signal that communicates the occurrence of a
hit in the double column to the periphery. If the double column is hit in two subsequent
bunch crossings, the switch between ColOr signals is not communicated to the pixels until
the first ColOr signal has arrived in the periphery. This leads to an inefficiency as during
the first few nanoseconds of the following bunch crossing hits are still identified with the
previous bunch crossing.
When the pixel detector is operated in CMS, a very similar optimization is performed.
Since there are no calibration signals during collisions, the timing of the collisions are
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Figure 4.19: Measurement of the high rate
efficiency for different values of CalDel at
a rate of 241 MHz/cm2 . There is a 25 ns
window within which the pixels are efficient, however, the efficiency is not constant
throughout that range. The limited speed
of the ColOr signal causes the efficiency to
be smaller towards smaller values of delay.
A CalDel value should always be chosen for
maximum efficiency.
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Figure 4.20: Influence of the ROC’s regulated digital voltage on the outcome of the
efficiency test in a measurement at a rate of
about 250 MHz/cm2 . In this measurement
only the Vdig DAC is changed from the default value of 6, keeping all other parameters the same. Only if the timestamp buffer
is not the limiting factor, this effect can be
observed.
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optimized. However, it is not the timing of the LHC bunches that is changed, but the
phase of the clock that the pixel modules are operated with. This is done until the number
of measured pixel clusters is maximal which is regarded as the point where the efficiency
is highest.
For production testing of pixel modules for the upgrade, the optimization of CalDel
is not an absolute necessity. To date, the procedure is performed manually which is a
quite time consuming procedure. Automatizing it, and using the latest testing hardware
would probably be fast enough, but at the cost of test robustness. If the optimization
is not performed, the ROCs will not perform at peak performance, but very close to it.
Therefore, if the optimization is not done, some spread between the ROCs has to be
expected.
Another measure can be taken that enhances the efficiency of the readout chip. It
consists of increasing the regulated digital voltage on the chip to higher values by changing
the Vdig DAC value. This has the effect that the double column drain token, that is used
to read out the pixel hits from the pixel array, advances more quickly, reducing the dead
time of the pixels. However, this effect is only apparent when the efficiency is not limited
by the timestamp buffer (see below). Figure 4.20 shows the result of changing Vdig,
keeping all other parameters the same. To be sure that the conditions are always the
same while changing Vdig, pretest and trimming are performed each time before the
efficiency measurement.
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Figure 4.21: Efficiency of the two ROC variants, psi46dig v2.1 and psi46v2, as a function
of X-ray hit rate. The measurements are shown together with a simulation (as described in
chapter 3) to illustrate that the ROC behaves according to expectations. The design of the
upgrade ROC clearly shows superior efficiency at high rates with X-rays. The efficiency of
the psi46v2 ROC is mainly limited by its timestamp buffer size.

Rate dependency
One of the most important aspects of the efficiency measurements is the dependency on the
rate of external signals on the module. After optimization of the efficiency (as described
above), the results for the psi46dig v2 and psi46v2 ROC are shown in figure 4.21. The
value of the trigger delay, WBC, is set to 156 which corresponds to the delay used in
CMS. The figure shows that the efficiency of the two ROC types have similar features:
At low rates the efficiency is high and approximately constant, whereas in the high rate
range the decrease is nearly linear. In between, there is a gradual change in behaviour.
The difference between the ROCs is that decline in efficiency occurs much earlier in the
psi46v2 ROC, the ROC of the current pixel detector, than in the upgrade prototype ROC.
While many changes are made in the upgrade ROC, only one of them has a direct
effect on the efficiency as it is measured here: the increase in size of the timestamp
buffer. A simple calculation will show why this has such a profound impact on the
measured efficiency: Every double column stores its hits separately from the others and
includes both a timestamp and a data buffer to do this. The current psi46v2 ROC has a
timestamp buffer of size 12 and a data buffer with 32 possible entries. For the upgrade
ROC, psi46dig v2.1, these values are 24 and 80, respectively. The area that the double
columns cover is the same for both, namely A = 162 × 150 µm × 100 µm (for a central
double column with only 2 double-sized pixels). At any rate r (in MHz/cm2 ), the average
number of hits in a double column, per bunch crossing, is
n=

r·A
.
40 MHz

In the measurement above, the buffers of the double column store data during the trigger
delay of 156 bunch crossings. This gives an average number of N = 156·n hits that need to
be stored, a value that scales linearly with rate. X-ray photons produce only single pixel
hits which means that the average data buffer fill level will be equal to N . Since it is rare
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Figure 4.22: Measured efficiency of the
current and upgrade ROC at a fixed rate of
approximately 180 MHz/cm2 as a function
of trigger delay. Decreasing the delay reduces the fill level of the buffers and thereby
increases efficiency. The increase stagnates
below 100 % when buffer overflow is not the
main source of inefficiency anymore.
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that two photons hit a double column in the same bunch crossing (n < 1), each X-ray hit
will also create a single timestamp. This means that the average timestamp level also N .
Once N approaches and moves past the buffer size, the efficiency is dramatically impaired
by buffer overflows. With the different buffer sizes of the current and the upgrade ROC
this happens at different rates. The timestamp buffer is smaller than the data buffer in
both ROC types and is therefore the limiting factor for the efficiency.
Overlaid in figure 4.21 is the result of a simulation using the same conditions and
settings for comparison with expectations when the ROC is performing ideally. It takes
into account the design of the ROC and includes parameters such as buffer sizes. The
simulation includes the digital domain only and projects what the efficiencies are when
the ROC is performing ideally, according to design. A full account on the simulation is
given in chapter 3. The simulation is much more suitable for comparison with measured
data than the above calculation because it makes quantitative comparisons of the ROC
behaviour rather than rough estimates. The agreement between the corresponding curves
in the figure is extremely good and shows that no unexpected behaviour occurs in both
the current and the upgrade ROC.
It is important to note that the efficiency with X-rays can not be compared directly
to the efficiency to detect particles. Particles create pixel clusters with every hit, and at
the same pixel rate, the frequency at which timestamps are created is much smaller. This
means that timestamp buffer overflows (which limit the X-ray measurement efficiency, see
above) are much less likely. Therefore, the efficiency with particles will behave differently
compared to measurements with X-rays.
Trigger delay dependency
The inefficiency of the ROC measured with X-rays is mainly due to the limitation of
the timestamp buffer, as described above. The calculation shows also that the trigger
latency enters the formula as a proportional factor and has a profound impact on the
efficiency measurement. At a given rate, if the trigger delay is shorter, the number of
events that need to be stored is smaller. On the other hand, when increasing the delay,
the number of events will fill the buffers to a higher level. In figure 4.22 the efficiency
is shown for a single rate of approximately 180 MHz/cm2 against the trigger delay for
both the current ROC, psi46v2, and the upgrade ROC,psi46dig v2.1. It can be seen that
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the efficiency indeed decreases with increasing trigger delay. On the left-hand side where
the trigger delay is small the efficiency saturates to a maximum level that is the same for
both current and upgrade ROC, however, the latter reaches the plateau at a larger trigger
delay. The maximum efficiency seen in the plot is not at 100 % because in this regime
the inefficiency due to buffer limitations is not dominant anymore and other mechanisms
that cause inefficiency take over.
Figure 4.23 shows the rate dependence of the two ROC variants for multiple trigger
delays overlaid. The same behaviour can be seen as in the previous plot, namely that the
efficiency becomes better when decreasing the trigger delay, but only up to a point where
there is no effect anymore. It is important to note that the curve at small trigger delay
is the same for current and upgrade ROC. The additional information that the figure
holds is that the remaining inefficiency is again dependent on the rate. Contributions to
this inefficiency are pixels waiting for readout which is controlled by the column drain
mechanism. This is described in more detail in chapter 3 about the simulation.
The measurement results show clearly that the upgrade ROC is much less affected by
buffer size limitations than the current ROC, even at large trigger delays. The behaviour
of the ROC is well understood in the full range of parameter settings which is shown by the
coinciding results from the simulation that is based on the ROC design. Additionally, no
deviation of expectations are found which are due to either implementation or production
errors.

4.7.3

High rate noise

The high rate noise test is intended to do the same as the standard s-curve test for
measuring noise and threshold, with the exception that it is performed under high rate.
Before measuring the influence of rate, a comparison is made between high rate and
standard test to show that they are indeed equivalent when no external signal is present.
Figures 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 show the result of the noise and threshold measurements in
form of distributions and pixel maps. The maps enable the observation of the difference
in noise and threshold patterns that are lost in the distribution histograms. From the
distributions alone, it can be seen that the two measurements are equivalent, but only
if the high rate s-curve algorithm is changed in one aspect: The standard s-curve test
masks (disables) all pixels, except the one under test. If the high rate test emulates this
behaviour, the results are identical. Otherwise, the measured noise is slightly higher and
the threshold lower. The high rate test must enable all pixels for measurements with
external signals.
Figure 4.27 shows the distribution of noise and threshold for measurements without
external signal and with 98 MHz/cm2 and 265 MHz/cm2 X-ray hit rate. Compared to the
measurement without external signal, the high rate measurements show different amounts
of noise and higher thresholds when stated in terms of Vcal DAC units. This is illustrated
in more detail with measurements in figure 4.28 where the mean values of the distributions
are drawn against the rate with the error bars indicating the distribution RMS. The
conversion between Vcal units and injected charge in electrons is not certain in situations
of high rate. At a very low rate (in the order of kilohertz per square centimetre), it can
be measured through the Vcal calibration which is described in chapter 5. At present, no
procedure can determine the calibration at high rate.
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Figure 4.23: Efficiency measured with X-rays as a function of rate for multiple trigger delay settings. The delay strongly affects the
efficiency because it controls the number of entries in the buffers of the double columns. At a sufficiently low setting of the delay, the
efficiency stops to change and a different mechanism that causes inefficiency dominates. This remaining inefficiency is the same for both
the current and the upgrade ROC.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of distributions of pixel preamplifier noise and threshold obtained
through the standard and the high rate s-curve tests, both without X-rays. The results are
identical if the s-curve emulates the behaviour of the standard test, masking all pixels,
except the one under test.

Figure 4.25: Comparison of preamplifier noise measurements with the standard and the
high rate s-curve test, represented as a pixel map. The high rate test is modified in this
case to mask all pixels except the one under test, emulating the behaviour of the standard
test. Noise levels are the same in both measurements, and a relatively large uncertainty in
the noise of each pixel results in a randomized pattern.
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of pixel threshold measurements with the standard and the high
rate s-curve test, represented as a pixel map. The high rate test is modified in this case to
mask all pixels except the one under test, emulating the behaviour of the standard test. The
threshold level and the pattern is almost exactly the same because the tests are equivalent
and the uncertainty of the threshold per pixel is very small.
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Figure 4.27: Distribution of noise and threshold of a psi46dig v2.1 ROC at different pixel
hit rates, as well as without X-rays.
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Figure 4.28: Pixel noise and threshold as a function of rate. Values are averaged over
one psi46dig v2.1 ROC (excluding edge pixels) and are given in Vcal units, and the error
bars indicate the RMS value of the pixel distribution, not the error of the mean. The Vcal
calibration is not established at high rate, and the rate dependence of the threshold is likely
artificial.
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Figure 4.29: Measurement of the analogue
and digital supply current for a single ROC
module of type psi46dig v2.1 as a function
of hit rate. The analogue current is trimmed
to 24 mA during the pretest and remains
constant. The digital current rises by about
100 % in the range shown. Supply voltages
here are kept constant at all rates at 2.53 V
(digital) and 1.74 V (analogue).
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The observed increase in the measured threshold is believed to be artificial. As seen
in figure 4.2 the spectrum seen by the ROC is concentrated around 7 keV to 15 keV. The
threshold of the ROC when trimmed to 40 Vcal units is about 2000 e− and at 60 Vcal
units around 3000 e− (see chapter 5). Therefore, a change in pixel threshold will have
a great influence on the rate at which pixels activate given the same high rate X-ray
illumination. Figure 4.12 shows that the measured rate is nearly linear with the incident
X-ray flux. If the actual threshold were changing due to hit rate in the shown range, a
significant deviation would be visible in this plot.
The measured pixel preamplifier noise remains roughly constant, however the distribution among pixels becomes much wider, and a saddle appears at intermediate hit rates.
Because the Vcal calibration is not clear as a function of rate, no statement can be made
about the actual noise levels in independent units such as electrons.
A change in the Vcal calibration could be caused by the digital supply current that
increases together with rate. This behaviour is shown in figure 4.29. Almost all circuits
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on the ROC are powered through the digital supply, including the DACs. Although the
voltage is regulated on-chip, high currents can produce voltage drops over supply lines
that have a finite resistance. Such an effect could be changing the charge that is injected
into the pixels through the capacitance. It is not clear, however, if this would give a
different calibration constant or an additional offset. Both, or a mixture of the two,
would be compatible with what is seen in the measurement of the threshold.

4.8

Qualification criteria

The high rate tests provide a new way for qualifying modules before installation into the
detector, thereby complementing the existing tests. The set of qualification criteria has
to be extended to include the results from the new tests. Some of the new criteria can be
determined through definition of the minimal expectations that a module has to fulfill.
For others, the critical property can be found, but not its limit through lack of a large
population of module test results that is needed to determine it. A third category of
criteria are failure modes that have not yet occurred in the small set of test samples and
cannot be foreseen. The criteria of the first two categories are presented here for each of
the tests.

4.8.1

High rate endurance

The criteria that can be applied to the measurements at a single rate are the number of
inactive pixels, the number of interruptions or failures of double columns over time as
well as the number of readout decoding errors. For inactive pixels similar grading as with
the standard pixel alive test can be applied, which is grade A if there are less than 1 %
affected pixels, grade B if there are less than 4 % and grade C otherwise. Modules with
double column interruptions or failures with in the time domain should directly be given
grade C. It may be indicative to retest such a module. Grading of readout errors should
make use of all grades, but statistics from module production will provide the limits for
making the distinctions. The double column ratio that is calculated from two tests at
different rates will cause a grade C directly if one double column is off from the median
ratio by more than 5 sigma of the statistical error. With a large enough statistic, this
still allows to reject double columns that have a different ratio by only a few percent.

4.8.2

High rate efficiency

Criteria for the efficiency test can in principle be a comparison between the measurement
and the expectations from simulation. One complication is that the trigger delay has a
very large influence on the result and it is at this point not certain how long it should
be for production testing. However, since the rates at which the measurements are made
are always the same, a set of limits can be found once the trigger delay is fixed. These
limits would then divide the modules into grade A, grade B or grade C. Additionally,
the number of pixels that have low efficiency should be considered. These can again be
treated as in the standard pixel alive test where the limit is set by the percentage of
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pixels that are unresponsive. In both cases, average efficiency and per-pixel efficiency, a
distinction has to be made between double columns at the edge and in the centre.

4.8.3

High rate noise

The grading of noise at high rate should be done by setting a limit on the average among
the pixels as well as the number of pixels that exceed a predefined value. These values are
best selected as fractions of the expected threshold that the pixels are operated with. They
should be expressed in absolute terms to eliminate chip-to-chip variation. Conversion has
to be done with the standard Vcal calibration with the rate dependence unknown. It is
suggested here to use the value of 360 e− for the average noise of the module as a limit
for grade A and 450 e− for grade B. These are, respectively, one fifth and one fourth of
the target threshold of 1800 e− . The noise hit occurrences then are 5σ and 4σ events
(1/31 574 and 1/3 488 556 probability, respectively), or better, for grade A and grade B.
The conversion into electrons from Vcal DAC units can be performed using the standard
method that is used at low rate. For the number of individual pixels above a certain
noise level the critical value should be 600 e− . The pixels exceeding this value could then
again be treated as dead pixels, and if less than 1 % of pixels are above this value grade A
should be used, up to 4 % grade B and grade C otherwise. Pixels that are above the limit
will produce 14 or more fake hits due to noise in 10 000 events (probability 1/740).
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The production of readout chips leads to an inevitable spread of the properties of their
electronic circuit elements. This includes both ROC-to-ROC variations as well as variations within a single ROC. This is mostly due to limitations in the control over channel
lengths and film thicknesses on the silicon wafer. On-chip DACs and registers provide a
means to adjust the analogue performance and properties of the ROC to compensate for
this after production.
The most important tool for adjusting the ROC is the internal calibration signal.
It is used for the pulse height calibration, for trimming of the pixel threshold or for
measurements of the pixel preamplifier noise. The amplitude of the signal can be adjusted
via a reference voltage that is programmable using the Vcal DAC.
The calibration signal is very useful because it allows calibration of the ROC without
an external signal. In laboratory setups, external signals can be used as well, however, with
the installed pixel detector, there is no other possibility to efficiently and systematically
calibrate the ROCs. Re-calibrations are necessary in CMS because the performance of
the detector varies with irradiation dose and temperature.
The internal calibration signal, however, is by no means a physical reference. As with
other electronic circuits, the reference voltage that the Vcal DAC uses varies from ROC
to ROC. Calibrations made with this method are therefore only relative to the DAC
reference voltage. In order to make absolute calibrations, the calibration signal itself has
to be calibrated.

5.1

Motivation

For operation in CMS, the pixel detector should be calibrated for a uniform detection
threshold. With the individual ROC variations and the trimming algorithm being based
on Vcal units, this can not be guaranteed if the same Vcal value is used in every ROC to
define the threshold. Ideally, with the knowledge of the Vcal calibration for every ROC,
the trimming value is selected in terms of the signal charge in electrons which ensures
the uniformity of the threshold. Apart from the uniformity, the absolute value of the
threshold is also known when the Vcal calibration is used. This value is an important input
parameter for simulation of physics events where the threshold is used in the GEANT [44,
45] detector simulation. The correct threshold value makes it possible to realistically
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simulate the pixel clusters which are used for tracking and therefore have an effect on
essential properties like the impact parameter and vertex resolution.
The gain calibration that is regularly performed in CMS (between LHC fills) are also
in terms of Vcal. Measuring the charge deposited by particles, therefore, results again
in values with arbitrary units without a calibration. The knowledge of the charge in
electrons would help assessing the signal yield from the sensor after received radiation
damage that depends on the extent of the depletion zone within the sensor which can be
influenced through the sensor bias voltage. This can be optimized effectively only with
absolute knowledge about the measured charge.

5.2

Calibration principle

In order to be able to convert between the programmable, unit-less Vcal DAC value used
as amplitude for the injected calibration signal and the actual injected charge on the
pixel, a calibration with a known external signal is necessary. The external signal has
to be injected and the detector response measured. Once this response is known, a scan
can be made with internal signal injections in terms of Vcal DAC units until the detector
response is the same as with the external signal. This has to be done for every charge
that is injected externally.
Using the knowledge of the externally injected charge and the corresponding Vcal DAC
values, a fit can be made with the data points to describe the relationship. Ideally, this fit
is linear because of the linearity of the electronic circuits involved. The most important of
the (ideally) two resulting parameters is the calibration slope. It determines the amount
of charge that one increment of the Vcal DAC value corresponds to. In the linear fit
the other parameter is the offset. This parameter should actually be zero because it is
expected that Vcal zero results in no charge injection. In reality, this is not the case and
a some offset will be measured.

5.3

X-ray fluorescence

X-ray fluorescence is the process of ionization of an atom through absorption of an X-ray
photon and the subsequent re-emission of another photon when the atom returns to the
ground state. This is possible if the incident photon has sufficient energy to liberate an
electron in one of the atom’s shells. The vacant position of the ejected electron is filled by
an electron of a higher (less tightly bound) orbital. The change of orbitals releases energy
which is emitted in form of another photon. This photon has the energy of the energy
difference between the two orbitals. With X-rays, even the most tightly bound electrons
from the K-shell can be freed. Probability then determines which electron fills its place,
and, depending on the shell and the angular momentum (a finite set), the emitted photon
is classified to belonging to a specific fluorescence line. These are called Kα and Kβ
whereas the Kα line describes photons that result from a orbital change between the Land the K-shell. The Kβ line implies a change from a M - or N -shell to the K-shell. This
is illustrated in figure 5.1 where the outgoing photons represent the different outcome
possibilities. The lines are subdivided such that Kα1 and Kα2 distinguish two angular
momentum states in the L-shell, Kβ1 and Kβ3 two states in the M -shell and Kβ2 states
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of an electron e−
from the K-shell being liberated by an incoming X-ray photon γ. The vacant position
in the electron shell is filled by one of the
less tightly bound electrons from the outer
shells. The energy difference is released in
form of a photon and depends both on the
shell as well as the angular momentum the
cascading electron originally had. Only one
of the three possible outcomes in this illustration actually occurs by determination
through probability.

from the N -shell. If the ejected electron is not from the K-shell, the line nomenclature is
different and begins with the letter of the corresponding shell.
Lines of different orbital shells are well separated from each other in terms of energy.
Lines of the same orbital shell, but with different angular momenta, are grouped closely
together, often such that they are not resolvable in a measurement. Also, one single
line from such a group stands out from the others such that for practical purposes, the
fluorescence photons can be considered monochromatic.
The energies of the emitted photons are a property of the atoms from which the
electron is ejected, and therefore, the fluorescence spectrum is different for each element of
the periodic table. These circumstances are exploited for the calibration of pixel modules
by choosing a set of elements (targets) with different fluorescent photon energies. In the
silicon sensor of the pixel module, an electron-hole pair is created for every 3.63 eV of the
incoming photon energy [49]. A monochromatic X-ray photon (such as one produced by
fluorescence) therefore excites a well defined number of charge carriers within the sensor.
Due to the nature of the sensor and the ROC only a subset of all possible fluorescence lines
can be used: Silicon becomes transparent to X-rays at energies higher than approximately
30 keV (see figure 4.1). The ROC has a lowest threshold of around 2 ke− which corresponds
to roughly 7 keV (using the 3.63 eV conversion factor) below which it is not sensitive.
Therefore only a window between 7 keV to 30 keV is available for calibration.

5.4

Fluorescence setup

The setup for calibration with X-ray fluorescence lines requires an X-ray source for the
excitation of the atoms in the fluorescence material. The setup is designed to allow for
the two modes of operation in a way such that the pixel modules remain in the same
place for both modes. This is important for production testing and calibration because
handling of the modules is always a source of risk to cause damage.
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Figure 5.2: Front view of the setup used
for calibration with X-ray fluorescence. The
high rate beam is turned off through a shutter in the aperture while the calibration is
made. The horizontal beam — or primary
beam for the calibration — is directed towards
one fluorescence target in the array mounted
in front of the X-ray tube. The array can
be moved in a direction perpendicular to the
drawing plane to change the target.

Setup design

In addition to the high rate setup described in section 4.2, a second aperture in the Xray tube housing is used that is perpendicular to the high rate beam, therefore directed
horizontally. Due to the nature of the tube, the beam is more focused in this direction,
with a focal point on the anode that has a width of 2.0 mm × 1.2 mm. Additionally, the
aperture for this beam is circular as opposed to stadium shaped as for the high rate beam.
Right in front of the aperture of the tube housing, an array of fluorescence targets
is mounted. The targets consist of different elements whose fluorescence lines are used
for the calibration. The array is positioned such that the X-ray beam hits only one of
the targets. By the use of a stepping motor the array can be moved such that each of
the elements can be exposed to the beam. The atoms in the target material emit the
fluorescence photons only when in the beam. The pixel modules that are located below
the X-ray tube are in a position which these photons can reach. The array mechanics are
made of aluminium, the fluorescence lines of which are outside the range measurable with
the pixel modules. Figure 5.2 shows the setup when viewed from the front of the X-ray
cabin.
X-ray tube
The energy of the photons needed to cause fluorescence in a target material has to be
higher than the energy of the fluorescence photons. The reason for this is that one
electron has to be ejected from the atom while the electron replacing it is already bound
in one of the atom’s shells. The photons emitted by the X-ray tube have a continuous
spectrum with energies (measured in keV) in magnitude up to the tube voltage (measured
in kV), according to Kramers’ law (see figure 4.2). Therefore, only a part of the spectrum
participates in the fluorescence process. In order to maximize the amount of spectrum
above this threshold energy because a high rate of fluorescence photons is desired, the
maximum tube voltage is used. As described in section 4.2, this value is limited to 60 kV,
the X-ray generator’s maximum acceleration voltage. The tube current, which controls
the beam intensity, also is set to the maximum of 30 mA; the restriction caused by the
maximum tube power of 1800 W.
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Fluorescence targets
The array of fluorescence targets is a frame that can hold up to 7 specimens of materials. Most targets are metal sheets with dimension 10 cm × 3 cm, with thicknesses between
0.5 cm to 2 cm. Some of the targets are chemical compounds in form of a powder that contain the required element because the element is not easily available in elementary form.
The compounds are chosen such that the other elements’ fluorescence lines are outside
the range for which the ROCs are sensitive. Powders are contained in thin polyethylene
bags of a size similar to the metals. The available target elements are: iron, copper,
bromine, molybdenum, silver, tin and barium. Their properties including fluorescence
lines are listed in table 5.1. The targets are fixed in a frame that is made of aluminium
and designed in a way such that no other materials except for the aluminium and the
targets are exposed to the X-ray beam. Fluorescence emissions from foreign materials are
thereby avoided which makes the resulting spectrum more pure.
The array exposes the flat surface of the targets to the beam. The angle at which the
beam hits the surface is chosen to be as shallow as geometrically possible. The intention
is to keep the depth in the material at which the photons of the beam are absorbed
small. The absorption is governed by an exponential formula (Beer-Lambert law) with
an absorption coefficient µ:
I = I0 · e−µ`
In this formula, the depth, `, is measured along the beam direction. By setting the target
surface at an angle θ to the beam, the depth with respect to the target surface reduces
by the factor sin θ. Setting θ close to 90◦ the depth becomes very small. With the conical
beam intersecting the target plane, the beam spot becomes an ellipse which is the reason
for the targets’ aspect ratio.
Fluorescence photons from atoms inside the target material are emitted in a random
spatial direction. They have to reach the surface of the target material to be measurable
for the calibration. As with any X-ray photon, absorption applies, and the more material
the photon has to pass through, the more likely it is that it is absorbed again, reducing
beam intensity. This is the reason why the primary beam should be absorbed close to the
surface; it increases the chances significantly that fluorescence photons leave the target
material. Since the shortest way to the outside is the path perpendicular to the surface
and absorption follows an exponential law, most of the measurable photons are emitted
in a direction perpendicular to the target surface. It is therefore important to note that
in the case of X-ray fluorescence, the angle of emittance is not necessarily the angle of
incidence as in the law of reflection.
As seen in figure 5.2, the calibration setup is constructed such that the target surface
points roughly towards the pixel modules for high photon rates. The small target distance
to the X-ray tube and the large distance to the pixel modules also makes the angle of
incidence of the primary beam very shallow on the target such that fluorescence efficiency
again is maximized.
The X-ray spectrum for the fluorescence emission measured at the position where the
modules are situated is shown in figure 5.3. It is measured with a silicon PIN (layers
of p-type, intrinsic and n-type silicon) based X-ray spectrometer with a resolution of
145 eV to 260 eV (FWHM), with the same gain setting for all fluorescence targets. This
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Element

Target material

Fluorescence lines
Line

Energy (keV)

e-h pairs

Rel. yield

Iron (Fe)

Carbon steel
Sheet metal
2 mm

Kα1
Kα2
Kβ1,3

6.404
6.391
7.058

1769
1765
1950

100
50
17

Copper (Cu)

Sheet metal
2 mm

Kα1
Kα2
Kβ1,3

8.048
8.028
8.905

2223
2218
2460

100
49
17

11.924
11.878
13.291
13.470
13.285

3294
3281
3672
3721
3679

100
52
14
1
7

Bromine (Br)

Sodium bromide Kα1
(NaBr) powder Kα2
Kβ1
Kβ2
Kβ3

Molybdenum (Mo)

Sheet metal
0.5 mm

Kα1
Kα2
Kβ1
Kβ2
Kβ3

17.479
17.374
19.608
19.965
19.590

4829
4800
5417
5515
5412

100
52
15
3
8

Silver (Ag)

Sheet metal
0.5 mm

Kα1
Kα2
Kβ1
Kβ2
Kβ3

22.163
21.990
24.942
25.456
24.912

6122
6075
6890
7032
6882

100
53
16
4
9

Tin (Sn)

Sheet metal
1 mm

Kα1
Kα2
Kβ1
Kβ2
Kβ3

25.271
25.044
28.486
29.109
28.444

6981
6918
7869
8041
7857

100
53
17
5
9

Barium chloride
(BaCl2 ) powder

Kα1
Kα2
Kβ1
Kβ2
Kβ3

32.194
31.817
36.378
37.257
36.304

8893
8789
10 049
10 292
10 029

100
54
18
6
10

Barium (Ba)

Table 5.1: Targets used in the X-ray calibration setup together with their fluorescence
lines. The line energies are given in keV and recalculated in the number of electron-hole
pairs that are created through absorption of a photon with that energy in a silicon sensor.
The conversion factor used is 3.63 eV per pair. The data are taken from [50] where the Kβi
lines are not given separately for iron and copper. In the following, the number of electrons
for the Kα and Kβ lines are weighted averages of the values in this table.
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Figure 5.3: Overlay of the fluorescence target spectra measured with an X-ray spectrometer
where the pixel modules are placed. The Kα line and less intensive Kβ line to its right are
both visible for all targets and are the only significant contributors to the spectrum. The
wide horizontal bands are noise floors, an artifact of the measurement that vanishes when
the gain setting of the spectrometer is set appropriately for each target. For this overview,
the gain is the same for each measurement.

results in an artificial noise spectrum to the right of some of the fluorescence lines that
vanishes when the gain is set appropriately for the target in question. This is especially
pronounced in the case of the molybdenum target where the artifact extends up to an
energy of 35 keV. Otherwise, the spectrum is clear of contamination by other sources and
only the lines of the specific target appear. The Kα peak is always the most pronounced.
The resolution is not enough to distinguish between Kα1 and Kα2 , except in the case of
the barium target where the energy difference is 377 eV, albeit with a large overlap. The
Kβ peak is always found to the right of the Kα peak with a significantly lower intensity.
This is both expected through table 5.1 where the line energies and their yield is given.
The distinction between the different Kβ lines is visible from molybdenum onward where
the Kβ2 separates. The Kβ1 and Kβ3 lines have such a small energy difference that they
appear as one peak for all targets.
Module setup
For the calibration, the DUT (device under test) setup is the same as for the high rate Xray tests. Fluorescence leads to some additional considerations for the setup: Firstly, the
fluorescence beam coming from an angle has to pass through the window in the thermal
chamber where the pixel modules are situated. This requires the window to be large
enough for this off-axis incidence. Secondly, the materials used in the DUT setup should
be either of a nature that causes no measurable fluorescence by itself or should be shielded
towards the pixel modules. The shielding should also not interfere with measurements.
To fulfill the latter requirements, the module setup is mostly made of aluminium and
plastic materials. Other materials are shielded with aluminium which absorbs their low
energy fluorescence emissions.
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Figure 5.4: Typical gain calibration for
one pixel of a psi46dig v2.1 ROC. For multiple amplitudes of the internally injected
calibration pulse (Vcal) the ADC value of
the pulse height is determined. In this example, the Vcal is set to low range. A fit
with a second order polynomial is used to
enable the conversion of other signals, such
as those resulting from monochromatic Xrays, into units of the Vcal DAC.
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5.5

Calibration methods

The calibration is based on the comparison between internally and externally injected
charge signals into the pixels. There are two ways how this signals can be achieved:
Either the activation of pixels through threshold scans is a means of comparison, or the
pulse height from the signals is be measured with the pixels and compared.

5.5.1

Pulse height method

The pulse height method measures the external signal with each pixel of the pixel module
and records the pulse height of each hit. The pixel threshold has to be lower than the
signal that is measured, otherwise either no hits or only parasitic signals from a nonideal spectrum register. It is also possible that when the threshold is very close to the
calibration signal, only a part of the signal is measured resulting in a partial peak.
The comparison with the internal calibration signal is achieved through the gain calibration. This is simply the measurement of the pulse height for several different signal
amplitudes of the internally injected calibration signal, measured in Vcal DAC units. This
can either be done for all possible DAC values or for a subset of these, used together with
a fit to interpolate. The gain calibration has to be performed for every pixel because there
is a spread in pulse height response among pixels that has to be compensated for. The hits
recorded with the external signal can then be translated into units of internal calibration
signal amplitudes using the inverse of the gain calibration. Figure 5.4 illustrates a typical
gain calibration for a psi46dig v2.1 ROC. The converted pulse height of the hits from
all pixels is filled into one histogram. In the case of monochromatic X-rays this, should
result in a Gaussian spectrum convoluted with the electronic noise. The mean value of
this Gaussian is used for the Vcal calibration.
Using several X-ray fluorescence lines, each exciting a different absolute signal in the
sensor, the relationship between the internal calibration signal and sensor charge are
established using a fit.
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5.5.2

Threshold method

The threshold method only considers the number of activated pixels and completely disregards the recorded pulse height. This means that the signal path in the measurement
consists of only the preamp, the shaper and the threshold comparator. In order to get a
precise measurement of the calibration using this method, a threshold scan is performed.
With the incident monochromatic signal from the X-rays, the threshold is lowered, starting from above the signal amplitude. Without noise, the signal would appear as soon as
the threshold goes below the signal amplitude. In reality, the noise spreads this step function into a gradually changing response. This is very similar to the s-curve measurement
described in section 4.5. The position of the step (median) in terms of threshold can then
be determined through a fit.
Fixing the threshold at the value where the step occurs, the amplitude of the internal
signal, Vcal, can be scanned. While increasing the amplitude, the signal should appear
as soon as the amplitude is above the threshold. With noise, the measurement response
is again smeared. This step position then reflects the Vcal value that corresponds to the
external signal.
Again, with multiple X-ray fluorescence lines, a relationship can be found between
sensor charge and internal calibration signal amplitude. This then represents the Vcal
calibration.

5.6

Calibration analysis

The two methods that are used for the Vcal calibration both require two measurement
steps for each target: The measurement of the detector response to the external X-ray
signal, and the matching of the internal calibration signal to the corresponding amplitude. Each of these steps have to be analyzed in order to obtain the actual calibration
parameters.
Since the Vcal calibration is performed for each ROC on each module that is produced
for the pixel detector upgrade, the analysis of the calibration data is automatized. Both
methods require the fitting of data and the methods that are employed are designed to
be robust (i.e. to converge in most cases) and to allow a simple estimation of the initial
parameters. This comes at the cost of fitting quality which means that the fitting model
does not exactly describe the data and that in some cases accuracy can suffer.

5.6.1

Threshold method analysis

For the threshold method analysis, the fit has to be performed on the data acquired with
the X-ray threshold scan. This yields the threshold DAC value that corresponds to the
X-ray fluorescence line. The second step consists in finding the Vcal value such that the
internal calibration signal amplitude matches that threshold.
S-curve fit
The threshold scan with the fluorescence X-rays is a step resembling a Gauss error function. Additionally, there is a some charge sharing between pixels which reduces the
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amount of charge per pixel if the photon is absorbed near the edge of a pixel. This results
in the plateau of the step to have a nonzero slope.
A curve fit is performed to find the median threshold from the scan which corresponds
to the threshold for which the pixels are sensitive to the fluorescence line. Normally, the
different lines can not be distinguished because of limited measurement resolution. The
fitting model is a composite of multiple functions: the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the Gaussian distribution and polynomials of order 0 and 1. The Gaussian
CDF is used to describe the step in the scan caused by the threshold passing below the
fluorescence line and the polynomials are needed to compensate for effects such as offsets
and charge sharing. This model is a simplification, but works sufficiently well with the
data from the measurements.


x − x0
· g(x) + y0
f (x) = Φ
σ
g(x) = m · (x − xp ) + yp , xp = x1 + 2 · σ
In this equation, the function Φ(x) designates a Gaussian CDF. The parameter x
represents the threshold at which the signal from the fluorescence line becomes visible.
The width of the Gaussian CDFs, σ, coincide with the resolution at which the fluorescence
lines can be measured.
The straight line, g(x), that is used for the description of the charge sharing process
is parametrized by the slope m and a point P with coordinates (xp , yp ) through which
the line passes. The parameter xp is the position in x beyond the main step by 2σ. The
reason for this choice is that the point P can more easily be estimated from data for use
as initial parameter than the intercept at the y-axis. Additionally, the value of yp then
gives the approximate height or amplitude of the step.
The final parameter, y0 , is the overall offset that accounts for any white portions
remaining in the X-ray spectrum. It shifts the entire curve up or down. The important
result of the fit is the value of x0 which represents the threshold that is required to see
the fluorescence line.
Vcal threshold determination
With the threshold determined, the corresponding Vcal DAC value that defines the amplitude of the internal calibration signal has to be found. This is done interactively with the
ROC for every pixel. The threshold is fixed to the value of x0 in the ROC after rounding
it to next lower integer value. Then an algorithm is used to find the critical Vcal value
that activates the pixel with the injection of the internal calibration signal. At first, a
rough scan is made with the Vcal DAC, starting from zero with a step size of four DAC
units and a single injection into the pixel. As soon as the pixel responds, a fine scan is
started at this point with a step size of one DAC unit with multiple injections. It iterates
into the direction where the median point lies by counting the number of readouts until
it passes the point. The value of Vcal at which this happens is the result. Depending on
how homogeneous the threshold within the ROC is, a distribution is found with a certain
width because pixels may yield differing results. The same is done with the threshold
set to x0 rounded up to the next higher integer value. The mean values of the pixel
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distributions are then used for the calibration. They are interpolated using the fractional
value of x0 .

5.6.2

Pulse height method analysis

The gain calibration, that is required for the pulse height method, requires a parametrization if the calibration does not include a value for each possible Vcal value. This is
necessary in order to interpolate in between the points. The pulse height of every pixel hit
recorded during the measurement is converted into Vcal DAC units using this calibration.
In the resulting pulse height spectrum, the position of the peak for the Kα line has to be
found by using a fit.
Gain calibration fit
Normally, the gain calibration is performed for five DAC values in the low Vcal range and
another five in the high range. The signal caused by X-rays does not exceed the low Vcal
range, and therefore, the latter five values are disregarded in the analysis. The remaining
five data points are fitted with a polynomial of second order (cf. figure 5.4). In most
cases, the gain is linear, but some pixels responses require the quadratic term.
Because the ADC range covering the low Vcal range is very small for the digital ROCs
(about 6 to 7 units per ADC increment) the application of the gain calibration causes a
very sparse spectrum in terms of Vcal. Ideally, this were only true for a single pixel and
with the 4160 pixel of the ROC it should average out. However, since the gain calibration
are also in terms of rough ADC steps, the spectrum overall exhibits many spikes that cause
difficulties when the peak position should be extracted. To overcome this problem, the
pulse height of each pixel hit — which is an integer value — is converted into a fractional
number by adding a random √
jitter of a uniform distribution between −0.5 to +0.5. This
worsens the resolution by 1/ 12 in terms of pulse height ADC units, or about 2 Vcal
units. The benefit in spectrum quality, however, outweighs this loss: it is smooth without
quantization artifacts. For analogue ROCs that are used with an external 12 bit ADC,
that do not exhibit the problem, the impact of this procedure on resolution is smaller
than 0.2 Vcal units.
Spectrum fit
The pulse height spectrum with monochromatic X-rays ideally is a Gaussian distribution
from which the mean value needs to be extracted for use in the Vcal calibration. Due to
charge sharing, which becomes more dominant for the higher energy fluorescence lines,
peaks from lines other than Kα and a possible remainder of white spectrum from the
X-ray tube, the determination of the parameter is more difficult.
One possibility is to fit the spectrum with a Gaussian distribution density function
in the limited range of where the peak from the fluorescence occurs. The resulting mean
value of the Gaussian can then be used for the Vcal calibration. For automatic processing
during module production, however, it is not always straightforward how to select the
initial peak position as well as the fitting range.
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A more generic method is used with a more elaborate fit function to fit all, or almost
all of the data. The function proposed in [51] is given by the formula







x − xn
x − xt
x − xs
+φ
·Φ
.
f (x) = a + bx + φ
σs
σn
st
The function φ represents a standard normal distribution and Φ the CDF. Only the
function φ with the parameters xs and σs describes the signal peak, the other parts
describe backgrounds as well as charge sharing effects. The CDF is used to model the
turn-on through the ROC’s threshold. The function works relatively well for all target
spectra and can be successfully used in an automatized process. The estimation of the
signal peak position is generally well behaved.
It has to be noted, that the use of fitting methods presented here are mainly driven
by the need for a robust testing procedure that is applied to thousands of ROCs. Accuracy and precision of these measurements have a negligible influence on the operational
performance of the pixel detector. For this reason, the fit results are not always perfect
which should not be considered a concern.

5.6.3

Calibration fit

After the conversion of the external signal into terms of internal calibration signal amplitude (Vcal DAC units) as described above, the Vcal value together with the charge
injected by the X-ray fluorescence signal in electrons make one data point in the Vcal
calibration. For the injected charge, the weighted average of the contributions from the
two Kα lines is used. The weight is determined by the yield of these lines.
The measurement with many external signals through use of different X-ray fluorescence targets gives a set of data that can be fitted to produce the parameters of the Vcal
calibration. The fit function used is a linear function because both the external signals
and the internal signal scale linearly. In some cases it is necessary to exclude certain
points if the previous fit to obtain the values does not describe the data well.

5.7

Results

The results of the Vcal calibration are separated between the ones obtained with the
prototype digital ROCs and those measured with ROCs of the current pixel detector.
Both methods of calibration are used for each of these two categories. This facilitates the
comparison of methods because there is a systematic difference between the results of the
ROCs from the current and the upgrade detector.

5.7.1

Results for the digital ROC

With the digital ROC, psi46dig v2.1, measurements are possible with very low threshold
which increases the number of fluorescence targets that can be used for the calibration.
The ROC is trimmed to a threshold which is just above the noise. The absence of noise
is verified through a spectrum measurement run where X-rays are turned off. In this
situation, hits only occur if the threshold is too close to the noise level.
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Pulse height method
The gain calibration needed for the calibration with the pulse height method is run in the
same thermal conditions as the X-ray measurement. For each of the five low range Vcal
settings, the pixel responses are measured, averaging over ten calibration signal injections
per pixel. This gain calibration is applied to the X-ray measurements. The results for
all fluorescence target spectra are shown in figure 5.5. In these spectra, the resolution is
mostly limited by the resolution of the internal 8 bit ADC of the ROC. The signal range
from the different fluorescence targets is small compared to the ADC range, and therefore
only few from 256 possible ADC codes (conversion results) are used for describing the
signal peaks. One ADC increment corresponds to a change in Vcal by approximately 6 to
7 units (see figure 5.4). No distinction can be made between the different K-lines in these
measurements. The shoulder to the left of the signal is attributed to the charge sharing
between pixels. This is visible in the spectra of bromine, molybdenum, silver and tin. In
the barium spectrum it is drowned in white background from the X-ray tube. The same
background is visible in the iron and copper spectra, but to the right of the signal. The
background is actually present in all of the spectra, but for these two targets the signal is
so weak that the background is more prominent. The small signal intensity is due to the
absorption efficiency of the silicon sensor at high energies (barium) and the absorption
of low energies (iron) in the air and other materials before the photons reach the sensor.
All spectra are measured with the same measurement time of approximately 130 s which
allows the determination of relative yield.
The measurement with iron is a special case: The threshold at Vcal 40 is barely low
enough to measure the signal. Preamplifier noise causes some of the signal to be rejected
by the threshold comparator, and therefore only the right side of the peak is visible.
This both reduces the yield of the iron line and causes a bias toward higher values when
estimating the peak position.
Peak positions are determined through a fit that works adequately for all targets.
Using these together with the theoretical values for the charge injected in the sensor by
each target, the calibration is made. This can be seen in figure 5.6 where the data points
are plotted. All points except iron and barium lie on a line. Statistical errors of the data
points are smaller than the dots drawn in the plot. The point of iron is systematically off
because of the partial cutoff of the signal peak by the threshold. This moves the point
towards higher Vcal values. For barium, the threshold is not a problem, but possibly
interference from the Kβ line that is well separated from the Kα peak (see table 5.1).
The data are fitted with a linear function to obtain the calibration. The two deviating
points are excluded from this fit. The resulting calibration slope, the number of electrons
per Vcal unit, is 49.05 ± 0.31 which is typical for a psi46dig v2.1 ROC. The calibration
offset, a value of (−524 ± 30) e− , is significantly deviating from zero, but the fact that an
increment of one ADC unit causes a shift by approximately 300 e− to 350 e− makes this
value relatively unreliable.
Threshold method
With the ROC trimmed to a threshold of 30 Vcal units, threshold scans are made for each
of the fluorescence targets. A different scan range is chosen for each of the targets and the
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Figure 5.5: Calibrated pulse height spectra in measurements with different X-ray
fluorescence targets. The peak position is
determined using a fit. Spectrum tails to the
left side of the peak are attributed to charge
sharing, while the tail to the right (Fe target) is due to white spectrum from the X-ray
tube. The resolution is not enough to distinguish between different fluorescence lines.
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measurement time (i.e. the number of readout triggers) is optimized such that statistics
are approximately the same each of them. The exception to this is the measurement with
iron where the measurement would take excessively long. Figure 5.7 shows the results.
The measurement time for the iron target in this example is just short of one hour. It
is important to note that the threshold DAC value (VcThr) on the x-axis has a reversed
meaning: the threshold becomes smaller with increasing DAC value. The illustrations
therefore show how the signal abruptly becomes visible as the threshold is reduced (the
DAC is increased). Ideally, there are no hits measured when the threshold is above the
signal, however, white spectrum background directly from the X-ray tube contributes in
this range. The step itself is smeared by the preamplifier noise and after the threshold
passes the step an approximately linear behaviour occurs due to charge collection of less
than 100 % in the case of charge sharing.
The threshold range is very important for the calibration: To the right it is limited by
the preamplifier noise causing random hits. This sample does not operate with a VcThr
setting above approximately 105. To the left is the boundary set by the DAC range;
no value lower than 0 can be set. It is apparent, that iron can be measured relatively
easily without entering the noise level. However with tin, the range of the threshold is
not enough to measure the full step function. The barium target can not be used at all
with this ROC and this calibration method.
The threshold value is extracted from the data by fitting. The data are well described
by the simple model and provides precise results for all targets, except tin. The fit with
tin is biased because the threshold range does not allow the measurement of the low
region of the step function. The extracted values are plotted in figure 5.8 that allows the
direct conversion of the threshold value into electrons. This scale is absolute because the
threshold transitions are directly measured. A quadratic function f (x) = ax2 + bx + c
is used to fit all but the iron data point. At low thresholds (high DAC values), this
model breaks down. The data points are correct, nonetheless, as seen below. It must be
noted that the relationship is dependent on the trimming and that the threshold changes
differently for each pixel as VcThr is changed.
For each data point, the VcThr DAC value is converted into Vcal units through a
Vcal threshold measurement. This completes the measurements for the calibration using
the threshold method. The result is shown in figure 5.9. The measured relationship
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Figure 5.7: Pixel threshold scans for different X-ray fluorescence targets measured with
the psi46dig v2.1 ROC. The threshold DAC, VcThr, decreases the threshold with increasing
value, and a step is measured when it goes below the signal caused by the monochromatic
X-rays. To the left where the threshold is above the signal, only a remainder of the white
tube spectrum is measured. On the right side of the step, the number of measured hits
increases as pixels that share some charge with their neighbours are included through the
lowered threshold. The step itself is smeared due to preamplifier noise, and the position
of the transition is determined through a fit. Due to varying measurement efficiency for
different targets, different measuring times are used to obtain a precise result.
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Figure 5.8: Relation between the pixel
threshold DAC value, VcThr, and the signal
charge in electrons. The threshold method
of the Vcal calibration produces this additional result. Low thresholds are at high
values of VcThr, i.e. to the right. The
behaviour is approximately quadratic, except for very low thresholds. The fit parameters correspond to the model f (x) =
ax2 +bx+c. The plot shows the mean of the
pixel thresholds: the distribution widens as
VcThr deviates from the trimmed value.
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Figure 5.9: Result of the Vcal calibration using the threshold method for a
psi46dig v2.1 ROC. First, the threshold is
determined that corresponds to the X-ray
fluorescence lines, then the threshold set
and used to find the corresponding Vcal
value. For this ROC type the Sn target lies
almost outside the threshold range and because the value can not be determined reliably it is excluded from the linear fit. Figure 5.7 shows the X-ray data that are used
here.
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between Vcal and the injected charge through fluorescence photons is very linear. The
only deviation is due to the tin line that can not be determined properly because of
the limited threshold range. A fit that excludes this point shows a calibration slope
of 48.9 ± 0.4 which is consistent with the result obtained with the pulse height method
above. The offset, at a value of (−196 ± 27) e− , is closer to zero with this method for this
ROC. It is normal, however, that a nonzero offset is measured.
Lowest achievable threshold
From figure 5.9 it can be seen that the fluorescence target with the lowest emission energy
that is valid for the Vcal calibration with the threshold method is iron. It produces a
signal of only 1768 e− in the silicon sensor and from the threshold scan in figure 5.7 it
appears possible to set the ROC threshold lower than this value without reaching the
noise level. The pulse height method (figure 5.5) is also able to see the signal peak, only
the determination of the peak position proves difficult near the threshold.
The absence of noise and the ability to measure the iron fluorescence line proves that it
is possible to operate the psi46dig v2.1 ROC at very low thresholds such as 1800 e− . This
not only provides increased performance with cluster reconstruction, but also enhances
the lifetime of the detector through enabling the operation with a higher radiation dose
where signal charge yield is smaller.

5.7.2

Results for the analogue ROC

Compared to the digital ROC, the analogue ROC of the current pixel detector, psi46v2, is
operated with a higher pixel threshold. For normal laboratory tests, ROCs are trimmed
to 60 units of Vcal, but in CMS, the threshold is reduced to a level of about 40 to 45.
With the standard gain calibration, the lowest pulse height sample is measured with an
internal calibration signal amplitude of Vcal 50. This implies, that the threshold has
to be lower than 50 to obtain a valid gain calibration. The threshold is chosen to be
40 Vcal units to ensure a proper gain calibration and to enable the measurement of low
energy fluorescence targets. At this level, the operation is still possible without noise hits
occurring.
Pulse height method
One advantage with the analogue ROC is that the pulse height can be digitized externally.
The ADC used has a resolution of 12 bit which is significantly better than the 8 bit internal
ADC of the digital ROC. The internal calibration pulse amplitudes in low range Vcal
correspond to a range of about 400 ADC codes (conversion outcomes) whereas in the
digital ROC the code range is as little as 30. This means, that one pulse height ADC
unit corresponds to 6 to 7 Vcal units for the digital ROC and only 1/2 units for the
analogue ROC. Therefore, pulse height can be much better represented in Vcal units with
the analogue ROC.
Measurements of the fluorescence pulse height spectra with all but the iron target are
shown in figure 5.10. Iron with 1768 e− can not be measured with this pixel threshold.
With the high resolution of the pulse height represented in Vcal units, the signal peaks
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Figure 5.10: Pulse height spectra for different fluorescence targets measured with an
analogue ROC (psi46v2). The peak position is extracted using a fit. While the model is
not perfect, the results nonetheless yield an acceptable estimation. The resolution with the
analogue ROC is better than the digital ROCs (cf. figure 5.5) because it uses an external
12 bit ADC whereas the latter uses its internal 8 bit converter. Here, even the Kβ peak is
visible in the spectra from molybdenum onward, to the right of the main peak. The fit is
robust against its presence.
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Figure 5.11: Vcal calibration of an analogue ROC (psi46v2) using the spectra from
figure 5.10. The fluorescence targets have a
nearly perfect linear relationship with Vcal,
and the fit gives the slope of the calibration.
Its value tends to be larger than the one
found with digital ROCs which is mainly
due to differences in the chip’s design layout. The offset in this example is compatible with zero, but this is not necessarily the
case with every chip.

are well defined in each of the measurements with a FWHM of only about 12. For
fluorescence targets where the Kβ line is sufficiently separated from the Kα peak (from
silver onward), the resolution of the measurement even allows to distinguish the two
peaks. An additional benefit of the enhanced resolution is that the signal to noise ratio is
improved. This is visible especially for copper, where the white spectrum from the X-ray
tube almost vanishes with respect to the peak, and barium, where the white background
is much less prominent than in the measurements with the digital ROC (cf. figure 5.5).
The peak position is again extracted with a fit that includes both the signal and the
background. The model used is flexible enough to accommodate all the target spectra.
The shoulder from charge sharing to the left of the signal peak as well as backgrounds are
well distinguished and have only a negligible tendency to bias the result. The values are
used together with the signal charge for each fluorescence line are collected in figure 5.11.
All of the targets lie on a straight line which illustrates the linear relationship between
Vcal and signal charge. The linear fit provides the calibration values. The slope of
57.7 ± 0.4 electrons per Vcal unit is low for analogue ROCs where the slope normally is
(65 ± 9) e− /Vcal [36]. However, the method used to obtain this average is the threshold
method that is somewhat different from the threshold method presented here. The offset
of (10 ± 27) e− in this measurement is compatible with zero, but this is not necessarily
the case for all ROCs.
Threshold method
The range of the pixel threshold of the analog ROC, controlled with the VcThr DAC, is
different from the digital ROCs both in the digital and analogue domain. The ROC for
which the results are presented here has a digital range of 0 to 93 compared to the range
of 0 to 105 of the upgrade ROC. Also, the setting of 0 does not correspond to the same
threshold as for the prototype. The usable range of the analogue ROC allows for the
measurement of threshold scans from copper to barium. These are shown in figure 5.12.
Except for copper and barium which lie at the limit of the threshold range, the step
is well visible for each target. As in the digital ROC, the threshold is decreased with
increasing value of VcThr. This means that barium is slightly too high in energy for a
reliable measurement of the step function and that copper is too close to the noise level
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Figure 5.12: Threshold scans with the analogue ROC (psi46v2) for the different fluorescence targets. The DAC value range is inverted (lower thresholds to the right) and extends
up to a value of about 93 where the noise level is reached above which operation is not possible. The range extends almost as far as barium, and the lowest measurable fluorescence
line is copper. The threshold value that corresponds to the fluorescence signal is extracted
using a fit. This works well for all curves except for copper and barium where the threshold
range is too small.
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Figure 5.13: Vcal calibration of the analogue ROC (psi46v2) using the threshold
method. The extracted thresholds from figure 5.12 are converted into Vcal DAC units
for obtaining this curve. The linear relationship between injected charge and internal
calibration signal amplitude is found using
a fit. The measurements of barium and copper, for which the threshold is not determined reliably, are excluded from this fit.

that limits the threshold range at the low end. For the other targets, the fit successfully
extracts the step transition. These are plotted in figure 5.13. The data points all lie on a
line, except for copper and barium which are slightly off. The linear fit excludes them and
arrives at a calibration slope of 57.4 ± 1.0 electrons per Vcal unit. This is in agreement
with the value obtained with the pulse height method. The offset of (−30 ± 80) e− is
again compatible with zero in this case.

5.7.3

Comparison between methods

The two methods to obtain the Vcal calibration produce very comparable results. The
judgment about which of the procedures is superior, or better suited for calibrating modules after production, has to be based on other factors.
One advantage that the threshold method has over the pulse height method is that it
does not require a pulse height calibration. This is an additional, separate step that has
to be performed for every pixel of the module. The standard, non-X-ray testing program
includes such a step, however, without trimming beforehand and in a different setup. For
the pulse height method it should in any case be redone ahead of the calibration. The
time required for this is a few minutes, depending on the algorithm used.
Production testing and calibration of modules requires that standard settings have
to be used that work for all modules, despite variations between different modules and
ROCs. This is difficult for the threshold method where the threshold scan range is critical
in terms of measurement time. Using large ranges for the different fluorescence targets
to accommodate ROC to ROC variations results in an excessively long testing time.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict where the step transitions occur. Another
difficulty is that the noise level that is reached at some threshold value is also different
for each ROC. When this level is reached, an erroneous number of hits is measured, and
beyond that level no hits are measured at all. The pulse height method, however does
only use the measurement time as a parameter.
Measurement time is generally better with the pulse height method. The threshold
method loses a large amount of time while the threshold is above the signal, and the pulse
height information of the hits that are measured is discarded. Therefore, the scan range is
important for the speed of the calibration with this method. Additional data points above
or below the threshold do not necessarily contribute to a more precise measurement.
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The number of targets that can be used for the measurement is better with the
threshold method. Only barium needs exclusion from the calibration rather than iron
and barium in case of the pulse height method. Additional targets do not always result
in better calibrations and take more time to measure in any case. Using iron as a target
is a confirmation, however, that the ROC indeed operates at very low thresholds.
For production testing, it is important that the calibration is robust. The measurements are both very reliable, except at the edges of the operational parameters. If the
threshold is set too low, for example, the peak of the signal may be cut off with the
pulse height method, or the step measurement is disturbed by fake noise hits when the
threshold goes below the noise level in the threshold method. The additional limitation
that the latter has is that the highest threshold may in some cases not reach the highest
energy target. The extraction of parameters from the measurements has also to be robust. Here, the pulse height method is at a disadvantage because the spectrum fit has
many parameters and the result may diverge easily. The step function fit of the threshold
method has approximately half as many parameters that can be estimated more easily
for setting the initial values.
It was finally decided that the pulse height method will be used for production testing.
The smaller amount of measurement time as well as the simplicity of module configuration
are the main reasons for this choice.
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Performance of highly irradiated
sensors
The lifetime of the pixel detector is mainly limited by the radiation dose that it is able
to withstand. With increasing dose, the signal from the sensor is reduced, negatively
affecting tracking resolution and hit detection efficiency. At some point, the decreased
performance becomes intolerable for precise and reliable track reconstruction. As mentioned in section 1.4, the upgraded pixel detector is expected to be in operation for a
duration which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 500/fb, with the intention to
replace the innermost layer after 250/fb.
The lifetime limit of the silicon sensor technology that is used in the detector today
has not been established yet. It may be possible to operate the detector with a dose that
corresponds to the full 500/fb. The advances in the design of the readout chip in the
pixel detector upgrade could make this possible through higher sensitivity to the smaller
amount of charge the sensor is expected to yield after receiving this dose. It is therefore
indicated to test the performance of the current sensor technology up to and beyond the
levels that the upgrade detector will experience in order to verify its qualification.

6.1

Irradiation effects on silicon sensors

As described in section 1.3.2, the sensor used for the pixel detector has a n-type silicon
bulk with segmented n+ -type implants on one surface that define the pixel array. A p-type
contact exists on the other side of the sensor. This contact is biased with a negative voltage
with respect to the n+ -type contacts. At the transition between p and n, a depletion zone
is established.
Radiation damage in the silicon sensor is caused when particles interact with the sensor
material not only through reversible ionization, but by energy and momentum transfer to
nuclei that leads to defects in the crystal lattice (non-ionizing energy loss, NIEL). There is
a number of possible defect types that have different effects on the operation of the sensor
such as type inversion, increase of depletion voltage and charge trapping. A summary of
these is given below. A more detailed account can be found in [52].
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Effective doping and type inversion
The defects created in the lattice can be electrically charged. The mainly negatively
charged defects affect the space charge and the internal electric field: When starting with
n-type bulk, the effective space charge decreases because of the negatively charged defects
until the bulk is transformed into an effective p-type. This happens at a relatively low dose
of several 1012 neq /cm2 (neutron equivalent fluence, see below) [52]. This has a profound
impact on the depletion zone: Instead of growing from the p-type back contact towards
the segmented n+ -type implants with increasing (negative) voltage, it now expands from
the pixel implants towards the p-type back (cf. figure 1.9).
The defects in the lattice are often mobile, and thermal action can cause the defects
to meet to build stable states that further increase the negative space charge. This is
called ‘reverse annealing’ and occurs after irradiation and as a diffusion process depends
on time and temperature. For this reason, sensors are stored at temperatures below 0 ◦C
which reduces the effect.
Increase of depletion voltage
After the type inversion, the increasing amount of negative space charge leads to a greater
depletion voltage which is governed by the following formula:
Vdepl =

Neff · e · d2
[52],
2ε0 εr

the variable d representing the sensor thickness and Neff the effective doping concentration.
If the bias voltage is insufficient to create an electric field throughout the depth of the
sensor material, no charge is collected in the field-less volume, leading to a reduced signal
yield. Therefore, the bias voltage has to be increased to maintain performance with
radiation damage.
Charge trapping
Some defects are not normally occupied by charges and can act as charge traps. Ionization
charge from passing particles can be stuck in these for a time interval longer than the
charge collection time of typically 10 ns to 20 ns [52]. Thus, it is effectively lost and the
traps thereby reduce the amount of charge measured by the detector. With increasing
dose, this phenomenon eventually limits the usability of the sensor. More sensitive frontend electronics, e.g. with lower detection thresholds, are a way to extend the operating life
of the detector. More sensitive front-end electronics, e.g. with lower detection thresholds
to enable operation with a smaller charge yield, are a way to extend the operating life of
the detector.

6.2

Performance measurements

The main concern about the performance of the sensor is the yield of signal charge that
decreases with irradiation damage through the aforementioned effects. The quantification
of this loss is the goal of this analysis, as well as the determination of the effect the loss
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has on the detection efficiency. In addition, it is desirable to establish the dependence of
the results on a small set of measurement parameters such as the sensor bias voltage.

6.2.1

Charge measurement

As described in [53], the charge signal generated by a minimum ionizing particle in the
sensor is Landau distributed, and the most probable value (MPV) of this distribution is
22 ke− for normal incidence on a sensor with a thickness of 285 µm. For an irradiated
sensor sample, the charge yield from particle hits should be measured and its distribution
determined. From this, the decline of the charge yield can be observed quantitatively.
Because charge collection is not uniform in the sensor because of sensor layout and
irradiation effects, it is beneficial to measure this quantity also as a function of position
both in the two dimensional plane as well as throughout the depth of the sensor. This
reveals details such as the internal electric field as well as how charge is shared between
pixels.

6.2.2

Efficiency measurement

The detection efficiency is determined through the charge yield from the sensor as well
as the detection threshold of the ROC. If the yield is below threshold, no hit is detected
which leads to inefficiency. If a measurement of the particle tracks is made, the time and
location where a hit in the sensor is expected can be determined. The efficiency is then
determined by counting the number of particles that pass through the sensor as well as
the detection of corresponding hits in the device under test (DUT) and calculating the
ratio.
With a resolution in the measurement of the particle trajectory better than the pixel
size, the efficiency can also be determined as a function of hit impact position, similar
to the local charge measurement mentioned above. This provides insights on inefficiency
mechanisms.

6.2.3

Measurement parameters

In order to better understand the behaviour of irradiated sensors, the effect of certain
parameters that influence their performance must be determined.
Irradiation dose
The irradiation dose of a sensor is normally given in units of neq /cm2 which stands for the
equivalent neutron fluence. This parameter is often converted to integrated luminosity
(1/fb) which is a value that depends on the distance of the sensor from the interaction
point of the experiment. The fluence is highest in the innermost layer of the upgrade
pixel detector and at η = 0, where a fluence of 3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 is accumulated after
500/fb [16] (without replacement of the sensors).
The expectation is that the overall performance degrades with increasing dose and
that especially the charge yield drops significantly.
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Bias voltage
The bias voltage directly influences the size of the depletion zone and the strength of
the electric field within the sensor. As described above, irradiation causes an increase in
depletion voltage such that compensation by increasing the bias is necessary. An increased
electric field also leads to a greater speed of the electrons and reduces the influence of
defects such as charge traps.
Pixel threshold
The pixel threshold that is set in the ROC rejects signals where the collected charge is too
small. When measuring the charge distribution, one effect of the threshold is that a cutoff
exists at the low end. Depending on the peak position in the distribution, a part of the
distribution may actually be missing because of this. Because the truncated distribution
again has the approximate shape of a Landau, a misinterpretation of the result can occur.
Furthermore, if the charge in a pixel is below threshold, it will not contribute to the charge
for a particle hit. The efficiency measurement is affected if the charge of every pixel that
is hit by the particle is below the threshold. This may happen if the total collected charge
in the sensor is too small to activate a single pixel, but also when the charge is shared
between pixels such that the amount for each is insufficient. Because of these effects, the
threshold should be set as low as possible.
Angle of incidence
This is the angle at which particles pass through the sensor. For measurements of the
sensor spatial resolution, the particles intersect the sensor in a direction perpendicular to
the planar surface. Measurements that determine the behaviour as a function of depth
within the sensor make use of particles with a shallow angle of incidence. The particles
then intersect multiple pixels at different depths, and with the knowledge of the angle
and the impact position, the drift distance of the signal charge carriers can be calculated.

6.3

Irradiated sensor samples

In order to determine the performance of irradiated sensors, they have to be bump bonded
to ROCs to allow the readout of the sensor charge. Unfortunately, the bump bonding
process requires reflow steps that heat the sensors beyond 200 ◦C and irradiated sensors
should be kept at temperatures as low as possible to inhibit reverse annealing. For this
reason, the bump bonding is performed before irradiation which results in the ROCs being
irradiated along with the sensors.
Single ROC modules from the current pixel detector production are used to make the
performance measurement. They are used together with analogue psi46v2 ROCs. The
reason for this choice is that this ROC type is well understood and digital ROCs were not
available at the time of the measurement.
The samples received their dose in an irradiation facility at the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology in Karlsruhe, Germany. A beam of 23 MeV protons with a diameter between
4 mm and 8 mm is used to scan over the surface of the sensor samples. This is done
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Sample

S15
Sa30
Sb30

Identification code

DOT-1-07
8610-22-08
8610-22-06

Irradiation dose
neq /cm2

1/fb

1.5 × 1015
3.0 × 1015
3.0 × 1015

250
500
500

Table 6.1: Overview of the irradiated samples used for this study. They each consist of a
single ROC silicon sensor that is bump bonded to a psi46v2 type ROC. Irradiation of both
is performed with a 23 MeV proton beam in an irradiation facility in Karlsruhe, Germany.
The target dose is specified in neutron equivalent and the equivalent integrated luminosity
of LHC for the innermost layer [16]. The uncertainty of the dose is in the order of 20 %.

until the dose equals the specified value in neutron equivalents. The dose is applied homogeneously on the samples, but the absolute value has an uncertainty of about 20 %.
There are different target doses for two sample sets which are 1.5 × 1015 neq /cm2 and
3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 , the equivalent to 250/fb and 500/fb [16] of integrated luminosity for
the innermost barrel detector layer. Due to the nature of the irradiation in Karlsruhe,
sensor and ROC are affected differently. The ROC is mainly affected by ionizing irradiation, and the received dose exceeds the expected ROC lifetime by a factor of about five.
A list of the samples used for the analysis is shown in table 6.1, and henceforth, they will
be designated as S15 , Sa30 and Sb30 using the two significant figures identifying the dose in
units of 1014 neq /cm2 .

6.4

Testbeam measurements

The performance of the irradiated samples is measured in a testbeam at DESY (Deutsches
Elektronen Synchrotron) in Hamburg, Germany. The DESY II synchrotron is used to
create a beam of electrons with an energy that can be tuned between 1 GeV and 6 GeV.
The tracks of the electrons are measured with a beam telescope such that their intersection
with the sensor can be calculated. An analysis can then be made by combining the track
data from the telescope to the data collected from the irradiated sample (the device under
test, DUT). A measurement program is performed by testing the DUT with the different
measurement parameter choices. For each of the settings, data are collected for statistical
analysis.

6.4.1

DESY testbeam

DESY II is capable of accelerating electrons or positrons up to an energy of 7.4 GeV.
Today it is mainly used as a pre-accelerator to PETRA (Positron-Elektron-Tandem-RingAnlage) into which it injects a bunch approximately every 60 s. Between these fills,
the beam can be used for other experiments. A carbon fibre can be inserted into the
circulating beam which causes gamma rays through bremsstrahlung emission from the
beam particles. These photons leave the ring and are converted into electron-positron
pairs in a fixed target made of copper. Using a bending magnet and collimators, the
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Figure 6.1: Extraction of an electron
beam from the DESY II synchrotron for
use as a testbeam. Bremsstrahlung in a
carbon fibre causes positron-electron pair
production in a copper target. The variable magnet bends the particle trajectories and allows the selection of the beam
energy through a collimator.
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Figure 6.2: Layout of the experimental setup in the testbeam. The DUT is placed between
the middle pair of the six telescope planes. It is housed in a cooling box that can be tilted
with respect to the beam. The heat exchanger in the box behind the DUT is relatively
massive and scatters the beam noticeably.

resulting beam is split such that only electrons remain. The layout of this is shown in
figure 6.1. The beam can be adjusted in energy by changing the current in the magnet
in front of the collimator to make a selection of which electrons pass through. The range
in which the energy can be changed extends from 1 GeV to 6 GeV. The effect that the
beam energy has on the experiment is twofold: Given the spectrum of the electron beam,
the energy selection changes the rate of the particles in the collimated beam. The higher
the energy of the electrons, the less multiple scattering occurs within the experiment.
An energy of 4.8 GeV is used in this measurement which is a trade-off between rate and
multiple scattering. The diameter of the beam is in the order of a couple of centimetres
and is therefore able to illuminate an entire single ROC sensor.

6.4.2

Experiment setup

The setup of the experiment in the testbeam consists of a beam telescope and the DUT.
Two crossed finger-scintillators serve as a trigger for both the telescope and the DUT,
one being placed in front and the other in the back of the telescope. Another CMS pixel
ROC with sensor is placed at the very end as a timing reference (reference plane). An
overview of this setup is shown in figure 6.2.
Scintillator trigger
The crossed finger-scintillators are used to detect the passage of particles by amplifying the
photon signal produced within the scintillator with photo-multipliers. The signals of both
scintillators are combined and if both signals are in coincidence a trigger is generated.
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This trigger is used to initiate the readout of telescope, DUT and reference plane. The
data acquisition of the three systems is separate, but events are matched through trigger
counters.
Beam telescope
The beam telescope used in the measurement is the Datura telescope which is one particular device of the family of the EuTelescopes [54]. It consists of six planes of Mimosa26 [55]
pixel sensors that are supported by aluminium frames which can be arranged freely within
a range along the beam direction, but are restricted in directions perpendicular as well as
all rotation axes. This sensor array is oriented such that the beam passes through all of
the planes, measuring six space points of their trajectory which are used to reconstruct
the tracks of the beam particles. For this measurement, the telescope sensor planes are
spaced at intervals of 150 mm with a gap of 430 mm between the 3rd and 4th plane to accommodate the DUT. The pointing resolution of the telescope typically is below 3 µm [54].
The data from the telescope sensors are continuously read out with an electronic rolling
shutter mechanism at approximately 8 kHz rate and the trigger from the scintillators is
used to mark the events for storage.
The Mimosa sensors have a pixel size of 18.4 µm × 18.4 µm in an array with an active
area of 10.6 mm × 21.2 mm. The readout is binary which means that the hit information
includes only the pixel position and not the charge that is deposited in the sensor. Since
it is not possible to mechanically fix the telescope planes with a precision better than a
few hundred micrometre, an elaborate software alignment has to be performed with the
collected data to compensate for the physical displacements.
DUT setup
Any one of the CMS pixel detector samples can be placed in a small box where it can
be cooled down actively by using Peltier elements and a liquid cooling system. The box
is mounted between the third and fourth telescope plane in a way such that it can be
rotated around the horizontal axis perpendicular to the beam. The low temperature is
required for irradiated sensors to keep the leakage current low and to avoid annealing.
The temperature is held below −10 ◦C and the box volume is flushed with nitrogen gas to
provide a dry environment. The calibration of the sample is done in situ (without beam)
such that the environment conditions are the same as for the measurements.
Reference plane
The sensor after the last telescope plane is another CMS pixel ROC that is not irradiated.
It is used as a reference to identify the exact timing of the telescope tracks. The reason
for this is the slow shutter speed of the Mimosa26 chip of 8 kHz compared to the 40 MHz
of the CMS pixel ROC. This means that one telescope event contains 5000 possible CMS
pixel events.
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Clock distribution
The CMS pixel ROC operates with a clock of 40 MHz. It is important that the clock
is synchronized with the testbeam bunch structure because the ROC has has a limited
window of efficiency around the sampling point.
DESY provides a clock that is derived from the bunch rotation period, the frequency of
which is given by the circumference of the synchrotron (292.8 m) and the fact that there is
only one bunch. With the bunch travelling nearly a the speed of light, the clock frequency
is approximately 1.024 MHz. However, the bunch injection is synchronized periodically
every 12.5 s to the power grid frequency of 50 Hz. This causes the DESY clock to be upset
every time this synchronization occurs.
To obtain a 40 MHz clock for the CMS pixel ROC that is synchronized to the DESY
clock, a pattern generator is used that pulses 39 times for every DESY clock cycle which
adds up to a frequency close to 40 MHz with a small irregularity between the pulse groups.
At the re-synchronization of the DESY clock to the power grid frequency, a gap of irregular
size occurs in the pattern that is fed to the pixel ROCs. This is in principle no problem
for the ROC itself, but the testboard, that interface the ROCs to the computer, uses a
PLL (phase locked loop) internally to scale the input clock to 80 MHz which it uses for
processing. This higher internal clock is then again scaled down to 40 MHz to provide
a clock for the ROC. Because of the periodic upset of the input clock to the board, the
PLL has to re-synchronize often. There is a chance that this causes a jump in the 80 MHz
clock which results in a random phase shift of the stepped down output clock. This in
turn changes the sampling point of the ROC with respect to the testbeam bunch and
leads to a smaller efficiency. Such upsets occur at a frequency in the order of minutes.
During the experiment, this issue could only be resolved for the measurements of the Sa30
and Sb30 samples by removing the PLL on the testboard and producing a 80 MHz clock
directly from the pattern generator using 78 pulses of 12.5 ns for each DESY clock cycle.
For the measurements with the S15 sample, a close observation of the cluster rate was
made. When the rate was not good during a data taking run or if it was changing over
time, the run was aborted and a new run was started after a clock reset. This necessitated
short runs and impaired the collection of data. For the samples where the problem was
fixed, the data acquisition could operate for hours without problems.

6.5

Data analysis

There are one or more data runs that are taken for each measurement setting. The
analysis of the data is a sequence of steps that have to be performed for every run. The
software used for the analysis is a package provided by the EuTelescope collaboration,
with modifications to include the analysis of the DUT. These modifications involve only
the last analysis step.
The first step consists of converting the data file produced by the telescope into the
format used by the software. Included in this step is also the detection of hot pixels in
the telescope pixel sensors. Then, the individual pixels hits of the telescope are grouped
together into clusters. After that, the coordinates of the activated pixel are transformed
into global coordinates which requires the information about the setup geometry which
is loaded from a configuration file. At the same time, a pre-alignment is performed which
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prepares the data for the actual alignment. The full alignment (see section 6.5.1) is done
subsequently. This corrects the global coordinates of the particle hits for misalignment of
the telescope sensors. The last step is the finding of the telescope tracks for the analysis
which are intersected with the DUT and the reference plane. The roughly measured
position and orientation of these two is read from a configuration file. The telescope
tracks are used for alignment of DUT and reference plane. The alignment constants are
written into a configuration file, and the last step of the analysis is run again to apply
the corrected positions and orientation values.

6.5.1

Alignment

The position and orientation of the telescope planes and CMS pixel sensors are measured
by hand with a precision in the order of a few tenths of millimetres and about one degree
in rotation. For the DUT, which is enclosed in a box and freely tiltable, the measurements
are more difficult, and have larger uncertainties. The measured values only serve as inputs
to the data analysis, but their deviation from the true values is noticeable in the results
because the hit resolution of both telescope and CMS pixel sensors is in the order of tens
of micrometres.
In order to compensate for these deviations, the position of the sensors is determined
after the measurement using data. To do this, tracks are fit from hits in the sensor planes.
These tracks are then used to optimize the sensor position and orientation. The alignment
is split into the alignment of the telescope and the alignment of the DUT.
The telescope alignment finds tracks by taking each hit from the first plane and looking
for matching hits in the second plane. A match is found if the hit position is within a
predefined radius with respect to the first hit. From there, this procedure is repeated with
the third plane until the last plane. The search radii are always relative to the hit in the
preceding plane to allow for multiple scattering. The hits that are part of a track candidate
are then fit with a straight line using χ2 minimization. A more advanced method, such
as GBL (general broken lines, [56]) that takes multiple scattering into account, was still
in the beginnings of development for the telescope analysis software. The track fits that
pass certain quality cuts are then added to the list of tracks to use for alignment. The
alignment itself is done using Millepede II that solves the alignment through matrix
inversion [57]. The large number of track parameters as well as the global parameters (a
total of 36 parameters consisting of translations and rotations in x, y and z for all six
sensor planes) are thereby calculated in one step.
The DUT alignment is done after the telescope alignment. The hits from the telescope
are again used to find tracks, but for the alignment, only the first three planes are considered. The reason for this is that the DUT with its cooling setup is relatively massive
and accounts for most of the beam scattering. The tracks in front of the DUT are built
out of all hit combinations in the three planes. Two cuts are applied to the tracks: They
are only allowed to be at an angle of less than 10 mrad with respect to the beam direction,
and the hit in the middle of the three planes must have a residual of less than 100 µm.
The tracks are then used together with matching hits in the DUT to fit a new track, in
this case using GBL (see above). The fitted tracks are then used again for alignment with
Millepede II to find the position and orientation of the DUT.
The alignment of the timing reference plane is done manually. Tracks are built with
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the hits of the three telescope planes that are behind the DUT with the same constraints
as the tracks in front. The residual between the track impact on the reference plane and
the measured hit position is used to determine the misalignment. The alignment of the
timing reference corrections excludes rotations and the translation in z.

6.5.2

Clustering

Activated pixels in the DUT are grouped into clusters for each event. Here, a cluster
is defined as the largest set of pixels that are adjacent on the sensor grid. The cluster
position, that normally represents the impact point of a particle, can be defined in many
ways. One commonly used method is to use the charge information per pixel to calculate
the centre of gravity. A more elaborate calculation, which is suited only for long clusters
that are caused by tracks at shallow angles, is the one proposed by [58]. It extrapolates
the impact point of the particle to the surface of the sensor on the side where it is bump
bonded to the ROC. Together with the tilting angle, this allows to determine the depth
of the track within the sensor along the length of the cluster. Both methods are used in
this analysis, the latter when the DUT is tilted and the former otherwise.
For charge measurements of particle hits, the sum of the charge in all pixels of the
cluster is calculated. Pixels that collect a charge which does not exceed the detection
threshold can not be accounted for in this sum. The charge of each pixel is obtained
through a gain calibration.

6.5.3

Efficiency measurement

For the efficiency measurement, tracks from the three telescope planes in front of the
DUT are extrapolated up to the impact point on the DUT surface. The same is done for
tracks from the three planes behind the DUT. The tracks in front and in the back are
combined by requiring that they intersect on the surface of the DUT within 100 µm and
pass through the timing reference plane as well. In order to avoid errors occurring at the
sensor edge, only a fiducial area of 3.8 mm × 3.8 mm at the sensor centre is used. The
efficiency is then determined by the total number of tracks, N , and the number of hits,
n, in the DUT at that position that are associated which such a track to be
n
ε= .
N
The association is made by requiring that the hit in the DUT sensor is within a radius of
500 µm of the track impact.

6.5.4

Pixel profiles

The telescope resolution of about <3 µm [54] is much smaller than the size of the CMS
pixels (150 µm × 100 µm). It is therefore possible to determine the properties of the DUT
sensor as a function of position within a single pixel by binning the track impact position.
A total of 150 bins of the size 10 µm × 10 µm are used to cover the surface of a pixel. To
increase the statistics, the data of all pixels in the fiducial region are overlaid. Since the
pixels sensor layout is mirrored depending on which side of a double column the pixel is
located, compensation by reversing the mirroring in software is performed.
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Figure 6.3: A tilted sensor with respect to the particle beam allows the measurement
of charge as a function of depth. Charge is only collected in the volume where there is
an electric field. With irradiated sensors, the travel distance affects the chances of charge
trapping.

6.5.5

Depth profile

With a tilted sensor, the distance to the track exit point on the sensor surface along
the beam direction determines the depth at which the particle passes through the sensor
volume. The tilting angle can be determined through the alignment and then used to
calculate the depth. With a very shallow angle and the segmentation of the sensor into
pixels, a charge collection profile with respect to sensor depth can be measured. The profile is created by binning the distance of the pixels to the cluster position (the calculated
particle impact point) in track direction and determining the MPV of the charge distribution of the pixels in the bins. An illustration of the measurement principle is shown in
figure 6.3.

6.6

Measurement results

The measurement results presented here are divided into the measurements of collected
charge and the hit detection efficiency measurements. The results are shown for multiple
measurement settings such as sensor bias voltage and tilting angle, but also for the different irradiation doses that are measured with the different samples. The samples used
in this study are listed in table 6.1.

6.6.1

Collected charge

Cluster charge with normal incidence
The cluster charge is measured with beam incidence perpendicular to the CMS pixel
sensor. Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of the charge for all three sensor samples which is
fitted to extract the most probable value. In these examples, a bias voltage of 1000 V (the
maximum voltage provided by the power supply) is applied to the sample sensors. The
MPVs of the charge distributions are (17.3 ± 2.4) ke− for the S15 sample, (10.1 ± 1.4) ke−
for the Sa30 sample and (13.6 ± 1.9) ke− for Sb30 . The errors in these results represent
the assumed systematical errors rather than the statistical errors (that are shown in
Figure 6.4). The systematical error of about 14 % is due to uncertainty in the pulse
height calibration of the samples. Presently, it is not possible to perform an absolute
calibration of the pulse height for irradiated samples. Therefore, a constant of 65 e− /Vcal
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Figure 6.5: Most probable value of the collected charge as a function of sensor bias
voltage. No definite transition from sensor
depletion is visible, confirming previous results [16]. The positive slope is attributed
to the improved charge collection with a
stronger electric field. The MPVs for the Sa30
and Sb30 samples can not be determined at
low voltages because there is a cutoff of the
charge distribution from the pixel threshold.

has been assumed for the samples, an average that was obtained by [36], although with a
ROC to ROC variation with an RMS of approximately 9 e− /Vcal.
The nominal MPV for an unirradiated sensor is 22 ke− , and, despite the difference
between the Sa30 and Sb30 samples, the decline with fluence is clearly visible in the measurements from figure 6.4. The measurement is repeated at the sensor bias settings 300 V,
450 V, 600 V, 800 V and 1000 V. For the Sa30 and Sb30 the time did not allow for the measurement of the two lowest values. The MPV of each result is shown in figure 6.5. There
is no clear evidence of a depletion voltage as was found previously using a radioactive
source instead of particles from a testbeam [16]. The data also show that a higher bias
voltage is always beneficial, presumably because an increase of the bias voltage enhances
the charge yield because of the stronger electric field within the sensor. The drift time of
the charge is reduced by this, and the influence of the charge traps is smaller.
Pixel charge profile
The charge profile measurement is performed with single pixel clusters only. The result
is shown in figure 6.6 for all three samples. The bias voltage in this case is again 1000 V
to maximize the charge collection. Figure 6.7 shows the sensor layout for four pixels of a
double column.
For the S15 sample, it can be seen that the yield is largest in the pixel centre. The edges
show a decrease in measured charge by approximately 1 ke− to 2 ke− because of charge
sharing with the adjacent pixel. For right edge, the charge loss is significantly higher. The
bias grid runs along this edge which may affect the electric field. No insensitive volume is
caused by it because is consists only of a metalization on the surface. Additional charge
reduction is caused by the bias dot that connects the pixel to the bias grid. This can be
seen in the upper right corner of the pixel.
The samples Sa30 and Sb30 overall have a lower charge yield than the S15 sample as
expected. Fall-off toward the edges is also visible as well as the bias dot presence.
Charge collection as a function of sensor depth
The result of the tilted sensor measurement where the pixel charge is determined as a
function of distance from the cluster position is shown in figure 6.8 for the sample S15 .
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Figure 6.7: Two dimensional layout of the
silicon sensor for four pixels [16]. The white
area between pixels is a p-spray used for
inter-pixel insulation. The dark areas are
aluminium metalization on top of the ntype pixel implants. The implants are connected at high impedance to the bias grid at
the bias dot through another p-spray. This
is a safety measure for the case that a bump
bond fails to make contact. The bias grid
is only a metalization layer with no doping
underneath, except at the bias dot where
there is another n-type implant.
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Figure 6.8: Charge collection as a function of sensor depth for the S15 that is irradiated
to 1.5 × 1015 neq /cm2 . The sensor appears to have charge collection throughout the depth
at a bias voltage of 450 V and above, only the 300 V measurement shows partial depletion.
The finite slope of the plateau is due to charge trapping that becomes more dominant with
the depth at which charge is collected.

The plot also shows the sensor depth (converted from the distance using the tilting angle
of 82.7◦ ) where the charge is collected. For all bias settings, the MPV of the charge
distribution decreases the deeper the charge is deposited. This is mostly due to the
effect of the charge traps that becomes stronger the longer the charge is drifting. Again,
increasing the bias voltage makes the electric field in the sensor stronger and benefits the
charge collection.
For the measurement at 300 V, there is an additional decline in the measured charge
starting at 150 µm. For this voltage, the expected size of the depletion zone is about
(224 ± 25) µm (full depletion should occur at a voltage of (490 ± 110) V at this radiation
dose). This is calculated using the Hamburg Model [59, 60, 61]. The boundary of the
depletion zone is found to be gradual at high doses, and in addition to that, the electric
field near the boundary becomes small. This means that for the measurement at 300 V,
less charge is collected at depths approaching the 224 µm and at some point drops below
the detection threshold of the ROC. This is the reason why the early decline in charge
occurs as well as the drop in detection efficiency that is also shown in figure 6.8. The
saturation of the charge measurement happens because the charge distribution is cut off
at the low end by the threshold, and the fit produces an incorrect MPV.
Unfortunately, the data for the samples irradiated to a dose of 3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 is
inconclusive because of the insufficiently shallow angle between these samples and beam
as well as the ROC threshold being set too high.

6.6.2

Detection efficiency

Overall efficiency
The average detection efficiency over the pixel sensor is determined using the particle
tracks that pass through it. The tracks that intersect the sensor at the edges as well as in
selected regions that exhibit defects in sensor or ROC are excluded from the calculation.
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Figure 6.9: Particle detection efficiency as
a function of sensor bias voltage for the two
samples S15 and Sa30 (left and right, respectively). The former has a very high efficiency
throughout the range with a maximum of
99.1 %. The Sa30 sample does not exceed
84.1 % and drops to 75.0 % at 600 V. Sb30
shows a slightly higher efficiency at 1000 V.
The small charge yield with these samples
together with the pixel threshold is a the
probable cause for the inefficiency.

The result is shown in figure 6.9 where the efficiency is shown as a function of bias voltage
for the three samples S15 , Sa30 and Sb30 .
For the sample with the lower irradiation dose of 1.5 × 1015 neq /cm2 is nearly constant
over the entire range with a maximum of 99.1 %. At the lowest bias setting of 300 V, the
efficiency is still 98.5 %, despite the sensor not being completely depleted (cf. figure 6.5).
Considering that the dose of this sample corresponds to the required lifetime of the first
layer from the upgraded pixel detector, the efficiency is still extremely good and the sensor
can be regarded as functioning.
The Sa30 sample, with an irradiation dose of 3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 has a significantly lower
efficiency of only 84.1 % at best. With a bias voltage of 600 V, the maximum presently
possible in CMS, the efficiency is measured to be only 75.0 %. The Sb30 is similar, but the
efficiency at 1000 V is slightly higher at 88.0 %. With a dose of only twice as large as the
one of the S15 sample, this is not expected to be so severe. A possible explanation is the
detection threshold (described below).
Pixel profile
The result of the efficiency measurement as a function of track impact position within the
pixel at normal incidence is shown in figure 6.10. The sensor bias setting used to obtain
this result is 1000 V. For the S15 sample, the efficiency is very high in the entire pixel area,
except where the bias dot is located with the connection to the bias grid in the upper
right corner. In this area, the efficiency drops to about 90 %. The lower right corner also
shows a small inefficiency, however, since the pixels are laid out in a continuous grid, this
area is connected to the inefficient area of the next pixel below the one shown. Therefore,
there is only a single region that deviates.
The more irradiated samples, Sa30 and Sb30 , also show a very high efficiency, but only in
the centre region of the pixel. At the edges, the efficiency drops to approximately 80 %,
and in the corners, efficiency is as low as 35 % (Sa30 ) and 60 % (Sb30 ). The bias dot area is
also visible, and the efficiency there is about 70 % to 80 %, similar to the edges. If the pixel
is divided into a grid of 3 × 3 equally sized regions, the centre region exhibits an efficiency
of 98.8 % (Sa30 ) and 98.1 % (Sb30 ) which means that the sensor is still functioning well there.
The average over the whole pixel area yields the 84.1 % and 88.0 % as found above. It is,
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Figure 6.10: Pixel profile of the hit detection efficiency at a sensor bias of 1000 V.
The sample with the lower irradiation dose
to the upper left has a very high efficiency
throughout the pixel area, except for one
corner where the bias dot and the connection to the bias grid is located. Sa30 and Sb30
also show very high efficiency, but only in
the centre of the pixel area. The areas of
low efficiency account for the overall bad efficiency of these samples.

therefore, the boundary regions as well as the bias dot that reduce the efficiency down to
that value.
The fact that the efficiency is lost at the edges suggests that the cause is charge sharing
between pixels. As shown above, the charge yield with a most probable value of 10.1 ke−
is very low for the Sa30 sample. If the charge is shared evenly across two pixels, as would
be the case at the edge, the charge would be reduced to 5 ke− per pixel. Since that value
is only the most probable one, it is quite possible that the charge actually lies below
the pixel’s threshold. This ROC is trimmed to a Vcal value of 45 which corresponds to
approximately 3 ke− using the standard conversion of 65 e− /Vcal. This would explain why
at the edge, about 20 % of the hits are lost. In the corners, the charge may be split fourfold
among the pixels. The most probable value of the charge per pixel is then only 2.5 ke− , a
value that almost certainly is below the threshold of the ROC. It is not surprising that in
this case, more than 50 % of the hits are lost. The Sb30 sample is trimmed to a threshold
corresponding to Vcal 65 because no lower value could be achieved without introducing
noisy pixels. Using the same conversion, the threshold is actually even higher, at around
4.2 ke− . The sample does show a higher average charge (cf. figure 6.4) with a distribution
that is more narrow, and the efficiency does come out about the same as the Sa30 sample.
For some reason, however, the efficiency does not seem to be as bad in the corners.
With the explanation of the insufficiently low threshold, the conclusion is that the
ROC is the limiting factor for the efficiency and not the sensor. The new digital ROC of
the pixel detector upgrade should have the required sensitivity (see chapter 5) and will
therefore be suitable to make efficient measurements sensors irradiated to doses up to
3.0 × 1015 neq /cm2 .
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Chapter 7
Temperature studies of the pixel
detector
The operation of the pixel detector requires efficient cooling for stable measurement conditions. Furthermore, operation at low temperatures such as −10 ◦C is required to keep the
leakage current through the sensor low and to inhibit reverse annealing of the sensor material after the detector has experienced radiation damage. A total of 3.5 kW of electrical
power is dissipated in a volume smaller than a tenth of a cubic metre. As described in
section 1.3.5, a cooling system on the basis of liquid perfluorohexane (C6 F14 ) is employed
to extract the heat. The upgrade detector, that has an increased number of channels and
a total power requirement of about 9 kW [16], will have a two phase CO2 cooling system.
Apart from the significant reduction in detector mass, this method has the advantage
that the temperature of the coolant is constant throughout the detector because it is in
a phase transition. For the liquid cooling system of the current detector, this is not the
case, and temperature variations have to be expected.
The analogue ROC, psi46v2, that is employed in the current detector, contains a
temperature sensor circuit. With a total of 11 520 ROCs in the barrel alone, a high
resolution thermal profile of the detector can be obtained. During the qualification of
the modules prior to their installation in the detector, the temperature sensors were
all calibrated. This results in measurements of high precision with little ROC to ROC
variations.

7.1

Temperature sensor

The temperature sensor is a radiation hard voltage reference which is designed to have
a large, but linear temperature dependence. The output is not directly read out from
the ROC, but first compared with a temperature independent voltage reference through
a differential amplifier. This second voltage reference is a band-gap reference with a very
low temperature coefficient that produces eight output voltages with constant step size.
The latter is achieved with a simple resistor network. The outputs are connected to the
differential amplifier through an analogue multiplexer such that a selection of the output
can be made. Out of the eight reference outputs, one specific output is routed to the
other terminal of the differential amplifier through a second multiplexer such that the
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of the temperature sensor circuit on the psi46v2 ROC. The
temperature sensor output is compared with one of eight outputs of a voltage reference.
The outputs are selected through programming of a register that controls an analogue
multiplexer. Another multiplexer is used to enable comparison of the reference to itself.
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Table 7.1: Identification labels for the result of temperature sensor measurements.

reference can be compared to itself. The circuit is illustrated in figure 7.1. The design
of the different outputs of the bandgap reference allows to cover the large temperature
range from −30 ◦C to +70 ◦C without sacrificing resolution.
The four bits of the register that control the multiplexers are programmed through the
2
I C interface of the ROC that is also used for DAC programming. The analogue voltage
from the differential amplifier can be measured through the ‘lastDAC’ signal that is part
of the readout sequence of the analogue ROC [36]. It is transmitted in the ROC header
just before the pixel data. An access to the register is required to enable the readout.
To comply with the readout protocol, the temperature sensor output is not allowed to
be below the black level of the readout protocol. The differential amplifier is designed to
prevent this by saturating if necessary.
The notation used to identify the 16 different settings with which measurements can be
made, is defined in table 7.1. They are divided into two groups: T0 . . . T7 for measurements
with the temperature sensor and R0 . . . R7 for measurements with the fixed reference
voltage at the positive input of the differential amplifier. The indices 0 through 7 indicate
the bandgap reference output that is routed to the negative input of the amplifier.

7.2

Calibration

Each of the 768 modules of the barrel detector was tested and calibrated at two temperatures before installation. The module temperature was controlled by placing it on the
aluminum cold plate within the insulated space of a cooling box (cf. section 1.5.2).
In the full qualification (see section 1.5), the modules are tested at the two temperatures −10 ◦C and +17 ◦C. At each temperature, the temperature sensors of all ROCs
are calibrated. The calibration consists of the readout of the lastDAC for all the 16 possible settings of the circuit. Because of the good linearity of the temperature sensor, the
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Figure 7.2: Typical calibration curves for a single ROC. The ‘measurement curves’ show
the sensor output and the ‘gain curves’ the fixed reference with respect to the eight bandgap
reference outputs. The bandgap reference is nearly temperature independent, and deviations
from this behaviour are mostly due to temperature dependent effects in the readout chain.
The differential amplifier in the circuit prevents values below zero and saturates.

calibration at two temperatures is sufficient to describe the relation.
The data acquisition is performed with a test board that employs a differential 12 bit
ADC to convert the analogue voltages of the readout sequence, including the lastDAC
voltage. With the 2 × 8 measurement results obtained at one temperature, two curves can
be drawn: One curve uses the temperature readings T0 . . . T7 drawn against the bandgap
reference output that is sequentially assigned to the values 0 to 7. The other does the
same for the fixed reference results R0 . . . R7 . Since the reference output steps are all equal
in size, the voltages can be mapped to the unitless range. The two curves will hereafter be
called ‘measurement curve’ and ‘gain curve’, respectively. Figure 7.2 shows the two curves
for a typical ROC, at the two reference temperatures. They show monotonic behaviour
of the voltage difference with respect to the reference voltage until the lastDAC voltage
reaches zero (the black level) where the differential amplifier saturates. As expected, the
sensor voltage shows a strong temperature dependence while the gain curve is almost
unaffected. The results also indicate that despite the fixed step size between the fractions
of the band-gap reference, the output is not entirely linear. This may be caused by the
differential amplifier or any other component in the readout chain. The same holds true
for the variation in temperature that is seen in the gain curve.

7.2.1

Absolute temperature calibration

The calibration procedure relies on the two reference temperatures −10 ◦C and +17 ◦C
of the cooling box that the calibration is performed in. The cooling box temperature is
measured on the cold plate on which the modules are resting during the process. While
in operation (e.g. during the calibration), the ROC temperature and module sensor
temperature are different from the one of the cold plate. This is due to power dissipation
in the module (approximately 2 W) and thermal resistance between module and cold
plate. The temperature sensor of the ROC is intended to determine the ROC temperature
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Figure 7.3: Overview of the temperature analysis process.

rather than the cooling box temperature. Therefore, the reference temperatures have to
be corrected for the thermal gradient between module and cold plate.
To achieve the absolute temperature calibration, a Pt100 temperature sensor is glued
to the back of a grade C module leftover from production. The Pt100 sensor is centered
on a well working ROC (position 9 on the module). The temperature sensor is read
out through a 4-wire resistance measurement. With the module in operation and after
waiting several minutes for thermal equilibrium to be reached, the obtained temperatures are −2.0 ◦C and +24.3 ◦C for the cooling box temperatures −10.0 ◦C and +17.0 ◦C,
respectively.

7.3

Temperature measurement

The data used for the analysis were taken in-situ while the detector is measuring cosmic
radiation. In this mode, the hit rate on the detector is so low that the modules can
be considered idle. A gain curve is measured as well as one point of the measurement
curve by configuring the detector accordingly and reading out the lastDAC together with
the pixel hits. Points of the gain curve and measurement curve can only be measured
subsequently, and separate runs are required to obtain all data. It is important to note
that the readout chain is completely different from the one used in the calibration setup.
As described in section 1.3.3, the analogue voltages of the readout sequences are converted
into optical signals in the AOH for transmission through the fibres leaving the volume of
CMS. In the pixel FED, the receivers convert the signals back to electrical and digitization
is performed. The resolution of the ADC in the FED is 10 bit.

7.4

Data analysis

As stated before, the output of the temperature sensor on the ROC is the difference
between the temperature dependent and one of the temperature independent voltage references, read out as an analogue signal. As seen in figure 7.2, the output is not completely
linear and it is measured in ADC units. Because the readout chain and the ADC used
in the calibration are different from the ones used in CMS, the gains, offsets and non160
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linearities that apply to the measurement outcomes are not the same. Using one sensor
reading, Ti , and interpolating between the calibration values will produce results that are
subject to all of these variations. To avoid this, another method is used.
The eight bandgap reference outputs that are independent of temperature provide a
metric that is insensitive to the effects of the readout chain. If the output of the temperature sensor, Ti , is converted into this scale, the resulting value will also be unaffected.
The gain curve is used to convert the read out ADC values that correspond to each of the
reference outputs. The gain curve is fitted with a polynomial of second order to provide
interpolation and conversion between ADC units and reference metric. The saturated
part of the gain curve is excluded from this fit. It is important to use a gain curve that
is recorded in the same setup as the temperature measurements the conversion is applied
to. Ideally, the gain curve should also correspond to the same temperature.
With the inverted gain function, g −1 (x), ADC readings can be converted into the
reference scale. The resulting, unitless value T̃i = g −1 (Ti ) is then used together with the
values from the calibration to obtain the actual temperature in degrees Celsius. This is
only possible if the calibration values also use the reference metric. For this reason, the
gain curves from the calibration at the two temperatures −10 ◦C and +17 ◦C are also fit
and the temperature readings at the same temperatures are converted with the resulting
gain functions.
Using the values for calibration and measurement, T̃i (+17), T̃i (−10) and T̃i , a linear
interpolation is made to determine the temperature. However, a choice has to be made
about which of the Ti is used for this calculation. It is possible to use any which do not
saturate at either of the calibrations nor in the measurement.
For absolute temperature measurements, the interpolation is not made between −10 ◦C
and +17 ◦C, but between the values −2.0 ◦C and 24.3 ◦C that originate from the special
measurement described above in section 7.2.1.
An overview of the entire procedure that is done for each ROC is shown in figure 7.3.

7.5

Results

Before the end of 2011, the pixel detector cooling system was set to a temperature of 7.4 ◦C
because the irradiation damage of the sensors was still low with only a total of about 5/fb
of delivered integrated luminosity. In May of 2011 data with activated temperature sensor
readout were taken in cosmics runs. The gain curve as well as the entire measurement
curve was taken and the highest numbered output Ti is selected in the analysis for which
there is no saturation.
The distribution of the ROC temperatures in the barrel detector is shown in figure 7.4.
The mean temperature that the ROCs measure is 20.0 ◦C with a RMS of 2.3 ◦C. These
values are obtained through a fit with a Gaussian distribution. This result suggests that
there is a temperature gradient of about 13 ◦C between coolant and module and that the
temperature is very homogeneous in the entire barrel. The fit with the Gaussian distribution shows that the χ2 value is much larger than expected if the data were described
by this model. Outliers and systematics are the cause of this, as shown below.
Figure 7.5 shows the thermal maps on ROC basis of the three barrel layers. The ROCs
are placed in the maps as they are in the unwrapped layers with the x-axis of the plot
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Figure 7.4: Temperature distribution of
the ROCs in the barrel detector. A mean
of 20.0 ◦C is measured with a sigma of only
2.3 ◦C. This means that the temperature
is very homogeneous, but also that there is
a large temperature gradient between cooling fluid (7.4 ◦C) and modules. Outliers and
systematics cause the poor quality of the
fit. The number of ROCs to contribute in
this statistic is much less than the nominal
11 520 in the barrel.
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Figure 7.5: Map of the ROC temperature
readings for the three barrel layers. A pattern of missing data is caused by a problem in the pixel FED, and modules that
are missing entirely are either not in operation or have poor data quality. Some modules show temperatures that are off from the
mean by several degrees. These are most
likely misidentified modules that cause the
calibration to be invalid.
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Figure 7.6: Maps of the module temperature for the three layers of the pixel detector.
The average over the ROCs of a module is
used for this measurement. Half modules
are displayed with a smaller size and can
be seen at the top, the bottom and in the
middle of each plot. No pattern in the temperature distribution is apparent, only that
layer 1 appears to be slightly cooler than the
other layers.

coinciding with the z-axis of the experiment. The y-axis in the plot stands for the rφ-axis
where 0 corresponds to the top of the detector.
It is evident that some ROCs do not provide data. In part, this is due to a problem in
the pixel FED firmware which causes the lastDAC values of many ROCs not being stored.
This is recognizable as the checkerboard pattern in the maps. It can also be seen that there
are modules (blocks of 2 × 8 ROCs) that are missing entirely. This is because of modules
that are not in operation or modules with all of the ROCs showing bad data quality
such as calibration curves for which the fit fails. Very few modules show temperatures
that are significantly off from the mean of the detector.
During module installation
in the detector, the position of the modules were changed at the last minute in some
cases and these occurrences were not entered into the database that is used to identify
the modules. This results in the measurement data to be interpolated with calibration
data that belong to a different ROC. The fact that all the ROCs in these modules show
a similar temperature is due to the ROCs being taken from the same wafers for module
assembly in general. ROCs from the same wafer are more uniform than random samples.
Where possible, the misidentification of the modules is corrected in this analysis.
Figure 7.6 shows the layer maps of the average module temperature. They provide
a better overview over the temperature conditions in the detector because the missing
channels are hidden. Where the module position in rφ is zero or maximal the half-modules
can be seen that consist of only 1 × 8 ROCs. In the maps, no pattern can be recognized
easily. However, it appears that the temperature between the layers is not exactly the
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the ROCs by barrel layer. The innermost
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which are at nearly the same temperature.
The sigma of the distribution is now reduced
from the one seen in figure 7.4 because of
the layer separation as well as the modules
with extreme average temperatures being
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250

0

0

30

same. The ROC temperature distribution for each layer is shown in figure 7.7. In this
and all following plots, the modules are excluded that have an average temperature that
is off from the mean ROC temperature by more than 2 sigmas. The temperatures are
18.8 ◦C for layer 1 and 20.4 ◦C for layer 2 and 3. The temperature spread is reduced from
2.3 ◦C to around 2.0 ◦C as well.
The RMS of the temperature distributions is caused by systematic temperature variations in the detector as well as the limited measurement precision. Above, the temperature RMS is reduced by about 0.3 ◦C by separating the three layers of the detector
that have different temperatures. To explore the precision of the measurement, a way is
found to almost eliminate the impact of the temperature variations on the distribution
width. The temperature within a module is necessarily subject to equal or less temperature variation than an entire detector layer. Therefore, the distribution of the difference
between ROC temperature and module temperature should have an even smaller width
than 2.0 ◦C. To further reduce temperature variation effects, the gradients within the
module are studied. In figure 7.8, the temperature of all ROCs in the detector with the
same position within the module is averaged after the average temperature of the module
is subtracted. The map therefore shows how evenly distributed the temperature is across
the average module. The orientation of the map is such that the module is viewed from
above with the Kapton and power cable to the left. The map and the accompanying
profile show a strong asymmetry that is most likely due to the power cable that dissipates heat caused by resistive losses onto the module. Using the data from this map, the
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Figure 7.8: Mean deviation of the ROC temperature from the module average as a function
of the ROC position on the module. The Kapton and power cables are attached to the left
and are the most probable cause for the temperature asymmetry. Half-modules are excluded
in this measurement.

distribution of the value
T̂ = (TROC − Tmodule ) − hTROC − Tmodule i
is shown in figure 7.9. By design, this distribution has a mean value of exactly zero
and almost all of the temperature variations are eliminated. Because of the latter, the
very small RMS of 1.2 ◦C indicates an upper limit for the estimation of the temperature
measurement precision.
Another measurement is made that attempts to show how the temperature increases
along the pipes of the cooling system. To achieve this, the flow direction has to be taken
into account which occurs in both directions along the z-axis of the detector. Because of
this, the gradient can not be seen in the thermal maps. The module position is either
kept as in the maps or reversed if the flow is in the negative z-direction. If the module
is cooled from both directions, it is excluded from the measurement. The average of all
modules as a function of position is shown in figure 7.10. A straight line is fitted to the
data which produces a slope that corresponds to a gradient of about 1.1 ◦C over the entire
length of the barrel.
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Chapter 8
Summary and conclusion
The upgrade of the CMS pixel detector is a large project that includes the design, production, assembly and installation of electronics, mechanics, thermal management, computing
resources and more. Each of these items need to be planned, executed and verified, often
in an iterative process. This thesis discusses the front-end electronics as well as the silicon
sensors from which the pixel detector modules are made. It verifies certain aspects of their
design and production.

ROC efficiency simulation
One of the reasons for the upgrade of the pixel detector is an improvement with regard
to the detection efficiency of pixel hits at particle fluences beyond the design parameters
of the current detector. In chapter 3, a simulation of the readout chip is presented. It
is based on the digital circuit design of the ROC, both the one of the current detector
as well as prototypes for the upgrade. The ROC for the innermost barrel layer of the
upgrade detector is not covered because its design is not yet finalized. The simulation is
limited to one double column of the pixel array because of their relative independence in
the chip design. It offers a large set of parameters such that conditions can be matched
with the situation in which the ROC is used. This covers charged particles in CMS as
well as test setups using X-rays.
The results with charged particles show that the single pixel hit efficiency of the ROC
for the upgrade is greatly improved at particle fluences, especially beyond the current
detector’s design parameters. The unacceptable amount of inefficiency of the current
ROC in these conditions is confirmed. The simulation shows the different sources of
inefficiency and the data indicate that for the ROC of the current detector, the data and
timestamp buffers of the double column circuit are the main limitations. The design choice
of increasing these buffer sizes for the upgrade is thereby reaffirmed. For the upgrade
ROC, the reset of the double column after readout as well as the double column drain
mechanism now emerge as the dominant, but relatively small, sources of inefficiency. The
total amount of inefficiency is acceptable, except for the innermost layer of the detector
barrel. For this layer, changes are being made to the ROC design that address the reset
after readout as well as the double column drain. These design choices are therefore also
validated with the simulation. It remains to be seen whether these improvements have
the desired effect. A simulation of these changes in the ROC should be considered for
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future research. Additionally, it is suggested to extend the simulation from a single double
column to entire ROCs or even entire pixel modules to also account for correlated sensor
hits and other effects.

High rate module qualification
As a verification not only of the simulation, but also of the chip production process,
a set of high rate tests have been developed. These are tests of endurance, efficiency
and noise which are presented in chapter 4. For the qualification after production, they
are performed on pixel modules in a laboratory setup prior to their installation in the
detector. High rate pixel hits are achieved by using X-rays to which the silicon sensor
is also sensitive. An importance difference between X-rays and charged particles is that
charge carriers are liberated very locally for X-rays and are normally limited to single
pixels rather than multiple pixels (clusters) which is the case for charged particles that
leave behind a trail of ionization charge. The high rate test is intended to enable the ROC
to go through as many internal states as possible to find possible cases that lead to an
illegal state that may disrupt correct operation. Causes for this may include design flaws
or production errors. Because of the great number of internal states in the ROC, these
tests are done at high rate and during an extended amount of time.
The results of the tests show that up to now, no problems of endurance were found.
An issue that is difficult to avoid with X-rays is the occurrence of a shadow from the HDI
on top of the pixel modules. A test analysis method is presented that attempts to cancel
this effect such that the efficiency of the double columns of the ROCs are comparable to
each other.
The high rate efficiency test shows that with X-rays the efficiency is mainly limited by
the size of the timestamp buffer in the double columns. Simulation shows great agreement
with the measurements, even when varying measurement parameters such as trigger delay.
It is found also that efficiency results with X-rays can not be applied directly to ionizing
particles.
Measurements of the preamplifier noise during operation at high rate show a variation
with rate. There also appears to be a change in threshold with increasing rate. At this
time, it is not entirely clear how these come about, however it is possible that the test
charge injection into pixels may be affected by the high rate X-rays. Unfortunately, no
possibility exists to determine the calibration of the test charge while high rate X-rays
are applied.
In the future, several improvements could be done concerning the high rate tests:
With the equipment used during the studies, the maximum amount time for testing is
limited. This can be addressed by the new testboard (the board that interfaces pixel
modules to the computer). Another desirable change is the transition from the periodic
event selection to a truly random trigger. This would model the conditions in CMS more
closely and may enable the testing of more internal states in the ROC.

Calibration (Vcal calibration)
Two methods for calibrating the internal test charge are presented in chapter 5. They
provide a means to convert between the programmable amplitude (Vcal DAC) into the
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equivalent sensor charge. The calibration is achieved by using X-ray fluorescence emission
from targets made from selected fluorescent materials. This results in nearly monochromatic X-ray photons incident to the pixel sensor, serving as an absolute reference.
One method, which was used previously for the current pixel detector, scans the
detection threshold of the ROC while the sensor is exposed to the monochromatic Xrays. The other method relies on the pulse height that is measured by the ROC for each
photon. Both methods require the measurement of multiple fluorescent targets to obtain
a relationship between sensor charge and internal test charge.
The presented procedures are intended for automation of both the measurement and
the analysis. They are used after module production and are applied to several hundred
pixel modules. For this reason, the method using the pulse height method was selected
because less time is required for the measurements. The results show that the calibrations with both methods are very comparable, thereby confirming the validity of the new
method.
The results also show that the calibration slope (the amount of charge per Vcal unit)
is different between the modules for the detector upgrade and the modules from the
current detector. This is attributed mainly to changes in the ROC design that reduces
the parasitic capacitance that couples charge to the pixel preamplifier input.

Performance of highly irradiated sensors
The testbeam analysis in chapter 6 is an attempt to verify the operation of the silicon
sensor used in the pixel detector at one and two times the radiation dose that it is
supposed to experiences in CMS. It uses ROCs of the current pixel detector because the
new ROCs were not available at the time of the measurement. The samples are irradiated
with protons and the measurements are performed in a testbeam at DESY in Hamburg,
Germany.
The main goals of the analysis are the determination of the signal yield as well as
the detection efficiency at the two irradiation doses. Additional measurements attempt
to reveal the nature of the electric field within the sensor. Charge measurements are
done by using the pulse height information from the ROC that ideally shows a Landau
distribution. The analysis of the detection efficiency uses tracks of the beam telescope that
point onto the sensor of the pixel detector. The pointing resolution of the telescope allows
both quantities to be determined as a function of location within the pixels. Tilted sensor
measurements enable the creation of a depth profile that shows the charge collection.
The results show the expected decrease in charge collection from the sensor which is
attributed to charge trapping. Even at twice the expected radiation dose, the detection
efficiency is high, but only if an adequately low threshold can be set (which the ROC for
the pixel detector upgrade should provide). The efficiency is low at the pixel edges where
charge is divided between two or four pixels such that the charge per pixel does no longer
exceed the detection threshold. The depth profile shows the higher depletion voltages
that are necessary with irradiated sensors.
Two shortcomings of the measurements diminish the usefulness of the measurements:
The detection threshold of the ROCs is set too high for most measurements, cutting off
parts of the Landau distribution or negatively affecting the detection efficiency. Secondly,
no Vcal calibration was available for the irradiated ROCs, resulting in the inability to
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make clear statements about the absolute charge.

Temperature studies of the pixel detector
Chapter 7 analyses the temperature of the current pixel detector while it is in operation
in CMS. Temperature data are taken during a cosmics run using the sensors that are
embedded in the ROCs of the detector. These sensors were calibrated during module
testing in thermally controlled environment prior to the installation of the pixel modules.
A method of how the data from inside CMS can be processed using this calibration is
presented.
The results show that the temperature is very uniform across the entire detector with
only small, mostly random variations. Some systematic differences can be seen when
comparing the different layers of the detector barrel and when taking into account the
flow of the coolant through the barrel. Additionally, it is shown that modules tend to
be warmer on the end where the power cable is attached. This is probably due to the
dissipation of power in the cable.
An upper limit is placed on the precision of the temperature measurement. While
the precision is quite good, questions arise about the absolute temperature reading. A
solution using an absolute calibration of a single module is used to recalculate the absolute
temperature of the installed detector modules. This correction is important for estimating
the radiation damage of the silicon sensors of the pixel detector.
This study could be extended to include data acquired while collisions are taking place
and for different values of instantaneous luminosity. It is even conceivable to determine
the temperature as a function of time during single runs or over several months. The data
could then be correlated to other measurements such as the leakage current through the
silicon sensors.

Conclusions
The operation and efficiency of the front-end electronics at high hit rates is verified in
this thesis through simulation as well as experiment. Test procedures based on X-ray
measurements are presented that can be performed with pixel modules after their production to ensure that there will be no unexpected behaviour during operation in CMS.
Additionally, methods for correlating the internal test charge (Vcal) and external charge
excitation in the sensor using X-ray fluorescence are described. The high rate tests and
the Vcal calibration complete the set of X-ray qualification procedures that are intended
after module production.
The operating limits of the detector are explored through measurements of irradiated
silicon sensors. The longevity of the detector is determined by the sensor performance
which degrades with radiation damage. After irradiation, the detector temperature is
required to be held as low as possible and with the temperature measurement of the
current pixel detector insights are gained over the temperature gradient between sensor
and cooling system as well as the homogeneity within the detector.
It can be concluded that the prototype modules are fulfilling the requirements of the
pixel detector upgrade regarding the studies presented in this thesis.
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